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WITH CHANGING COVID CONDITIONS,
PLEASE REMEMBER TO CONFIRM EVENT DETAILS.

COMING UP
Proudly Sponsored by

Coming Up ONLINE – www.holsteinnews.com

While the event dates were confirmed and current as of date printed, changes do happen!
Please confirm event listings on the website and check for changes or updates.
SEPTEMBER
28-Oct. 2
30-Oct. 1
		
		
		
30
		
30
		
30
		
OCTOBER
1-2
		
		
12-14
		
16
20-29
		
		

World Dairy Expo Tuesday-Saturday, Alliant Energy Centre, Madison, WI.
International Red & White Show at World Dairy Expo Thursday & Friday.
Heifers at 1:30pm September 30th; Cows and Groups at 7:30am October
1st. Judge: Pierre Boulet, Montmagny, QC; Associate Judge: Richard 		
Landry, Sainte-Brigitte-des-Saults, QC.
National Dairy Shrine Awards Reception & Banquet Thursday 5:30pm,
WDE, Alliant Energy Centre, Madison, WI.
DIREC Research Funding and Student Scholarship Application Deadline
Thursday. Visit bcdairy.ca/DIREC or email direc@bcdairy.ca for more info.
WestGen Endowment Fund Application Deadline Thursday.
See https://westgen.com/community/endowment-fund/ for all the details.
International Holstein Show at WDE Friday-Saturday, Madison, WI. Heifers
at noon October 1st; Cows and Groups at 7:30am October 2nd. Judge: Mike
Berry, Powell Butte, OR; Associate Judge: Tom DeGroot, Rosedale, BC.
Fall Fantasy Online Sale Tuesday-Thursday, presented by Wendon Holsteins and
Lone Pine Jerseys. Online bidding at www.uniquedesignsandmarketing.com.
Westerner Dairy Showcase Saturday, Agricentre, Westerner Park, Red Deer, AB.
DairySmart Complete Herdsman Training Program Please see Greenbelt 		
Veterinary Services ad on page 7 for all the course dates and times. For more
info, please see www.greenbeltvet.com or call 604-792-1501 to register.
Continued on page 3

Thanksgiving…
for Summer gatherings,
for a good Fall Harvest
A HARVEST OF COVERAGE
IN OUR FALL ISSUE…
• SK Outstanding Young Farmers
• Farmers Helping Farmers with Hay
• New Owners at Little Qualicum Cheese
• Olympic Women with Dairy Roots
• Saccomaniacs Ag4Austism Event
• Transport Regs Summary – BC Dairy
• Summer 4-H and Open Shows
• Where There’s Smoke…
• John Volken Academy
• Boxcar Boys
...And Much More!

An Eagle-Eye view
of Vyefield Farms
harvesting Eagle
Acres Dairy corn
crop in Fort Langley
Brianna Anderson photo

Be sure
to check out
our Facebook
page for all the
latest Holstein News

holsteinnews.com
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Milk replacer for calves
Canada’s LARGEST Milk Replacer Manufacturer
HACCP Certified
Backed by on-farm Research
PRODUIT DU
PRODUCT OF

CANADA

Call us for a customized feeding program
tailored to your Calf Rearing Goals

WWW.STARGRO.CA | ANDREW FLOKSTRA 604.799.3848
Abbotsford, British Columbia
ph: 604.850.7577
general@abbvet.ca
www.abbvet.ca

Together we are animal care
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Dairy herd production medicine
Leadership in animal health and welfare
Embryo collection, freezing and sexing technologies
IVF - advanced reproductive technologies
Milking parlour performance consultation
Poultry health and performance medicine
Quality service teamed with technical excellence

Delivering excellence in animal care supporting safe and sustainable food production

HOW A 2500-COW DAIRY SAVES

$76,000 IN 1 YEAR

ADJUSTABLE WIDTH

MANURE SCR A P E R
M7000 / M5000

Skidsteer

3 Pt. Attach

U P TO

260 % FASTER

T H AN FIXE D WIDTH SCRAPERS

300-Cow Group Time

15 min

Adjustable Width scraper

40 min

fixed Width scraper

Mensch Manufacturing, LLC
Factory
800.945.6678 Tel
Info@MenschMFG.com
www.MenschMFG.com

Canada Sales

View our full line of
products online at
www.MenschMFG.com

Triaro Farms 519.848.2176 Tel
Manitoba & Eastern Provinces
Jansen Sales 616.813.4323 Tel
Saskatchewan & Western Provinces
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While the event dates were confirmed and current as of date printed, changes do happen!
Please confirm event listings on the website and check for changes or updates.

While every effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of material published, no
responsibility will be assumed for advertising
received by telephone and in no case will
liability be assumed for greater than the cost
of the advertising when errors or omissions
have occurred. It is the responsibility of
the advertiser to ensure the accuracy of
advertising material submitted.

OCTOBER

21 	Application Deadline for BC Holstein Princess Thursday. Application form
can be found at www.bcholsteins.com. Contact Greg Hessels (778-991-0840
or hesgenholsteins@gmail.com) for more info.
29 	Fall Farm Equipment Auction Friday 10am online auction starts.
See www.beekmanauctions.com for all the details.

 olstein Canada Young Leader Scholarship Application Deadline Saturday.
H
See all the details at https://www.holstein.ca/Public/en/MembershipPrograms/Young_Leaders_Program/Awards__and__Recognition.
31 	WestGen Education Award Application Deadline Sunday.
See www.westgen.com for more details and application form.
NOVEMBER
5-14
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair Exhibition Place, Toronto, ON. In-Person Fair
CANCELLED. Looking forward to celebrating the 100th anniversary in 2022!
9-11
Designer Genes Online Sale Tuesday-Thursday. www.uniquedesignsandmarketing.com
12-13 	2021 National Jersey Show Friday-Saturday, Ancaster, ON.
Follow Jersey Canada on social media for updates and details.
17-21 	Holstein Canada 2021 National Shows Wednesday-Sunday, Saint-Hyacinthe
Fairgrounds, QC.
21 	Canadian Agricultural Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony Sunday,
Hotel Fairmont, Winnipeg, MB.
30

Continued on page 30

NEW
GEA Magnum LPS low
proﬁle VL parlour stalls
Upgrade your existing GEA Magnum 90i,
Global 90i or Global 90 parlours front end
to a Vertical Lift individual or group indexing
with minimal down time for conversion.
Your cows and operator will enjoy years of
cow comfort and safe operation!

VERTICAL LIFT RAPID EXIT &
ADJUSTABLE STALL SIZES

MANUFACTURED IN CANADA

FIT ANY BRAND
OF PARALLEL PARLOUR

Paciﬁc Dairy Centre
8558 Chilliwack Mountain Road, Chilliwack, B.C.
(604) 852-9020
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Tars’Tale-Spins

Summer 2021 – a Hot, Dry Mess

Tars Cheema
tars@holsteinnews.com

It was mid-July and Kash and I wanted to
make our road trip through the Okanagan
to see friends and prep some farm stories.
The fires were burning in various locations,
with some getting serious and the Sicamous
blaze erupted the second night, changing
our plans. The thick, acrid smoke in some
places gave us just a tiny sniff of how terrible
it must be for farmers that can’t leave their
livestock and farms. And the situation has
only continued to intensify, causing greater
stress, damage and disruption. A couple
producers had to relocate some cattle to
safer locations while countless others lost
a LOT of sleep, as the flames were close and
they watched on edge. I can’t imagine the
relentless stress. Our final visit was with
John and June de Dood at their Farmer
John’s Market in Grindrod. It was wonderful
to witness a steady stream of visitors who
appreciated the adjoining dairy barn, played
on the playground and could watch the
robot milking from the pristine viewing
room. The ice cream was just an obvious
delicious bonus!
Wetter weather and winter will eventually
win, but it didn’t happen in August, so
farmers and livestock had little choice but
to carry on and cope. Our hearts go out to
everyone in the Okanagan that has suffered
through this difficult summer.

As we continue to grow BC Holstein News
across the prairies, I have had opportunities
to connect with people in different provinces
and learn of the varying drought conditions.
It’s pretty devastating for some producers
and will surely cause feed price increases
for everyone. Sometimes, it was withered
crops, other times, the entire farm’s water
source was drying up – no water – you can’t
just place an order at Amazon. Farming isn’t
for sissies, but it’s taking a toll, and I hope
everyone can look out for one another. Take
care everyone, and may the rains come soon
1981 under the watchful scrutiny of a
– gentle, steady and ample.
grizzled, seasoned veteran, Jack Wright.
Our cattle were range cows that clearly had
The Original AI – not
never seen a halter much less knew how to
Artificial Intelligence…
behave with one. One by one, halters were
Forty years ago, the Rendles paid my AI placed on the wary subjects in the squeeze,
course fee at BCAI Centre and this sheltered, then they were released and tied to the rail in
20-year-old Island boy was on his own in the a tight grouping for our ‘hands-in’ sessions.
‘big city.’ I had gracious 4-H friends who I’m convinced that Gary Booy saved me
took me in for the week in Langley, but it grave bodily injury if not my life, by being
was all very unfamiliar and unsettling. Back
the wrangler of our
then, the hands-on part of the course was
wild-west
conducted at Border Feedlot in south
Surrey. Brian Shaw was a
fledgling instructor
in November

rodeo! Gary is like a Saint Bernard, while
I’m the size of a chihuahua. I met Albert
Streutker, Bob Massie, Richard Bosma,
John DeWitt, Harry Makkinga, Kathy
Hooge. Nearly 10 years later, I would join
Brian and Bob at BCAIC - what a great time
we had. And friendships grew with Gary,
Albert, Richard and John in the following
years. I guess my point is – to engage with
those we cross paths with, make friends.
Enjoy the ride even when we don’t know
where it will take us! Sharing the journey
makes it meaningful.
Dairy feels busier than ever – and there
are fewer producers, fewer events, more
competing demands and more business
challenges. But we still have a cohesive
community like no other ag sector that
I know. Let’s not lose that. We know the
difficulties facing us, requiring all our
voices to stand strong as an industry. Join
a board, attend the meetings, take time to
learn the issues and lend your support to
those who are fighting the good fight on
everyone’s behalf. We are better together
– dairy is still a great place to be!

Your One-Stop Irrigation Provider

Bauer Reels • Center Pivots • Pump Stations • System Upgrades
Email: info@mtnview.ca
Phone: 1-250-838-6455
Toll Free: 1-877-838-0123
Website: www.mtnview.ca
Enderby, BC
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Caring for Calves

Nipple vs. Pail Feeding
– Is One Better Than
the Other?
Vanessa Riddell, Young Animal Specialist,
Grober Nutrition
Let’s go back to the basics - Mother Nature.
Have you ever taken a moment to analyze
the body position of a calf when it is
suckling from the dam? The neck is fully
extended, slanted downwards from the
shoulders and the head is tilted upward
but the nose is not elevated above the
eyes. This is a natural suckling position
for a calf and helps to promote esophageal
groove closure, allowing milk to flow into
the abomasum.
Research has determined that when calves
suckled milk through a nipple, only 2.2%
of milk entered the rumen, compared to
over 50% when drinking from an open
pail. Slowing the rate of ingestion will
allow for proper closure of the esophageal
groove. Calves drinking from an open
pail will have a relaxed neck, head tilted
downwards and the esophageal groove
will be slower to close, resulting in milk
traveling to the rumen. Additional stimuli
such as the chemical composition of milk
or anticipation of a milk meal also affects
groove closure.
Drinking from an open pail can lead to
“ruminal drinking.” This is where milk enters
the rumen and undergoes fermentation.
Calves may develop reduced milk and
starter intake, slowed growth, and have
clay-like manure. The overall appearance
is commonly referred to as hay belly. To
prevent ruminal drinking, slow down the
drinking process, offer multiple small
feedings, use a nipple, and minimize stress.
Slowing down the consumption rate with
nipple feeding not only promotes effective
groove closure but it also enhances
saliva production. Lipases (enzymes for
fat digestion) are present in calf saliva
and start the process of fat digestion
within minutes of a meal. The release of
other digestive enzymes is stimulated
by suckling. Moreover, by extending the
time of the milk meal, the suckle reflex is
satisfied, lending to reduced non-nutritive
oral behaviours (suckling pen bars, other
calves, etc.), an indicator of compromised
welfare.
If feeding with a pail is preferred, consider
a nipple pail. Or, if calves are group
housed, purchase a milk bar with teats
and individual compartments so that
intakes can be monitored and consistent
meal sizes achieved. With this approach,
special attention must be paid to group
dynamics to prevent competition at the
milk bar feeder. If using bottle holders,
the bottle should be tipped at a 30° angle
and the calf’s head should be horizontal
(eyes level with nose). The average height
to place pails is 20-24” from the top of the
pail to the bedding surface. Lastly, do not
cut a hole in the nipples. If the opening
is too large, milk will flow faster, risking
aspiration which can lead to bacterial
pneumonia.
So, do the pros outweigh the cons for
nipple vs. pail feeding? Nipple feeding
promotes consistent closure of the
esophageal groove, increases saliva
production, satisfies the suckling reflex
and is the most natural option. However,
volume per feeding is limited with bottles,

they are more difficult to clean and can
be more labour intensive. Pail feeding is
convenient, and you can feed an increased
volume of milk. On the contrary, it is
unnatural for the calf, there is variability
in esophageal groove closure, leading to
ruminal drinking, thus negatively effecting
rumen development.

What would a calf say?
Drink from a teat, it can’t be beat!

MORE THAN

MILK
REPLACER

; 100% natural
; Rich in antioxidants
; Improves feed conversion
; Antimicrobial & anti-inflammatory
DOSTO® Oregano now available in select Grober
milk replacers

Want more? Talk to your DairyCrop team today:
Gerry DeGroot 604.819.4139
James Robinson 236.986.7693
Evan Davidson 604.991.6708
GroberNutrition.com | 1.800.265.7863 |
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Two Years’ Worth of Excitement
2021 Alberta Dairy Congress Show
2

1

3

4

5

7

Amanda Poelman
On August 12th and 13th, all roads led to
Rimbey, Alberta’s Co-Operators Agrim Centre
for the 2021 Alberta Dairy Congress Show.
Like so many events last year, the 2020 show
was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
adding even more to the anticipation of this
year’s show! “It was great to see everyone
come out with big solid strings this year,”
said Katelyn Crest of Skycrest Holsteins, “A
huge thank you to the organizing committee
for making the show happen.”
The event kicked off with a well-attended
Junior Show on Wednesday night, followed
by the popular Herd Builder sale on Thursday
afternoon, which realized an average of
$2400 on 35 lots. Officially launching the
show that evening were the Jerseys for
Judge Kevin McGrisken of Ontario. Although
a smaller show, the quality ran deep with 1st
place 4-Year Old, LONE PINE JOE DESPACITO
rising to the top for Lone Pine Jerseys, who
also captured the Premier Breeder and
Exhibitor Banners. Junior Champion was
the winning Junior Yearling entry from Fred
and Chance Hofstra, AWESOME TEQUILA
NUTMEG.
On Friday, Judge McGrisken had his work cut
out for him with 138 Holsteins going through
the ring. Grand Champion honours went to
HERITAGEGRD HIGHOCTANE CABARET, the
winning Junior 3-Year Old, who first secured
the Intermediate Championship on her way
to the winners’ circle. Purchased as an
embryo in a BC Fall Tag Sale by Mosnang
Holsteins, Cabaret is now owned by Ferme
Jacobs, QC. Mosnang also captured Reserve
Intermediate and Reserve Grand Champion
with MOSNANG UNIX LIPSTICK, 1st Junior

6

1 - Holstein Junior Champions. (L-R) Judge Kevin McGrisken, Katelyn Crest,
Barclay Phoenix and Willem Vanderlinde.
2 - Holstein Grand Champions. (L-R) Lisa Simanton, Joel Phoenix, Brigette Herrema,
Markus Hehli and Kevin McGrisken.
3 - The impressive working ends of the Intermediate Champions.
4-J
 ersey Junior Champions. (L-R) Vision Credit Union Sponsors, Rebekah Mathers,
Kyle Vaandrager, Kevin McGrisken, and Krista Cressman (Jersey Canada).
5 - Jersey Grand Champions. (L-R) Kevin McGrisken, Jonas Haeni, Markus Hehli,
Katelyn Kozak.
 ed & White Grand Champions. (L-R) Dale Bienert, Egbert Korenberg, Katelyn Kozak
6-R
and Kevin McGrisken.
7-R
 ed Junior Champions. (L-R) Orville Schmidt, Brigette Herrema, Katelyn Kozak,
Kevin McGrisken.
2-Year Old, now owned by Westcoast
Holsteins, BC. Honourable Mention went to
WENDON GOLDWYN ALOHA, 1st Mature Cow,
exhibited by Wendon Holsteins.
After an impressive six class winners,
R&F Livestock of Saskatchewan locked
up Junior Champion with LUNCREST
AUSPCISIOUS 2250, 1st Senior Calf, sired
by Delta Lambda, as well as the Junior
Premier Exhibitor banner. Reserve went to
SKYCREST LAMBDA SHAKIRA, 1st Junior
Calf, exhibited by Sweetridge Farms, MB, who
purchased the calf from Skycrest’s Spring
Sale. DIAMONDPARK SEXY WARRIOR, 2nd
Senior Calf, got the nod for HM.
Did ‘home-town advantage’ favour Mosnang
Holsteins? They secured Junior Premier
Breeder as well as both banners in the Senior
Division. “It was great to see the barns full
and with many provinces represented,
everyone was keen and excited to be out
again,” said Markus Hehli, “The competition
was top quality!”
ROSEL ANE UNSTOPABULL HAILEY,
who dominated R&W classes as a heifer,
continued her winning ways now fresh,
securing Grand Champion honours in the
R&W show. Owned by Wendon Holsteins,
Hailey was the winning Junior 2-Year Old
and Intermediate Champion on her way to
the top. Reserve went to KOZAK AUSSIE RED
RIBBON P, 1st 5-Year Old, for Kozak Holsteins,
who also won Junior Champion with KOZAK
WARRIOR BOMBSHELL and swept all of the
Premier Breeder and Exhibitor banners.

Photos by Ella Wright
JERSEY SHOW CHAMPIONS

Junior Champion

AWESOME TEQUILA NUTMEG
1st Junior Yearling
Fred & Chance Hofstra, AB

Reserve Junior Champion

STERLING PARK KNOCK-OUT TYPHOON
1st Senior Calf
Sterling Park, AB

HM Junior Champion

LONE PINE JORDAN BLANCHE
1st Intermediate Calf
Lone Pine Jerseys, AB

Intermediate Champion

Grand Champion

LONE PINE JOEL DESPACITO
1st 4-year-old
Lone Pine Jerseys, AB

Reserve Grand &
Supreme Champion

LONE PINE VICTORIOUS LIQUORICE
1st Senior 3-year-old
Lone Pine Jerseys, AB

HM Grand Champion

MOSNANG SHE’S GONE VIRAL
1st Senior 2-year-old
Mosnang Holsteins, AB

HOLSTEIN SHOW CHAMPIONS

Junior Champion

LONE PINE VICTORIOUS LIQUORICE
1st Senior 3-year-old
Lone Pine Jerseys, AB

LUNCREST AUSPICIOUS-2250-ET
1st Senior Calf
R&F Livestock, SK

Reserve Intermediate Champion

Reserve Junior Champion

MOSNANG SHE’S GONE VIRAL
1st Senior 2-year-old
Mosnang Holsteins, AB

HM Intermediate Champion

DEERHAVEN ENGINEER MAGNOLIA
2nd Senior 2-year-old
Kozak Holsteins, AB

SKYCREST LAMBDA SHAKIRA
1st Junior Calf
Sweetridge Farms, MB

HM Junior Champion

DIAMONDPARK SEXY WARRIOR
2nd Senior Calf
Leighton Slingerland, AB
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Intermediate Champion

HM Junior Champion

HERITAGEGRD HIGHOCTANE CABARET
1st Senior 3-Year-Old
Ferme Jacobs, QC

MOSNANG ALTITUDE WHIMSY
1st Intermediate Yearling
Mosnang Holsteins, AB

Reserve Intermediate Champion
MOSNANG UNIX LIPSTICK
1st Junior 2-Year-Old
Westcoast Holsteins, BC

Intermediate Champion
ROSELANE UNSTOPABULL HAILEY
1st Junior 2-year-old

HM Intermediate Champion

Wendon Holsteins, AB

WENDON SOLOMON ALBY
1st Senior 2-Year-Old
Wendon Holsteins, AB

Reserve Intermediate Champion

Grand Champion

1st Junior 3-year-old

HERITAGEGRD HIGHOCTANE CABARET
1st Senior 3-Year-Old
Ferme Jacobs, QC

Reserve Grand Champion

VALE-O-SKENE ADDICTION SUGAR
R&F Livestock, SK

HM Intermediate Champion
KOZAK AUSSIE RIDDLE RED

MOSNANG UNIX LIPSTICK
1st Junior 2-Year-Old
Westcoast Holsteins, BC

1st Senior 3-year-old

HM Grand Champion

Grand Champion

WENDON GOLDWYN ALOHA
1st Mature Cow
Wendon Holsteins AB

ROSELANE UNSTOPABULL HAILEY

CORLANE ALTITUDE RED IGGY P
1st Intermediate Calf
Mosnang Holsteins, AB

Three events were held
in the Fraser Valley
and one on central
Vancouver Island.

1st Junior 2-Year-Old
Wendon Holsteins, AB

In addition to learning
about the yields and
varying metrics of
several corn varieties,
attendees heard
presentations on
weather stress, insect
stress and coming
insecticide controls.

Reserve Grand Champion

Junior Champion

Reserve Junior Champion

Pacific Forage was
pleased to be able to
host four Corn Trial
BBQs in September
after missing 2020 due
to you-know-what!

Kozak Holsteins, AB

R&W SHOW CHAMPIONS
KOZAK WARRIOR BOMBSHELL RED
1st Senior Calf
Kozak Holsteins, AB

The Corn Trials and
BBQs Were Back!

KOZAK AUSSIE RED RIBBON P
1st 5-Year-Old, Kozak Holsteins, AB

HM Grand Champion
VALE-O-SKENE ADDICTION SUGAR
1st Junior 3-year-old
R&F Livestock, SK

Complete Herdsman Training Program
Our courses focus on developing and
improving practical skills with a hands-on
approach based on best practices.
COURSE DATES AND TIMES
• Health Management of the Young Calf: $200
Wednesday, Oct. 20, 2021, 9:30am – 5:00pm, Dr. Beverly Chard

• Basic Examination and Treatment of the Cow: $350
Thursday, Oct. 21, 2021, 1:00pm – 4:00pm
Friday, Oct. 22, 2021, 9:00am – 3:30pm, Dr. John Dick

• Trimming and Treating the Lame Cow: $170
Monday, Oct. 25, 2021, 12:30pm – 4:00pm, Dr. Christina Lyn

• Milker Training Refresher: $120
Tuesday, Oct. 26, 2021, 12:00pm – 3:00pm, Dr. Dan McDermid

• Dairy Reproduction & Cow Comfort: $150
Wednesday, Oct. 27, 2021, 10:00am – 3:00pm, Dr. John Dick

Fall 2021

DairySMART Management is again offering:
“The Complete Herdsman”
This is a seven-part herdsman training program.
Each part can be taken separately or you can enroll for the
complete course for a 25% savings on tuition fees.

Any or all of these courses can be customized and presented
directly to your farm’s workers. Let DairySMART design a
training program specifically for your farm.

Learn more about the program at

www.greenbeltvet.com
COVID-19 PRECAUTION

Considering the ongoing pandemic, we are restricting
our class sizes to accommodate physical distancing,
as well as modifying some other aspects of these
courses to ensure we can keep everyone safe.

• proAction: Let’s Get it Done: $150
Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021, 12:00pm – 3:00pm, Dr. Phil Chris

• Calving Management: $150
Friday, Oct. 29, 2021, 12:00pm – 3:00pm, Dr. Beverly Chard

DairySMART

M a n a g e m e n t

Phone: 604.792.1501
Fax: 604.792.1173
8451 Harvard Place,
Chilliwack, BC V2P 7Z5

Dan McDermid, DVM • John Dick, DVM • Jason Ricka, DVM • Phil Chris, DVM • Beverly Chard, DVM • Christina Lyn, DVM
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BC DAIRY PI NEERS

Guy Sim
AN AYRSHIRE AMBASSADOR
Operating for 100 years,
Birkdale Farm’s 190 acres are
spectacular, even with the
bordering urbanization and the
busy road that cuts through.

One of many
Birghdale
animals that
sold and
performed
exceptionally
well for others.

While Holsteins were making serious gains across most of BC’s dairy
industry 60-70 years ago, at the expense of primarily Jersey, Guernsey
and Ayrshire herds, a few have maintained their loyalty and love of
their coloured cows.
By Tars Cheema
One such breeder and true cowman
is Guy Sim, still dairying in the Comox
Valley on central Vancouver Island, with
an impressive 90-cow Ayrshire herd – a
rarity outside of Quebec. It was 1911 when
George Laban arrived on the Island from
Yorkshire, England. His wife, Mabel,
joined him in 1914, but their two daughters
remained behind with relatives, to ensure
a quality education. They initially started
with chickens on a farm that had poor soil
and required water to be carried up a steep
hill from a spring. In 1916, their Canadian
chapter would be stalled, as John’s integral
British loyalty compelled him to return and
support the war effort. Mabel was on her
own when a storm dumped six feet of snow
the first winter, leaving her isolated for a
good month! Life was not easy for settlers!
George returned two years later, upon
the end of the WWI. In 1920, they sold and
moved just a mile away to a better 40-acre
farm, which remains part of Birkdale Farm
today. Two more girls were born in Comox
– the youngest, Sybil, was Guy’s mother.
World travel was slower, more difficult
and more costly than in modern times.
The result was that the entire family, with
all four daughters, gathered only once in
1952 - a special, sentimental reunion at
Birkdale Farm.

Beginnings of Birkdale
As is often the case when people travel
to distant shores to embark on a new
life, they want familiar reminders of the
good things they left behind. The name
Birkdale came from the golf course in the
area where the family had a
summer home on the
central west coast
of England. It’s

easy to see how Comox would be worthy
of the picturesque ‘summer-home’
community George remembered fondly.
As we visit in the family home built by
Guy’s grandfather in 1920, I learn that they
originally began farming with Jerseys in
1922. “That’s all that was available at the
time. And consumers wanted to see the
cream line halfway down the bottle, and you
needed Jerseys for that,” Guy informs me,
based on stories his mother would share.
When cows went to spring pasture, the
rise in cream line was met with a rise in
complaints!
“The original barn had eight stalls,” he
points to the modest little structure that
has been the calf barn for decades. I’m not
used to seeing 100-year old buildings still
in operation…

The Next Generation
Guy’s father, Alec Sim, was originally
from Thunder Bay, where the family had
Ayrshires. After graduation, Alec delivered
milk, then later enrolled with the military
as the second world war got underway.
He was posted to Comox, which led to
meeting young Sybil in the early 40’s.
Later, Alec spent time at Holberg near
Vancouver Island’s northern tip, where
secretive surveillance was undertaken to
monitor the threat posed by the Japanese
to Canada’s western shores. “I tried, but
I could never get my dad to speak about
his role in the military – he was sworn
to secrecy, and he wouldn’t speak of it,
even later in life,” Guy laments this loss of
historic knowledge. After marrying in 1946,
they were transferred to Trenton, Ontario,
but they soon left the military and settled in
Thunder Bay where Alec took up insurance
sales. Guy was born the following year, and
might have remained there were

it not for the brutal winters which severely
limited any outdoor enjoyment. The young
family moved to Vancouver in 1949 where
Alec continued his insurance career. When
the opportunity to buy Birkdale farm was
presented, they both knew it was what they
wanted. Alec and Sybil took over the farm
on February 28, 1950. “I can just remember
standing on the back seat of the car as we
drove in the driveway, passing between two
buildings,” Guy recalls with enviable clarity.
From 1950, Alec would gradually retool
the farm. Buildings were being renovated,
including the barn expansion in 1954,
increasing from 16 to 23 cow stalls. They
had been bottling and delivering milk
themselves but making the shift to selling
to the Comox Creamery in downtown
Courtenay allowed Alec to focus on milking
more cows. Just two years later he built
again, bringing the herd size up to 36 cows
in the late ‘50’s.

The Ayrshirification
The herd was not just growing…it was
changing. Alec’s Ayrshire background was
influencing the breeding direction, which
began with the inclusion of Ubyssey Blue
Duke – an Ayrshire herd sire from UBC. Alec
established the Birghdale prefix in 1950 as
he committed to a registered future for
the soon-to-be Ayrshire herd! Crossing
Duke on the Jerseys began the transition
to a full Ayrshire herd, which they had by
1960, with the addition of some registered
Ayrshires, often with strong pedigrees.
“The local inseminator said he was using
more Ayrshire semen than Holstein in the
early ‘60’s,” Guy recalls. When Guy joined a
mixed 4-H club around the age of 10, his
interest in cows and judging grew quickly.
“Going to the PNE was like attending school
to learn about good cows!”
About an hour south of Birkdale was Harry
Dawson and his son Charlie of Dawsondale

The Birghdale cows have been grazing these fields since the 1950’s
when Alec Sim transitioned from Jerseys to Ayrshires. Since then,
the city has grown to crowd in on all sides.

VISION. COURAGE. PIONEERS. AS RELEVANT NOW AS EVER!
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Much like Guy, the cows don’t dawdle. They hustle up the laneway
heading for the barn daily through the grazing season. Lame
cows are a rarity.
Farms. “Charlie was a great cowman
who enjoyed traveling and brought some
impressive cows home,” recalls Guy. Some
may remember a prominent Ayrshire
cow, FINTRY LAST GIRL, bred by Captain
Dunwaters of Fintry Farm, just west of
Kelowna. When Fintry sold out in the late
‘40’s, it was Charlie who bought Last Girl,
selling her to Birkdale as a 5-year old. Her
daughter, BIRGHDALE HOLLY, sired by the
American sire Springcrest Statesman,
became their first Excellent cow (91 points).
About one third of today’s Birghdale herd
traces back to one of Last Girl’s twin heifers
by the neighbour’s Quebec-bred Ayrshire
sire. Another important acquisition from
Charlie was HAUGHLANDS COMFORT, bred
by GL Anderson at Cowichan Station in the
‘50’s. Her progeny also proliferated into
a strong family (Countess) that remains
well-represented today.
“And Bill McFaul scouted out some great
cows for the show cow game,” Guy adds.
From the Saville herd down-Island, they
acquired the LELANDS cow (from the
Blackaddar herd on PEI) and SAVILLE
BALIG, the result of an early AI breeding
in 1957, sired by a famous east coast
USA bull, Balig Bruno, who was originally
imported as a calf from Scotland. Bruno
is heavily featured far back in nearly all
Ayrshire pedigrees still today. The Saville
bull sired a Birghdale heifer that sold to
Anderlinis on the mainland, becoming the
great-granddam of their famous Bella cow.
These were formative exposures for Guy
who further appreciated the patient
teaching he received from Charlie and Bill
over the years.

The Value of Education
After attending Olds College, Guy returned
home for a time, until an opportunity to join
BCAI Centre presented itself. From 196870, Guy worked as an AI tech from Delta to
Abbotsford, where he learned the skillful
art of handling 1cc ampules! “I got to see
lots of great cows and lots that needed
udder improvement – it really drove me
to breed the best cows I could.” He also
witnessed the arrival of the exotic beef
era, “I recall breeding the big Charolais
cows, that thankfully turned out to be
quiet!” While working at Milner, Guy took
an opportunity to attend the first World
Ayrshire Conference in Toronto. Through
the bus tour visiting prominent breeders,
he made many good contacts with keen
breeders from the UK, Finland and other
countries.

Guy Sim is the third generation
to dedicate themselves to
Birkdale Farm, each one
developing it to greater
accomplishment.
This spurred him on to an eight-month
‘study abroad’ trip, taking him through a
dozen countries, including the UK, Finland
and even Turkey! “The Finnish herds
averaged just six cows per herd back
then, and they were mostly operated by
women. I’m still friends with many Finnish
breeders, most of them women,” Guy says.
“I remember spending quite a bit of time
explaining the Canadian sires and their
pedigrees and strengths to the AI people
in the UK. I think I may have influenced
their decision to import semen for the first
time, from four of our best Ayrshire bulls,”
he suggests.
An unexpected bonus of the European
trip was the effect of visiting ancient
Roman ruins at Bath. Never much for
history in school, Guy was impacted by the
remarkable engineering advancements of
a civilization 2000 years ago. “Seeing those
complex ruins opened my mind and I’ve
been more curious about understanding
history and how it’s shaped our world,” he
admits with fascination.

Guy continues to make full use of the 96-stall stanchion barn
built by his father in 1967. But the cows have been parlour milked
for decades.
“I returned home full of enthusiasm and
ready to change the world,” he laughs
out loud! Guy was 23 when he began a
partnership with his father on the 55-cow
Birkdale Farm in December 1970. The
substantial 96-stall 4-row stanchion barn
built in 1967 was now ready to be filled.

don’t want the smell,” Guy admits with some
frustration. “This farm would be perfect
for someone younger wanting to have a
farm to consumer dairy business, like Little
Qualicum Cheese.” The proximity to the
large urban population in that case would
be a distinct advantage.

Breeding and developing a prominent
Ayrshire herd fueled Guy over the years.
Dave Longeway purchased BIRGHDALE
NELLE 61 EX-92 3E as a calf in the early ‘90’s
at the PNE. He sold her to Bryce Fisher,
and she went on to perform exceptionally
well, resulting in her profile as ‘cover girl’
on Canadian Ayrshires magazine. Other
Birghdale cattle have been sold to Alberta,
Ontario, Quebec and into the USA. Notably,
three heifers were sold to Japan in the
late ‘80’s.

Guy has always been keen on Ayrshires,
which brought him an invitation to Kenya
in 1984 to present as one of three ‘Young
Ayrshire Enthusiasts’ at the Ayrshire World
Conference. In addition to being a longtime Ayrshire Canada member, Guy has
served as a Director, was on the breed
improvement committee and was Ayrshire
Canada President in 1993, hosting the AGM
in Comox in 1994.

More than a dozen years ago, Randy Kortus
of Mainstream in Lynden, Washington,
picked out three well-bred heifers for his
son who wanted his own special line. A
daughter of one of them, MAINSTREAM
REAL BETHANY went 93 points and was a
top state production cow making a record
of 40,640 – 2164 - 5.2F – 1056 - 2.6P lbs. She
traces to the heart of the Countess family,
which has now spread into the central US
through Bethany and her progeny.
Often, we measure the ultimate
accomplishment of a breeding herd to be
the ability to yield AI sires which meet the
threshold for wide marketability. Birghdale
Nick was recognized as the top fat bull
of his time, while Copper and Tradition
were respected for balanced breeding
patterns. Despite Birghdale Ayrshires
having attained success with AI sires in
the past, the modern genomic era has all
but closed the gate on getting more sires
into stud. While that may be disappointing,
Guy remains keenly interested in breeding,
is proud of his herd, and still finds other
breeders interested in acquiring his stock.

Where Did 50 Years Go?
Like all committed farmers, Guy continued
to acquire land around him to support the
growing herd. But in 1978, the city built a
main road through the farm, cutting off
30 acres across the other side. It has only
increased in annoyance over the years, to
graze the dry cows and heifers there, with
the increasing traffic volume, speed and
disrespect of some city folk. “Farming on
the edge of the city is no fun; although they
love to see the farm, fields and cows, they

His 100% Ayrshire herd continues to graze
the main farm fields rotationally from early
May to late October. As I watch the cows
return up the laneway from the back field
ahead of afternoon milking, they walk
briskly past the rows of white silage bags
near the barn. Guy points out the damaged
bags that have been patched visibly with
red tape in places. “The deer come through
here and walk on the bags,” he shakes his
head in exasperation, though I suspect
he’d rather tolerate the deer than the
ever-increasing load of regulations that
producers must comply with. With no
family to take over the farm, and with the
city crowding from all sides, the 74-year
old is not certain how long he will continue
– but for now, he still enjoys the cows and
farming.
Guy’s love for the Ayrshire breed is genuine,
and his success breeding a genetically
impressive herd, even while the population
is limited worldwide, is commendable.
His 90-cow herd currently includes 12 EX
cows up to 5E! Genetic improvement is
well-understood to be a numbers game,
with the rate of genetic advancement
enhanced when one has access to a large
population to breed from. The Birghdale
herd’s genetic accomplishments are all
the more outstanding in light of this. To
honour Guy for his lifetime of dedication
to the advancement of the Canadian
Ayrshire breed, he was honoured in 2019
with a Lifetime Member Award, by Ayrshire
Canada. A fitting recognition indeed for this
respected Ayrshire Ambassador!
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Lovholm:
Saskatchewan’s
OYF Winner
Lovholm Holsteins is very much a family farm
involving Jessica and Michael Lovich and their three daughters,
from left, Renelle, Raelyn and Reata.
Bonnie Cooper
becooper2010@gmail.com
Michael and Jessica Lovich, passionate and
enthusiastic Holstein breeders from Lovholm
Holsteins, Balgonie, SK, were excited and
honoured to be named this year’s Saskatchewan
Outstanding Young Farmers! One of seven
regional OYF winners from across Canada, the
Loviches will compete in the national OYF event
in December where two national winners will be
chosen. “This award is a wonderful experience
and a good opportunity to reflect on where
you were, where you are, and where you want
to go. You get to meet a lot of people and the
networking opportunities in the OYF program
are awesome,” say the Loviches who were also
nominated for the provincial award in 2018.
Born with a love of Holsteins in their veins,
Michael, 39, and Jessica, 38, grew up
on purebred Holstein farms (Lovhill and
Crestomere) in Alberta, and married in 2007.
After farming with Michael’s family for several
years at Cherhill, AB, the couple decided to
strike out on their own. “We had to overcome
some big obstacles to get going on our own.
But we were determined and too stubborn to
quit,” says the couple. After being unable to
find a farm in Alberta, Michael and Jessica
were elated when they were able to acquire
Prairie Diamond Farm in Saskatchewan from
the Strudwick family, moving herd and family
on November 1, 2015. “We always say, ‘God put
us exactly where He wanted us to be,’” says
Jessica. And today this Balgonie farm is where
“Lovholm Holsteins – Home of the Lovhill Cows”
is writing its story.
The Loviches and their three daughters –
Reata, 12, Renelle, 10, and Raelyn, 7 – are very
involved in their community, church and sports.
Michael is President of the Saskatchewan
Holstein Branch. Both he and Jessica are on
the 2022 Holstein Canada National Convention
Committee slated for Saskatchewan in April
and Michael is the Show and Sale Committee
Chairman. Jessica is a SaskMilk Board Director,
4-H dairy leader, teaches figure skating, and
helps coach some of her girls’ sports teams. The
couple were Saskatchewan “Holstein Breeder
of the Year” in 2019.

how food is grown. We love farming and so you
have to keep your consumers engaged for your
license to farm. Agriculture makes up just 2% of
the world’s population. If the other 98% decided
some day they didn’t like agriculture, it would
be so easy to shut us down.”
The Loviches’ ‘agvocating’ extends in other
ways. They now hire a summer student to
work on the farm, often giving that person
needed farm and animal experience before
attending university. At the encouragement of
their daughters, Jessica organized and became
the leader of a local 4-H Dairy Club with six out
of 10 members from the city. “All ten kids had
calves from our farm and learned how to show
a calf,” says Jessica. “While it was a challenge
with Covid, we did different online stuff, with
our main goal being just to teach the kids about
farming. It was fun and we will continue to use
the 4-H program as an industry teaching tool.”
When Michael and Jessica bought their
own farm, their initial goal was simply to
“survive.” Now almost six years in, they have
accomplished that and more. The Loviches
milk 70 Holstein cows in a tie-stall barn. An
impressive 84% of the herd is EX/VG with 17
Multiple EX, nine EX, 51 VG and 15 GP. Some 90%
of the herd is homebred. They farm 550 acres,
growing alfalfa, corn, barley and oats. Milk cows
are fed a TMR twice a day comprised of corn
silage, barley silage, barley grain, a protein
supplement and dry hay, topped up with dry
hay or grass bales.
Despite their similar backgrounds, the couple
admit they now have slightly different views on
what kind of cow they should be breeding for,
leading to some “good debates.”
“Since I do the accounting,” explains Jessica,
“I think more about health traits and Somatic
Cell Scores, whereas Michael just wants a
Very Good 2-year-old. But at the end of the
day,” she stresses, “we are still a team here.
We respect each other’s opinions. So, we
look at what is the most profitable decision
for us and hopefully our differences will make
for an even better herd.” Michael continues,
“Today we breed mainly for that well balanced,
moderate sized cow with a good udder and feet
and legs who will last a long time. We like to
see longtime production. We let our cows out
just about every day, even in the winter, for at
least an hour. We have eight cows right now in
their seventh lactation, but at one time, had
a 10-lactation, a couple nine and some eight
lactation cows.” Conformation and deep cow
families are the primary considerations when
selecting bulls. “We never select on genomics,
don’t breed our bottom-end to beef, and aren’t
scared to go back and use older genetics,”
they say. The couple sells 35-40 fresh cows
or heifers for breeding purposes every year.

Jessica and Michael are huge ‘Agvocates.’ “We
encourage tours to our farm. We like to talk
to people about farming. We are part of the
Agriculture in the Classroom (AITC) program
and now I am on the AITC/Sask Board through
SaskMilk,” says Jessica. With Lovholm only
20 minutes from Regina, and “seven minutes
from a Tim Hortons,” the farm’s location has
been perfect in expanding the Loviches’
opportunities to educate the public about
agriculture. “We have hosted school kids,
people and groups from Regina, and a group
from Switzerland at our farm,” says Jessica.
“We do this because a lot of people have no
clue where their food comes from,” states
Michael. As Jessica points out, “Today, people “Breeding a Madison Supreme Champion”
are further distanced from knowing where and undeniably ranks at the top of the Loviches’

Jessica and
Michael Lovich
of Lovholm
Holsteins are
this year’s
Saskatchewan
Outstanding
Young Farmers
Program
winner and
work hard to
’agvocate’ for
agriculture
in their
community and
beyond.

LOVHILL WINDHAMMER AVA EX-95-3E, who
completes three generations of Multiple
EX cows, is currently the Loviches’ highest
classified cow and has over 82,000 kg milk
lifetime to date.

list of achievements to date. The couple were
farming with Michael’s parents in Alberta
when Michael made the breeding decision
that produced LOVHILL GOLDWYN KATRYSHA
EX-96-3E-USA in 2009. “Never afraid to sell
a good one,” the Loviches sold Katrysha as a
Junior 3-year-old through the 2012 Canadian
National Convention Sale. She eventually
made her way to the United States where her
illustrious show career included Grand and
Supreme Champion at World Dairy Expo in
Madison in 2015, Reserve Grand at Madison
and the Royal Winter Fair in 2014, and numerous
All-American and All-Canadian recognitions.
A seventh generation EX/VG from BIENERT
ENCOUNTER KIM EX-90-4E-4*, Katrysha’s
influence continues at Lovholm through her
9-year-old daughter, LOVHILL WINDBROOK
KITKAT EX-93-3E-2*, dam of an EX-92 Solomon
and three VG daughters. Also here are several
sisters to Katrysha including an EX-93 Gold
Chip and EX-90-2E Deman.

dam of 10-year-old LOVHILL BRAXTON FOXY
EX-94-3E, the Loviches’ first Super 3 cow, and
LOVHILL BRAXTON FUNKY EX-95-3E-USA, the
2017 and 2021 Minnesota State Show Grand
Champion for Stranshome Holsteins. Another
cow who has provided lots of descendants
is LOVHILL SUSY ADAM EX-94-6E-8*. Her
daughter, LOVHILL GOLDWYN SUGAR EX-936E-1*, 2019 Saskatchewan ‘Cow of the Year’ and
dam of three EX daughters, just left the herd
this year at 12 years old after making 122,730
kg milk lifetime.
The Loviches are very grateful for the help they
have received since going on their own. “We are
really thankful for our girls. They are a huge part
of our success,” says the couple, acknowledging
the growing responsibilities their daughters
are now assuming on the farm. “And we want
to thank our fellow industry people. We have
had a lot of good mentors work with us. We are
surrounded by a really great team of people in
different roles that make it possible for us to do
the things that we are ambitious enough to do.
While our goal every day continues to be getting
better at everything we do and continuing to
breed conformationally superior animals, we
are now at a crossroads,” they acknowledge.
“We are starting to think long-term about where
we want to end up. We are thinking of different
ways that we can diversify, such as processing
our own milk. We want to keep our farm moving
forward. We don’t like to sit still, ever.”

The excellence of this Saskatchewan herd runs
deep. Their highest classified cow currently is
LOVHILL WINDHAMMER AVA EX-95-3E. This
8-year-old is backed by two Multiple EX, Star
Brood dams and already has two VG daughters.
MS APPLE ARUSHA-ET EX-92, (Archrival x
Apple), has an exciting 2-year-old, LOVHILL
AVALANCHE APPLEDUMPLING, who went VG85 at just 12 days fresh, plus VG-87 Dempsey
and Jacot-Red daughters. The older breeding
families are still having an impact as well. It is this drive and determination that has made
STANHOPE FELICIA DUNDEE EX-91-3E-5* has Michael and Jessica Lovich Saskatchewan’s
numerous family members here. She is the Outstanding Young Farmers.
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Boost Herd Productivity & Profitability
By Jeromy Ten Hag, Herd Management & Software Specialist, Lactanet Canada

"Over 60% of milk recorded cows in British Columbia are managed
with DairyComp ― a true testament to its popularity with producers."

DairyComp
Herd Management

Software

CELEBRATING

25IN CANADA
YRS

Managing data to make better decisions has become
extremely important on modern Canadian dairy farms. An
extremely powerful tool that supports producers to be able
to do this is DairyComp herd management software.
DairyComp, developed by VAS, is sold and supported by
Lactanet in Canada. After the first installs of DairyComp in
the mid 90’s, program features were added for test day data
recording needs for Western Canadian DHI. The software
has since expanded to 1,750 users in Canada and continues
to evolve to meet the needs of the Canadian dairy industry.

Modules for DairyTrace and proAction®

Work Cow-side with the App

Over the years, modules were added to DairyComp to
store treatment records for Canadian Quality Milk and
manage the recording and reporting requirements of
animal traceability for the proAction® program. In fact, the
on-farm software’s incredible line-up of capabilities has
led to over 60% of milk recorded cows in British Columbia
to be managed with DairyComp ― a true testament to its
popularity with producers.

Mobile options have also expanded with the new cloudbased DairyComp Pulse platform. The mobile app can be
downloaded at no additional cost from the App Store that
allows data to be accessed or recorded from anywhere on
any device. A valuable option when working cow-side.
With more and more on-farm automation, DairyComp can
be integrated with many milking and activity and health
monitoring systems. The connectivity with multiple systems
on a dairy allows for an efficient single data entry point and
for information to be imported automatically. This flow into
a one-source hub has proven to be valuable for at-a-glance
insight and better daily decision-making.

Easily Share Data
Dairy producers also tell us that an important and
convenient feature of DairyComp is the ability to share data
with their team of advisors and Lactanet field technicians to
help identify strengths, opportunities and provide an action
plan for follow up.

Characteristics that really set DairyComp apart are its
flexibility to monitor herd performance with any size herd,
while meeting the management style of the producer.
Customization can include: the type of animal data
collected, set-up of automated work lists to get daily tasks
completed, or optimizing records for analysis to boost
productivity.

Finally, it has to be said that Lactanet’s knowledgeable
and friendly support team is very customer focused and
equipped to provide guidance, troubleshoot, and answer
any questions users may have. Assistance is offered in
person, over the phone or via remote access. Once you get
to know DairyComp, and experience its time-saving set-up,
ease of use and powerful analysis tools, it’s not surprising
that it’s the world’s most popular dairy herd
management tool.
I N S P
I R E
D

B Y

S
R E S U L T

For more information on DairyComp visit lactanet.ca, call 1-800-549-4373 or email dcsupport@lactanet.ca.
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Giving it her ALL
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Jill Hamming – Family – then
Holsteins, Hockey and Horses!

in

Dairy

Kate Ayers, B.Sc.,
University of Guelph

“Jill has been so
important to our
family and the
farm. She handled
all the hockey,
football, helped
with 4-H and
the Branch and
continues with
halter breaking,
clipping, milking
and books. No way
we could afford
to replace her!!”
(Husband) Brian
Hamming
(with a chuckle)

Jill handles it all.
Milking, showing,
office work, 4-H
and more - Jill
enjoys the variety of
roles in her dairying/
family life.

Lower Left photo:

Family. The central
element of the Hamming
Family Farm. Then cows,
hockey, horses…
Lower Right photo:

The spectacular Hamming
Holsteins farm setting,
just outside of Vernon.

When you grow up dairy farming, it
becomes part of you. So it is with Jill
Hamming, that her dairy roots have
shaped her strong sense of community.
She grew up meeting and interacting with
community members through 4-H and
continues to give back through volunteer
roles. In fact, her early involvement in 4-H
and dairying led Jill to her future career
endeavours and to her husband, Brian.

When it comes to
Agriculture, we get it.

For information on
our complete suite of
services, visit:
scotiabank.com/
agriculturalservices

“My dad and grandfather came from
Holland and started dairy farming in the
Fraser Valley,” Jill begins. She helped with
chores in the Abbotsford-based Van Biert
dairy farm but, “I wasn’t in the Holstein 4-H
club. I did the horse club,” she smiles with
no apology.
Since she and her five younger siblings
all participated in local 4-H clubs, it is
perhaps no surprise that this is where
she would meet her eventual life partner.
“Brian’s sister was my friend; she was in
the horse club with me, and my brothers
were in the dairy club with Brian,” she says.
“When we were in 4-H (as teenagers), we

did activities outside of fairs. We got to
know each other through basketball game
nights and other events.”
Like Jill’s lineage, Brian’s grandfather also
moved to BC from Holland and started

farming in the Fraser Valley - the humble
beginnings of Hamming Holsteins.

New Beginnings
The couple was married in 1998 and the
entire family committed to move the
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The cattle love the dry interior climate
especially on comfortable days.
It took a continuous team effort to keep a careful
vigil on the wildfire situation this summer which came
uncomfortably close to the farm.

The entire family enjoys showing cattle
competitively, as seen with their grand winnings
at the 2019 IPE.

farming operation from the Fraser Valley to
Vernon in 2003. The high price of land and
growing population in the lower mainland
were the main motivators of the move
north.
“When we got married, I wasn’t as involved
in our operation, but I started being more
involved when we moved to the Okanagan.”
For many years, dairy farming was a family
affair for the Hammings. Brian’s parents
Wally and Peggy and his brother Dave and
sister-in-law Skye were all partners in the
farm. Last year, Dave and Skye moved
to Falkland to establish their own dairy
operation, Tazo Farms. And now, Wally and
Peggy are semi-retired, enjoying winters in
Arizona, when able. “Irrigation is dad’s thing
around here and he likes to fix things,” Jill
appreciates.
So, Jill and Brian have taken the halter at
Hamming Holsteins. All three of their sons
loved showing dairy as youth and continue
to be involved in the breeding aspects at
home. Clayton, 21, manages another 55cow dairy close by to the home farm. He is
married and has twins. Carson, 19, has been
living and working in Saskatchewan for two
years. He milks a 75-cow herd with Mariah
Mitchell. He purchased an Elmbridge cow
years ago, giving him his start into red
genetics. Their youngest son Cayden, 18,
enjoys farming as much as being a Junior A
goalie for the BCHL Smoke Eaters in Trail.
On the cattle front, he has won at WCC and
other showmanship awards.
All the boys have cows in the herd and have
a keen interest in breeding and developing
good cows, to Jill and Brian’s great delight!
Clayton and Cayden are active in the home
farm when not parenting, working or
skating.
Despite having helping hands on the
farm from time to time, Jill still enjoys
completing 90 per cent of the milking,
looking after the calves and bookkeeping.
In addition to “all the cleaning and whatever
else needs to be done,” she laughs.
The family milks 140 cows twice a day in a
double-10 herringbone parlour. They also
grow most of the cattle’s feed on the 400acre home farm and 60 acres of rented
land.

Mentoring the Next
Generation
Not only have Jill and Brian succeeded in
keeping their sons interested and involved
in the dairy industry, but they continue to
support and encourage future generations
of dairy farmers through leadership and
volunteer roles. Indeed, the couple have
been 4-H leaders for over a decade. “Brian
is leader of the Shuswap 4-H Dairy Club,
and I am the right-hand woman. I don’t have
an official title but help him with everything
he needs to do,” she chuckles, knowing
many farm wives have shouldered these
responsibilities unofficially. Over the last
year and a half, “we haven’t been able to do
as much, but Brian did take the kids to the
Maple Ridge Fair this summer,” she adds.

In addition, Jill was instrumental in
developing a youth program at the North
Okanagan Spring Show. “Our kids were
always busy at the shows hanging around
the parents, so I thought it would be fun to
do activities and introduce them to other
kids. It’s something my mom did with the
horse club when we were little,” Jill recalls.
“It started with getting the kids together
for some games and silly challenges.
Then, as the years progressed, we made
it into more of a learning opportunity.”
Indeed, the program was initially an
afternoon of activities and later grew into
a two-day event supported by WestGen
(Endowment Fund). At its peak, about 100
kids participated in the program.
“We wanted to broaden the dairy exposure
for all kids – beyond the kids that came from
farms.” In between games and activities,
kids joined a Senior, Intermediate or Junior
team depending on their ages, and they
learned about cattle judging, washing,
grooming and fitting. Unfortunately, the
program fizzled out after 2016 when there
was no one new willing to take it over and
the event became too much for just Jill to
organize. “We need to help kids become and
stay interested in all aspects of dairying.
Kids don’t just do 4-H anymore – there are
so many other competing interests.”

like to show more but haven’t been able
to get out to many events with everything
getting cancelled,” she says. “We have a
couple partnership animals in Ontario and
Alberta that are getting shown though. The
excitement in show cattle has dwindled
a bit so we are really trying to keep that
interest going.”

raging wildfires which plagued much of
BC’s interior this summer. They were put
on evacuation order with ash falling from
the sky. They put irrigation pumps around
the barns and took turns watching for
spot fires. At around midnight on August
16, a search and rescue team arrived at
the farm urging the family to evacuate.
But the Hammings stayed at the farm to
ensure their livestock were fed and milked.
Fortunately, their area received some rain
a couple days later which reduced the fire
risk.

Dairying now takes up a considerable
amount of Jill’s time, but she still enjoys
close ties to her equine roots. She used
to show reining horses competitively in BC
and Alberta. She now has two mares and
a foal on the farm and rides whenever she
can. Following two years of unexpected Throughout all the stress, Jill remained
accidents, “the horses have taken a back positive and optimistic, a testament to
seat, but that’s okay. Each chapter in life is her resilience, commitment and desire
different,” she accepts. She shattered her to engage in life, not shrink back from
finger one year and the next, took a bad fall, setbacks.
seriously injuring her shoulder. She was
Regardless of her time commitments
forced to take time off to recover but has
– milking, volunteering, chauffeuring
Scotiabank
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When it comes
to agriculture,
we get it.

To further promote the dairy industry on
the home front, Jill and Brian also recently
hosted a big dairy community ‘open barn’
event, in conjunction with their online
auction of breeder calibre genetics. Many
dairy industry stakeholders attended and
enjoyed the couple’s generous hospitality,
especially following a long period with no
gatherings.

DNA Driven!
While Jill has been immersed in the dairy
industry all her life, it wasn’t until after
she met Brian that her interest piqued in
cattle genetics. “Brian’s family has always
been involved in (genetics). I didn’t know
too much until we got married. But now
we are both super interested in genetics,
mostly in high type-number show cattle.
We always breed for type first and then look
at the rest of the components after that.”
You never forget your first animal. Shortly
after getting married, Jill and Brian bought
their first deep-pedigreed purebred STANHOPE BELLE RUDOLPH, a daughter
of BRONDELL VIC BAILEY, from the
Stanhope Wedgwood Sale in November
1998. Jill was three months pregnant at the
time. Belle’s Kite daughter was flushed to
Damion, resulting in two EX sisters. One of
them produced their last 94-point cow by
Goldwyn. The entire family was elated to
have received the Master Breeder shield in
2018 after many years of breeding efforts
and attention to detail.
The couple has also recently started to
grow their red and white herd and pursue
those genetic lines. “That is really exciting!”
Jill exclaims.
Jill, Brian and the boys really enjoy showing
cattle – it’s competitive, social and adds fun
beyond the hard work of farming. “We would

The Scotiabank Women Initiative™ is committed to supporting women
in their farming businesses and communities. Our Agricultural Specialists
can help coordinate practical strategies and flexible products and
solutions that works for their unique needs.
For resources to help you grow your business or learn about the
program, go to scotiabankwomeninitiative.com.
For more information on our complete suite of services, contact one
of our Agricultural Specialists:
Lee Gogal, BBA, Director and Group Lead, BC Agriculture
#340-8661 201st Street, Langley, BC V2Y 0G9
604-308-1657
lee.gogal@scotiabank.com

Dariann Kloot, BBA, Sr. Client Relationship Manager
#340-8661 201st Street, Langley, BC V2Y 0G9
604-328-0494
dariann.kloot@scotiabank.com

Kimberly Ross, M.Sc. (Ag.Ec.), Director, National Accounts
100 – 2777 Gladwin Road, Abbotsford, BC V2T 4V1
604-302-2620
kimberly.ross@scotiabank.com

Amanda McCardell, Client Relationship Manager
#340 - 8661 201st Street, Langley, BC, Canada V2T 0G9
250-808-5647
amanda.mccardell@scotiabank.com

Jason Warmerdam, BBA, Associate Director
National Accounts
#340-8661 201st Street, Langley, BC V2Y 0G9
604-845-4760
jason.warmerdam@scotiabank.com

Olivia Smith, Client Relationship Manager
#340 - 8661 201st Street, Langley, BC, Canada V2T 0G9
604-768-5049
olivia.smith@scotiabank.com

Participation in The Scotiabank Women Initiative™ or any program-related event does not constitute advice or an offer or commitment by Scotiabank to
provide any financial products or services.
™Trademark of The Bank of Nova Scotia, used under license.
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BC Branch Holstein
Association of Canada
Directors for 2021
President
Angela Hamming
6905 68 Street, Delta, BC V4K 4E2
• Ph: 604-818-7113
• Email: pahamming@dccnet.com
Vice President
Carl Barclay
12420 Blackstock Street,
Maple Ridge, BC V2X 5N6
• Ph: 778-875-3709
• Email: carlbarclay@hotmail.com
BC Branch Secretary/Treasurer
Joan Wikkerink
847 Garnett Road, Cobble Hill, BC V0R 1L3
• Ph: 250-743-8690 Fax: 250-743-8691
• Email: bcbranch@telus.net
National Director
Ben Cuthbert
13750 Adshead Road, Ladysmith, BC V9G 1H6
• Ph/Fax: 250-245-3299
• Email:b.cuthbert@telus.net
Directors:
VANCOUVER ISLAND
Ridley Wikkerink
3920 Lefran Road, Cobble Hill, BC V0R 1L4
• Ph: 2250-920-9347 Fax: 250-743-9700
• Email: rwikkerink@shaw.ca
Thomas Cuthbert
13750 Adshead Road, Ladysmith, BC V9G 1H6
• Ph: 250-618-5551 Fax: 250-245-3299
• Email: canadarocksathockey@hotmail.com
Luke Van Huizen
4440 Koksilah Road, Duncan, BC V9L 6N2
• Email: luke_rockycrestholsteins@hotmail.com
NORTH OKANAGAN
Sydney Fox
5179 Pringle Road, Westwold, BC V0E 3B1
• Ph: 778-220-2518
• Email:sydney.fox494@gmail.com
FRASER VALLEY
Angela Hamming (R/D)
6905 68 Street, Delta, BC V4K 4E2
• Ph: 604-818-7113
• Email: pahamming@dccnet.com
Carl Barclay (LFV)
12420 Blackstock Street,
Maple Ridge, BC V2X 5N6
• Ph: 778-875-3709
• Email: carlbarclay@hotmail.com
Lexi DeJong (CFV)
33775 Aish Avenue, Abbotsford, BC V4X 3R2
• Email: lexidejong09@gmail.com
Greg Hessels (R/D)
4844 – 112th Street, Delta, BC V4K 3N3
• Ph: 778-991-0840
• Email: hesgenholsteins@gmail.com
Mike Duncan (UFV)
1515 Kilby Road, Harrison Mills, BC V0M 1L0
• Ph: 604-799-6453
• Email: northsidecattle@gmail.com
HOLSTEIN ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
Box 610, Brantford, ON N3T 5R4
Ph: 519-756-8300 Fax: 519-756-5878
or 519-756-3502 (Performance Records)
HOLSTEIN CLUB OFFICERS FOR 2021
VANCOUVER ISLAND HOLSTEIN CLUB
President:
Pete VandenDungen, Duncan
Ph: 250-701-1468
Secretary:
Cindy Wikkerink, Cobble Hill
Ph: 250-743-2430 Fax: 250-743-6822
RICHMOND-DELTA HOLSTEIN CLUB
President:
Alan Hessels, Delta
Ph: 604-805-7563 Fax: 604-590-2437
Secretary:
Celine Hessels, Delta
Ph: 604-760-4367 Fax: 604-590-2437
LOWER FRASER VALLEY HOLSTEIN CLUB
President:
Kevin Antonsen, Aldergrove
Ph/ Fax: 604-856-6650
Secretary:
Carl Barclay, Maple Ridge
Ph: 778-875-3709
CENTRAL FRASER VALLEY HOLSTEIN CLUB
President:
Kelwyn Hoeppner, Abbotsford
Ph: 604-217-5996
Secretary:
Amanda Luymes, Abbotsford
Ph: 778-549-0563
UPPER FRASER VALLEY HOLSTEIN CLUB
President: TBA
Secretary:
Ashley Vander Kooi, Chilliwack
Ph: 604-819-8733
NORTH OKANAGAN HOLSTEIN CLUB
President:
Brad Carlson, Salmon Arm
Ph: 250-517-0932
Secretary:
Corissa Haambuckers, Enderby
Ph: 250-540-2962

BC Branch News
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
It is hard to believe we are saying
farewell to another summer
season! Spring turned into
summer and the hot, dry weather
had us wondering if rain would
ever come again....it is certainly
concerning for crops in western
Canada and the increasingly
challenging wild-fire situation
across BC. The environment for
dairy farming is volatile on so many
levels but among all the challenges,
producers continue to produce a
healthy product for consumers!
Keep up the great work!
Although we were still unable to
have any large gatherings through
this summer, it was great to see
the Maple Ridge Fair was able to
improvise a smaller version of
their summer 4-H show. I would
like to congratulate everyone who
participated and recognize the
winners:

Champion calf: Jessica Podschadly: ALEAH KW
CRUSHTIME TARNATION
Reserve calf: Ashley McAvoy: SUNNYHOME DOUGLAS
ROYALTY
Junior Champion Showman: Kaycee Meier
Reserve Junior Champion: Jenoah Winkelaar
Intermediate Champion Showman: Janessa Vaandrager
Reserve Intermediate Champion: Dominic Kielstra
Senior Champion Showman: Kassi Archambault

Angela Hamming
President

Reserve Senior Champion: Kyle Vaandrager
Also, a HUGE THANK-YOU to everyone who helped
organize the show under ever changing and uncertain
restrictions! We appreciate your hard work!
We certainly missed our normal summer shows and
activities. Our BC Branch does look forward to our
upcoming Annual General Meeting which is currently
scheduled as an in-person meeting in conjunction
with the BC Dairy conference on November 24th. We
hope you can attend!

NATIONAL DIRECTOR’S REPORT
On July 8th, Holstein Canada held its AGM
virtually, allowing members from coast to
coast to participate. Twenty resolutions
were presented by the provincial branches
and voted on. Results of voting can be found
at www.holstein.ca.
The first meeting of the board was held the
following day. The HC board elected the
new executive for 2021/2022. Elected were
President Elyse Gendron (Val Bisson), 1st
Vice Ben Cuthbert (Silvermaple) and 2nd
Vice Doug Peart (Pearthome).
To support the members in Western Canada,
recognizing the unprecedented drought
and forest fire threats that many of our
members are dealing with, HC will waive
all administrative fees for producers in BC,
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
The Covid situation has continued to
limit our Branch’s ability to organize and
present events at the provincial level. To
help mitigate the financial impact on the
Branches, HC board approved a Special

Assistance fund of $25,000 available to
Branches that did not qualify or receive any
money from various government programs
On August 12, Holstein Canada and Zoetis
signed an agreement giving HC members
access to a Medium Density panel. The
Medium Density panel will provide accurate
and improved genetic evaluations and other
value-added data. HC will continue to be a
leader as an unbiased provider of genomic
testing.

Ben Cuthbert
National Director

A survey on the regionalization of
classification services was conducted in
BC. The survey was aimed to determine the
expectations of classification services and
to obtain feedback on potential options. HC
is planning to launch a pilot program during
the next regular round in early 2022 based
on results of the survey.
Following the cancellation of the 2021 Royal
Winter Fair, the HC National Show will be
held in Saint Hyacinthe, QC, November 1720, 2021.

HOLSTEI N C A NA DA

Member Committees
Holstein Canada is governed by members - for
members. Holstein Canada members are given the
opportunity to self-govern through involvement on
ten Association committees. These committees
allow the opportunity for grassroots members
to provide their input and opinions on important
topics relating to our Association and the Canadian
dairy industry. Committee members are chosen
from all regions across Canada for their respective
expertise relating to a committee's subject matter.
Each year, the committee list is reviewed and
updated to ensure new members are appointed
when necessary. Each committee is supported
by Management Advisors from Holstein Canada's
staff as well as Board of Directors who also serve
on the committees.

This list shows the Committees and the
BC representatives on them:
Audit, Risk Management and Finance Committee Ben Cuthbert - Chair
Awards Committee
Breed Advisory Committee - Ben Cuthbert
Classification Advisory Committee - Cindy Wikkerink
Cow of the Year Committee
Data and Technology Committee
Election Committee
Governance Committee - Ben Cuthbert
Show and Judging Committee
Young Leader Advisory Committee
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Corn trials back on the table,
thanks to UFV.

Dairy silage corn trials are coming
back to BC after a few years’ absence.
BC Dairy Staff
For over three decades, the Pacific
Field Corn Association (PFCA), under
the leadership of Chair Mr. Ted
Osborn, and Agriculture and AgriFood Canada (AAFC) partnered
to test hybrid field corn varieties
at the Agricultural Research and
Development Centre in Agassiz and
on BC dairy farms. They made the
independent testing results available
to dairy farmers on the PFCA website
www.farmwest.com. Farmers could
use that data to determine which corn
seed they would purchase for silage.
That partnership came to a close in
2018, however, leaving farmers to
rely on their own on-farm testing and
data provided by individual seed
suppliers.
University of the Fraser Valley (UFV)
Agriculture associate professor
and researcher Dr. Renee Prasad
heard about the issue and saw an
opportunity to enhance the school’s
agricultural education program while
providing a service to farmers if they
could pick up the program.
“We have both a horticulture and
livestock stream in our program, and
a large number of our students in
the livestock stream are interested
in dairy. This gives them a chance
to participate in a field trial that has
benefits for the industry and their
education,” she says. “That was a
really appealing piece of it.”
The challenge was purchasing the
specialized equipment required

for the trials, in particular a drying
oven. Dr. Prasad started applying
for funding, and earlier this year
got word her application for a
$20,000 grant from the Abbotsford
Community Foundation’s Agricultural
Enhancement Fund had been
accepted. Together with some
funding from UFV, that’s enough to
purchase the equipment required to
get the program re-started.
Dr. Prasad expects to start testing
corn next season, in partnership with
the PFCA and with technical support
from Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada researchers Derek Hunt and
Shabtai Bittman.
Dr. Prasad says while she is not a
corn expert, she has experience in
the design and layout of field trials
for cranberries and beets, which is
a similar undertaking. She can also
bring in the students and resources of
the school.
“What I’m excited to learn about
is the nuts and bolts of the specific
crop,” she says. “And teaching
students how to do their own on-farm
testing.”
Bittman says the trials will fill an
important gap for BC dairy farmers.
“Renee has the scientific know-how,
but there were some resources they
needed,” he says. “The key thing was
dryer ovens, which are needed for
the testing. With that, we think that
program will re-launch next year.
So, come next February, letters will

be sent to the seed companies, and
they’ll be offered that testing service.”
However, seed corn producers have
global reach, and are constantly
developing new strains for farmers
in the US and other big markets.
BC is a very small market in their
portfolios, and so not a focus for
development. With this constant R&D,
strains are typically retired after just
three or four years, so farmers will
find their favourite seed is no longer
available after just a few plantings.
The local corn trials will provide
farmers independent information on
key factors for new varieties, such

The local corn trials
will provide farmers
independent information on
key factors for new varieties,
such as grain content, pest
resistance, standability and
how much heat it requires.

as grain content, pest resistance,
standability and how much heat it
requires, allowing them to select new
seed when needed.
“At the end of the day, you need to
determine what hybrids will work
in BC for the farmers who depend
on this crop,” Bittman says. “The
only way to do that is evaluate
the varieties being produced and
determine what works. It’s fairly
forgiving, but you have to get it right.”
The absence of an independent
testing program, however, has left BC
dairy farmers guessing about which
seed varieties to purchase. It’s also
important that the data is released
as soon as possible after harvest, so
farmers can select and purchase a
seed while available – something this
new program plans to offer.
“There are no guarantees of course,
but it improves the odds a lot,”
Bittman says. “Renee deserves a lot of
credit. I can’t say enough about how
collaborative she is.”
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A Word from
DFC Vice
President
Meet David Wiens
Mariah Schuurman, B.A.,
Trinity Western University

Chair of Dairy Farmers of Manitoba and
VP of Dairy Farmers of Canada, David
Wiens grew up on the family farm and
has had the opportunity to watch it
grow since its humble beginnings. At its
roots, it was a mixed farm with dairy and
beef cows, and crops for the animals
and family. Originally purchased by his
grandparents in 1926, today’s 1500 acre
farm with 240 cows is operated by David
and his brother Charles near Grunthal.
It was the ‘90s, and part of growth
on the farm meant embracing new
technology and anticipating change.
As the farm grew, barns were adapted
to accommodate the changes. In
anticipation of a new milking parlour,
David and his brother found themselves
milking and shifting their cows through
their part tie-stall / part free-stall barn.
In 2008, they abandoned the idea of a
milking parlour and moved forward with
the newer technology: four DeLaval
robots.
David obtained a bachelor’s degree in
Theology from the Canadian Mennonite
University. Much like his own journey,
he encouraged his children, Jasmine
and Liz, to get their education and gain
some experience off the farm. David
and his wife Denise remain connected
to the farm and are active participants
in their community; Denise often
volunteers for the local foodbank.

As Executive

David’s work with Dairy Farmers of MB
began in 1995 when his district was
undergoing rezoning and left a vacant
position available for nomination.
He was encouraged to put his name
forward by a member of the board
before he had been nominated for the
David Wiens, DF MB Chair and DFC Vice-President. position.
In looking back on his years with Dairy

Farmers of MB, he recalls that his first
two years were a big learning curve. The
things he knows now came with time,
but the answers when he was younger
didn’t seem so obvious. Between 20112012, he was elected to the Executive
Committee of Dairy Farmers of
Canada, as the regional vice-president
representing the prairie provinces. With
the elimination of regional executive
representation, he became the sole
vice-president and continues to hold
that position today.

where the consumer is at, how we
need to position ourselves in order to
be there for them. “Consumers have
demonstrated great loyalty to Canadian
products,” he says, but what we should
focus on is “How do we expand on what
we’re doing now into the future?” That’s
what Dairy Farmers of Canada seeks to
answer. Their current framework has
been looking at how to help Canadian
dairy farmers continue to produce
sustainable, quality products for years
to come.

On Current Conditions

A lot of it comes down to awareness
in the market and anticipating the
changes. The dairy industry must
ebb and flow and respond to the
changes in demand. This framework
will be assessing such areas as
cheese production and consumption,
developing and expanding multicultural
marketing programs, and investment in
clean dairy technology and research.
The ongoing work at DFC also includes
working with processors and retailers
to promote fair and competitive prices.
With that, the news of a federal election
may bring concern to some producers,
but DFC is prepared to engage with the
candidates on the importance of supply
management.

When reflecting on the last year, David
acknowledges that it seems to be “a
series of things coming together” during
this period of instability.
With droughts in the prairies, forest
fires raging in BC and Ontario, and
tropical storms affecting Atlantic
Canada, the unpredictable weather
is taking its toll on many Canadian
farmers. He notes that the lack of
rainfall and resulting water shortages
have impacted Manitoban farmers
relying on high rainfall to boost crop
growth. As a result, many farmers
questioned their feed supply. With the
prices of feed skyrocketing and the
cascading effect of trade deals, the
margins are tightening. According to
Statistics Canada, crop conditions for
2021 are falling in line with the coastto-coast drought of 2002. “One of our
strengths is supply management and
that we can stand together,” he states.
“Our milk pooling initiatives are key
aspects to ride out the storm. Not each
one of us has to take the full hit of what’s
happening here.”

The Future of Canadian Dairy

David suggests that dairy production
goes hand-in-hand with the consumer.
At every level, we need to look at

Do you buy generic rubber boots for
barn work? Or are you more likely to
invest in a pair of Dunlops because you
know and trust the brand? This is the
idea behind the Blue Cow Logo: DFC
knows that Canadian dairy farmers have
a story to tell. It’s the story of the men
and women behind the product and
the assurance of sustainability. At the
bottom line, David Wiens encourages
farmers to stand together, saying, “We
often talk about the ‘new normal’ - as
dairy farmers we can rest assured that
[DFC is] looking to make the best future
possible for dairy farmers.”

FEED IS SCARCE
& EXPENSIVE!
Use Economical, High Quality Brew
To Bridge the Gap!

Okanagan Brew is Plentiful!
RELIABLE DELIVERIES
CALL TONY - 250-309-2360
Fraser Valley - Mike Wolzen
1-800-665-3550 • Cell: 604-968-3838

J. Wolzen Trucking
Email: jwt@dccnet.com
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Feed Relief in the Fire and Drought Zone
Farmers Helping Farmers
Tars Cheema

The droughts and wildfires across much of the west were devastating for
many, and nearly everyone will be facing reduced forage yields to some
degree. In BC, where wildfires disrupted the lives of farmers/ranchers and
rural property owners very heavily through the Interior, there emerged some
stories of generosity and kindness to help livestock in need of feed.

Another back-haul load of 60 carefully strapped-down round bales
heads out from Saanichton Farm on Vancouver Island.
Mike Wolzen’s shiny new brew-hauling trailer
was perfect for efficiently off-loading each
load of 256 bales in Kamloops for evacuated
livestock.

Ian Paton (third from the left) is thrilled by the support of
his many farming friends around Delta as they stepped up to
donate, load and truck hay to the interior.

Some 42 loads of haylage will make their way to farms in
desperate need of forage, thanks to the vast kindness of
donors covering much of the freight costs.

The Dutiful Dudes of Delta

Rescue and Renewal

With the 2017 Barrier fire still not extinguished from Ian
Paton’s memory when he sent some of his own hay north
to help feed displaced livestock, the past dairyman and
current MLA for Delta South knew he needed to shine a light
amid the darkness. Well-connected to various ag sectors of
BC, Ian called the BC Horse Council to see what help might
be needed. He reached out to other MLAs in the Interior,
asking, “What can we as MLAs do for our colleagues?”
Ian learned that feed was needed at evacuation centres
for various livestock that had to be moved suddenly and
without time to bring any supplies. On top of that, there
was simply no grazing available due to the unrelenting
record hot spells. Ian sent some of his limited second cut
to Langley where some evacuated horses had landed.
“Delta is a tight group of good neighbours,” Ian explained.
Ian began reaching out to others and soon had donated
hay from last year’s crop. Next, he needed transport – this
is where long time trucker and brew grain supplier Mike
Wolzen came to the rescue. With his brand new smoothbed, brew-hauling trailer, Mike was ready immediately to
make a hay run to the interior and pick up some brew on
the back-haul. Within two hours, Ian had a dozen Delta
guys loading Mike’s trailer with 265 bales of donated hay.
“I have to thank the guys who donated all the hay – Danny
Sherrell, Morgan Thompson, Scott Harris and Joe and Peter
Vaupotic,” he discloses with admiration. A second load of
hay left with Mike the following week, but with an explosion
in fires in mid-August affecting so many highways, Mike was
delayed and rerouted over and over again. “I ended up on
every highway in BC I think, trying to get up to Kamloops,” a
surprised Mike told me, following the 17-hour ordeal. A third
load of 265 bales headed up to Sageview Ranch in Kamloops
early in September, with Mike Wolzen again donating his
time and transport without hesitation. A fourth load was
organized for mid-September.

A similar story of farmer-support came to light from
Vancouver Island. Former dairyman Bryce Rashleigh was
stressed with the financial burden of over 5600 unsold
round bales (haylage) from 2020. “We needed a rescue to
get this hay sold,” Bryce admits the desperation he felt.
The fire and drought-stricken areas of BC and beyond
were in urgent need of feed. But Vancouver Island is not
only far away, it has the added burden of a costly ferry
ride, and haylage is heavy – the end result being steep
transport costs. Bryce is not someone who readily stands
in the spotlight, much less wants to be seen asking for
help. But with the encouragement of his employee Don,
Bryce made media contact, hoping that explaining the
gap between the feed and the need, something good
would result. “I’m happy to sell my bales at cost, but the
freight costs break the deal.” Ask and ye shall receive.
“It’s been a miracle for all of us,” he says openly.

“We all feel good doing something to help,” Ian concludes.

“I don’t know where all these people came from,” he explains
the flood of support that has resulted since his media
exposure. “We’ve received donations from $4 to $20,000
towards freight costs! People have been amazing – they
just want to help.”
Everyone in farming knows that having back-hauls for
trucks makes all the difference! Local hay trucker, Chris
Travers, brings loads of high-quality hay to dairies on the
Island and now, there was a win-win back-haul of round
bales. Next, a big trucking company out of Nanaimo
stepped up to offer trucking assistance. “Kendra at Penta
Trucking has been amazing to organize the logistics of
trucks – they have 29 trucks moving all over the west.
They’ve trucked more than 20 semi-loads of 60 round bales
each so far and we know we will have all 42 loads sold and
moved before long. The need is huge,” Bryce acknowledges
the ‘rescue’ continues beyond his bale pile. Hay has been
moved through BC to feed horses, beef and dairy, and one

load went all the way to Wainwright!
Bryce continues to be overwhelmed by the many ways
people have come to the rescue. In addition to the
advantageous back-hauls, Penta donated the entire $2350
cost of the last load they transported up north. F A S Fuels,
who supplies Saanichton Farm with all their farm fuel,
showed up and provided over 1800 litres of fuel towards the
trucking costs. “All over the Island, we have lots of prairie
people, and the notes that accompany their cheques are
very touching…they all remember the tough times they
survived,” shares Bryce with a tickle in his throat.
“When the chips are down, farmers help, people help, and
bit by bit, each problem is solved and we bridge the gaps
and touch lives. It’s been incredible to watch all this unfold –
what a little faith can do!” Bryce estimates the freight costs
for all 42 loads will top $80,000. So far, they have received
over $55,000 – which far surpassed anyone’s hope early on.
“We’ve been renewed through this whole process. When
we stand together and each do our small parts, wonderous
things happen,” admits Bryce with deep sincerity. Usually
taken for granted are the truck drivers – long, solitary
days - often with limited access to amenities on the road.
Offering them a place to park their rigs for the night, a hot
breakfast, a shower and some friendship has been another
unexpected blessing.
Hay is in desperate short supply across the west. If you are
able to spare some feed, contact Bryce at Saanichton Farm
for some guidance and support to get it moved efficiently.
And if you can donate towards the freight costs, check out
the Saanichton Farm website. Bryce@rashleigh.ca
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From our farm family
to yours,
For all your farm
work wear.

#1 - 45802 LUCKAKUCK WAY
CHILLIWACK, BC V2R 5P9

604-846-0120
STORE HOURS
MON - FRI: 9 - 6, SAT: 9 - 5

www.chilliwackworknplay.com

Montross
Dies

This past July, Select Sires reported
the passing of Bacon-Hill Montross-ET
(EX-92-GM).
Montross was known to consistently sire
productive, profitable daughters. And
having sold more than a million units
of semen would attest to his customer
satisfaction label. In fact, his semen
was sold in more than 30 countries, with
significant popularity in Italy, Spain, Poland,
Japan and Korea, as well as both North and
South America.
A Mogul son from Unique-Style Bolton
Money (EX-93-2E-EX-MS-GMD-DOM),
Montross hit #1 TPI® in December 2016,
and retained top 10 standing four additional
times. Beyond his high milk and protein,
Montross was respected for siring
medium size cows with great strength
and "tremendous high, wide rear udders."
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An Enthusiastic Return to BC’s
Biggest 4-H Show

…

2

1

to our generous
sponsors who helped to
make the Maple Ridge
Pitt Meadows Country Fest
Dairy Show such a success!
WestGen
D&G Insurance/Mutual Fire

3

4

Agwest Veterinary Group
TW Excavating Ltd.
Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic
BC Holstein Branch
Aikema Enterprises Inc.
Westland Insurance
BC Farm & Ranch Realty
Meyer Norris Penny (MNP)
Ritchie-Smith Feeds
Select Sires/Genervations Inc.
Heritage Hoof Trimming
J&D Farmers Dairy Service

To all the 4-H leaders
and many volunteers
behind the scenes…
THANK YOU!

1 - Junior Showmanship. (L-R) Ribbon girl Raina Schiller,
Reserve Jenoah Winkelaar (Sumas Holstein), Champion
Kaycee Meier (Sumas Holstein), Judge Lorna Hamming.
Photo credit: Megan Baars
2 - Intermediate Showmanship. (L-R) Judge Kenny McRae,
Reserve Dominic Kielstra (Sumas Holstein), Champion
Janessa Vaandrager (Sumas Holstein), ribbon girl Raina
Schiller. Photo credit: DR Vaandrager

5

SAND • GRAVEL • TOPSOIL

Sanscorp has what you need.

Sanscorp has a full range of
aggregates for all your building site
and farm needs – talk to us!

Bedding Sand Solutions
Count on Sanscorp sand for cleanliness and comfort
° Healthy cows
° Hygienic udders
° Cow comfort
° Saleable milk
° Soil benefits
° Improved milk quality

www.sanscorp.com
604.290.8556 • sales@sanscorp.com
25450 Lougheed Hwy. Maple Ridge, BC

3 - Senior Showmanship. Reserve Kyle Vaandrager (Sumas
Holstein), Champion Kassi Archambault (Milky Way Dairy),
and Judge Kenny McRae. Photo credit: DR Vaandrager
4 - Champion Calves. (L-R) Reserve Ashlee McAvoy (shown
by Faith Baars, North Fraser Dairy), Champion Jessica
Podschadly (Milky Way Dairy), Judge Kenny McRae.
Photo credit: Megan Baars
5 -Milkyway Dairy 4-H Club was excited to win the Interclub
class at Maple Ridge Pitt Meadows Country Fest
Photo credit: Megan Baars

Maple Ridge Pitt Meadows
CountryFest 2021 Winners
Junior Showmanship

Judge: Lorna Hamming
Champion (Sponsored by
TW Excavating Ltd.)
Kaycee Meier – Sumas Holstein
Reserve (Sponsored by
BC Farm & Ranch Realty)
Jenoah Winkelaar – Sumas Holstein
Honourable Mention
Emily Hammersmark – Sumas Holstein

Intermediate Showmanship

Judge: Kenny McRae
Champion (Sponsored by
Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic)
Janessa Vaandrager – Sumas Holstein
Reserve (Sponsored by
Aikema Enterprises Inc.)
Dominic Kielstra – Sumas Holstein
Honourable Mention
Jasmine Lemke – Shuswap Dairy

Results courtesy of
Debbie Baars.

Senior Showmanship
Judge Kenny McRae
Champion (Sponsored by WestGen)
Kassi Archambault – Milky Way Dairy
Reserve (Sponsored by MNP)
Kyle Vaandrager – Sumas Holstein
Honourable Mention
Anna Klop – Chilliwack Holstein

Calf Placings
Judge: Kenny McRae
Champion (Sponsored by
Agwest Veterinary Group)
Jessica Podschadly – Milky Way Dairy
Reserve (Sponsored by D&G
Insurance/Mutual Fire)
Ashlee McAvoy – Milky Way Dairy
Honourable Mention
Kyle Vaandrager – Sumas Holstein

Interclub
1. Milky Way Dairy
2. Sumas Holstein
3. North Fraser Dairy
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Introducing BC’s New Entrants for 2022
The BCMMB announced the successful applicants this
summer, along with an explanation of the program.
“The policy objective of a
New Entrant Program (NEP)
is simply to encourage and
facilitate people to enter
the dairy industry as new
producers. The Board’s NEP
program provides 15kgs of
Continuous Daily Quota (CDQ)
as incentive quota to start milk
production, plus up to 8kgs of
matching CDQ provided on a 1:1
ratio basis during the 10 years
of the program.
As per the NEP policy, a
Selection Committee was
engaged to review the

application packages, including
proposed business plans of
the 10 selected candidates
and to interview them before
making a recommendation
to the Board of the top three,
who they consider should
be invited to participate in
the program. The Selection
Committee interviewed ten
candidates over a two-day
period to identify candidates
that showed the potential to
have long-term success in
dairy farming and required the
assistance of the New Entrant
Program to enter the dairy

industry.
Every candidate was asked
questions that allowed
the committee to evaluate
their skills and abilities for
successful long term on farm
operations and financial/policy
administration.”
Three New Entrants accepted
their invitations and will have
until December 31, 2022 to
start production, in order to
qualify for the program and
receive incentive quota from
the Board. We are pleased to
introduce them here.

Mariah Schuurman, B.A.,
Trinity Western University

Henry Veldhuis
For Henry Veldhuis, dairy farming is in his
blood. As the youngest of four kids, the
young Okanagan dairy farmer is excited to
be continuing the family tradition by farming
in his father’s dairy barn in Ashton Creek,
BC. With 11 nieces and nephews, he says he
is looking forward to connecting them to the
farm and giving them the same experiences
he and his siblings had as kids.
Henry is passionate about farming and
considers himself a cow-person; he notes
that his father, Jerry, told him, “If you’re

going to do something, you better do what
you love doing.”
In looking for crops for the fall, he says, “I’ve
had a tremendous amount of support from
the local community.” He is grateful to those
along the way who guided and fostered the
experience, including those who provided
him the opportunity to get his AI certificate.
Henry plans to start shipping 15kgs by
October 1, 2021 and looks to increase his
shipping capacity as much as his 52-cow
facility can handle. Henry is excited about
his prospects and the skills that he has been
able to develop along the way.

Meet our Agriculture
Services Team
We are committed to building a long-term
relationship with you, your business, and the next
generation of proud Canadian farmers.

Ken S. Uppal MBA P.Ag

Brad Redekop BBA
Relationship Manager
Abbotsford & Fraser Valley
604 870 2229
bradley.redekop@td.com

Rahan Ahmad

Connor Watson B.Comm
Account Manager
Abbotsford & Fraser Valley
778-201-5753
connor.watson@td.com

District Manager
Abbotsford & Fraser Valley
604-621-3350
kanwar.uppal@td.com

Account Manager
Abbotsford & Fraser Valley
778-847-1566
rahan.ahmad@td.com

Peter Torenvliet
Peter and Debby Torenvliet live in Greendale,
BC with their three boys, Pierce, Grayson,
and Archer. He laughs when he looks at his
transition over the years, saying that he
often felt like he was “thrown into the deep
end” of dairy. His work for the EcoDairy was
a big learning curve; being more businessoriented, it took a few years to feel like he
intuitively understood cows. He suggests,
“Most adults who grew up with cows take
that for granted, but as someone who
grew up in the city, you don’t really get that
experience.”
While at the EcoDairy, he was given the
opportunity to be trained on cow health
and herd management. He also had the
opportunity to help renovate a dairy barn
with former GEPs Brian and Audrey Janzen

in Greendale, where he continues to work.
With this practical, hands-on experience,
and his network of support, he is confident
about the skills he will be taking to his
farming future.
Peter anticipates starting dairying in
Chilliwack by February 2022, with a used
LelyA4 to milk the first 31kgs of quota in
a converted heifer barn he is renting from
George Dick. He wants to keep things as
simple as possible on the farm. For the
first five years, this means focusing his
time and energy on the milk-cow herd.
After, he will assess the business plan to
consider creating a closed herd. With barn
renovations on the way, he is excited to see
how his children adjust to life working on
the new farm.
* We hope to introduce the third entrant,
Kris Heppner, in our next issue.

Office located at
32817 South Fraser Way, 2nd Floor,
Abbotsford, BC V2S 2A6

Dave Gill

Account Manager
Abbotsford & Fraser Valley
604-807-4761
baldev.gill@td.com

®

The TD logo and other trade-marks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.

M05338 (0821)
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Walking in Another’s Boots
Joel Slomp, RCIC, Recruiter & Immigration Consultant,
The Admin Barn Immigration Consulting Ltd
The Temporary Foreign Worker
program offers benefits to
employer and worker alike.
Employers can fill their labour
needs with quality workers,
while the worker is able to make
a better life for themselves and
their family. One of the best ways
to create this mutually beneficial
relationship is to seek to
understand the other person. For
this article, we spoke with Leonilo
(Leo), a local foreign worker, about
his experience coming to Canada,
and what makes it worth staying.

For employers, it’s easy to forget
how big the adjustment is that
their workers are trying to make
when they arrive at the farm.
Not only are they adapting to a
new work environment, but in
many cases, a new language,
living situation, and culture as
well. Everyday issues such as
groceries or banking can become
an overwhelming task. Patience
and understanding on the part of
the employer can go a long way
in helping the worker adapt as
quickly as possible.

Coming to Canada – First The Adjustment Period
Impressions
The right employer can play a
Many foreign workers take a
circuitous route to Canada. For
example, Leo, a herdsman at a
dairy farm in Abbotsford, arrived
in Canada in 2013. Originally from
the Philippines, he spent seven
years working in Taiwan prior
to being hired as a Temporary
Foreign Worker in Canada. Initially
he was unsure about his new
home. The obvious issues like
cold weather and homesickness
were a factor, but so was Canada’s
small population. “I felt bored,” he
says. Used to life in Asia, bustling
with people, he came to Canada,
wondering where all the people
are.

big role in a Foreign Worker’s
adjustment to life in Canada.
When Leo’s first contract at a
cleaning company in Alberta
wasn’t renewed, he moved to
Osoyoos to work in a greenhouse
and then two years later, found
himself in Abbotsford, working in
the dairy industry. After bouncing
from job to job, he feels he has
finally found a job with a longterm future. When asked what
keeps him happy, Leo says it’s
simple: “An employer who is kind
and treats me well. My employer
treats his workers like sons.”
The opportunity for new roles
and experience helps too. At his

current farm, Leo’s main role
is milking, but he has received
training to be quick to jump in
the tractor or skid steer when the
opportunity arrives. The chance
to experiment with different tasks
and learn new skills is an effective
tool to keep workers motivated
and engaged.

The Long-Term Picture

Life so far from home and family
isn’t easy, but for the Foreign
Workers who are able to stick
it out, Canada offers a lot of
opportunity. Over time, Leo has
adjusted to life in Canada, fully
aware of the benefits it has
provided for himself and his
family. “I like my salary in Canada,”
he says with a laugh, “I’ve been able
to support my family and even buy
some property in the Philippines.”
Through his hard work and with a
supportive employer, Leo is close
to achieving his goal of making
Canada his permanent home. He
recently applied for Permanent
Residence, and most excitedly, his
family will soon be reuniting with
him here. After eight long years
apart, his wife and children will be
arriving in Canada this October.
“I’m so excited, I can’t sleep,” he
says. “I can’t wait!”

Leo enjoys
having
varied work
roles - it
keeps work
interesting.

Being treated with kindness and
understanding goes a long way
to bring out the best in everyone.

From ridge, sidewall
and parlour curtains to
sidewall panels, we carry a
variety of automatic and
manual curtain styles
to suit any barn or
application.
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Comfortable cows
produce more milk.
Schedule your curtain repairs,
replacement or new installs before
winter weather arrives.
Milking Equipment | Barn Equipment | Manure Equipment

J&D Farmers Dairy ServiceLTD

Enderby
Abbotsford
1160 Riverside Rd. 704 Old Vernon Rd.
250-838-0745
604-853-2372
www.jdfarmers.com
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from
The World is never in short supply of turmoil, worries and fears.
Even in dairy, the wildfires, droughts, milk market bumps and economic
pressures can dominate and overwhelm everyone.
None of us can change the woes of the World, but this Thanksgiving,
May you enjoy a day filled with peace, joy, gratitude and a warm gathering
with as many family and friends as you can muster.
The World can wait a day.
At BCHN, we are thankful for the ongoing support of our agribusiness
community and the dairy industry to which we belong… and so much more!

We wish everyone across the dairy community
a wonderful Thanksgiving!

Pumpkin Spice
Muffins

www.dairyfarmersofcanada.ca/en/
canadian-goodness/recipes

Prep: 25 minutes
Cooking: 25 minutes
Yield: 6 muffins

INGREDIENTS:

1 1/4 cups (310 mL) all-purpose flour
1 1/2 tsp (7 mL) baking powder
1/2 tsp (2 mL) ground cinnamon
1/2 tsp (2 mL) ground cloves
1/4 tsp (1 mL) ground nutmeg
1/4 tsp (1 mL) ground ginger
1/4 tsp (1 mL) ground all-spice
1/4 tsp (1 mL) baking soda
1/4 tsp (1 mL) salt
2 tbsp (30 mL) butter, softened
1/2 cup (125 mL) sugar
2 tbsp (30 mL) brown sugar, packed
1 egg, room temperature
1/2 cup (125 mL) buttermilk
1/2 cup (125 mL) pumpkin puree
2 tbsp (30 mL) vegetable oil

CREAM CHEESE FROSTING

4 oz (125 g) Canadian Cream cheese,
softened
2 tbsp (30 mL) butter, softened
1 1/2 cups (375 mL) icing sugar
1/2 tsp ground cinnamon
1/2 tsp vanilla extract

TOPPING

1/2 cup (125 mL) 35% cream whipped
1 tbsp (15 mL) finely chopped candied ginger

PREPARATION

Preheat oven to 375°F (190°C). Butter a
6-cup nonstick muffin pan or line with
paper liners.
In a small bowl, sift together flour,
baking powder, cinnamon, cloves,
nutmeg, ginger, allspice, baking soda
and salt; set aside.
In a large bowl, with an electric mixer,
beat butter, sugar and brown sugar,
until light and fluffy. Beat in egg,
until incorporated. Stir in buttermilk,
pumpkin puree and oil. Stir in flour
mixture; mixing until just incorporated.
Spoon into prepared pan.
Bake for about 25 minutes or until tops
spring back when lightly pressed. Let
cool in pan for 5 minutes. Transfer to
rack to cool completely.

CREAM CHEESE FROSTING

In a medium bowl, with an electric
mixer, beat cream cheese and butter
until smooth. Add sugar gradually,
beating well after each addition. Add
cinnamon and vanilla extract; beat until
fluffy. Frost cooled muffins.

“If the only prayer you said in your life was ‘Thank you,’ that would suffice.”
– Meister Eckhart
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Remembering a Vancouver Island Pioneer
George Compton
Tars Cheema
How many of us can say we were born on the farm
where we spent our lives farming? Never one to
get fussed or ruffled feathers, George Compton
was indeed born in the Fortuna Farm farmhouse at
the foot of Mount Sicker, Chemainus, on January
18, 1935. Together with younger brother Horace,
they grew up ‘in the barn’ and seamlessly became
farmers before they even knew it. Their father,
Horace Melville Compton, left Winnipeg in 1905
to settle on this heavily wooded acreage. Over
many years, they cleared land and milled lumber
to build most of the structures on the farm. It was
1926 when he began milking the first 11 Jerseys
(purebreds) by hand for the Cowichan Creamery.
Over the years, the boys grew alongside the
cleared acres and the cows. Land clearing and
farming was physically demanding and slow in the
days of horse power. While they added their first
tractor in 1951, the horses were not phased out
completely until the early ‘60’s. When their father
passed in 1955, they were gradually adding more
cows, filling the places where horses once stood.
Farm neighbour and friend Chris Groenendijk
remembers that his father (Joe) initially milked
his cows at the Compton farm in 1959 since their
farm was mostly bush with inadequate buildings
in 1958. It was Joe who started milking with a
machine, sharing it with the Comptons. When
Joe finally took his cows (and milking machine)
home in 1960, the Comptons were not going back
to hand-milking! This also coincided with the
addition of 16 head of purebred Holsteins from
the mainland.
At this same time, Sunnybrae Dairy took over
from Cowichan Creamery, and they shipped their
cans of cream there until the ‘60’s when it began
to flow south to Victoria. Like all producers, the
Comptons installed a bulk tank as was required
in the early ‘60’s, which facilitated the modern
shift to bulk milk tanker trucks. In 1963, George
and Horace had embraced their dairy future,
committing to a 60-cow stanchion barn which
remains in use for other purposes today.
Not many will recall that George showed cows
at local Island exhibitions with Duncan area
dairywoman Alaine Blackley. They showed both
Holsteins and Jerseys. “George liked Holsteins,
but he was always partial to Jerseys,” Horace
expresses. Even as the herd grew to 140 milking,
there were always about 10% Jerseys.
George was comfortable taking his time to think
things through – he was not the first dairyman
to buy a tractor, milking machine or install a

parlour – which they did in 1985
– a double-6 DeLaval with takeoffs. “Uncle George enjoyed the
dairy side of the business and
got involved with Island Farms
as a Director for many years,”
explains nephew Ed, who has
been farming alongside the
brothers for nearly 20 years.
George even took the helm as
President of Island Farms for a
year after John Pendray retired.
When Agropur was pursuing the
purchase of Island Farms, George
was very pleased in the end that
the members had given the Board
a clear mandate – the issue did not
divide the producer members of
Island Farms Coop.

Older brother
George with
Horace on one of
the farm’s work
horses in the late
1940’s.

“Uncle George never married and
never had kids, so the farm was where he
liked to spend time,” explains Ed. Horace
continues, “He came to the barn every
day, washing calf buckets and such, but
he was starting to fall.” Though George
took to ‘retirement’ as well as a farmer
might, he still wanted to stay connected,
so visiting with salespeople and the milk
truck driver were regular activities for
an old farmer with a sharp mind. But
a fall in the Spring landed George in
hospital, where he spent his final two months,
passing on June 14.
“Uncle George was still signing cheques and
overseeing the business, but he had already
made it easy for us to take over and continue
the business,” affirms Ed.

Not only did George (left) and Horace grow up
on the farm together, they farmed together the
next 60+ years.

Neighbour Chris Groenendijk shares, “George
was always quiet, friendly and kind-hearted. I
witnessed many acts of generosity under the radar
from George over the years. Horace and George
have always been great farming neighbours; I will
miss George for sure,” Chris sums up.
“George liked the cows and the neighbours, he
was a good neighbour with Joe (Groenendijk) and
Walter (Kerber),” concludes Horace.
And that’s how I think we will all remember George
Compton; a good-hearted man who liked cows,
uncomplicated farming and connecting with
people in his dairy circle.

1940 – George bonded with Jerseys
from the very beginning and never lost that fondness.

NEED A
NEW MIXER?

Demonstrations
Available!
Contact your local
dealer to see a
mixer in action!

At Jaylor we design TMR Mixers to
work with all types of operations
and continue to offer our
customers the same exceptional
dependability and efficiency
they’ve come to expect.

At Jaylor we strive to
build relationships that
last a lifetime!

Buy with
Confidence!
Buy JAYLOR!

www.JAYLOR.com

DEALER LOCATIONS:
AVENUE MACHINERY | 1521 Sumas Way, Box 369, Abbotsford, BC V2T 6Z6 | 888-283-3276
AVENUE MACHINERY | 7155 Meadowlark Road, Vernon, BC V1B 3B6 | 800-551-6411
ISLAND TRACTOR & SUPPLY | 4650 Trans Canada Highway, Duncan, BC V9L 6L2 | 888-795-1755
SCOTT NUTZHORN, TERRITORY MANAGER – BC & AB SNUTZHORN@JAYLOR.COM 306.690.1166 • 1.800.809.8224
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Building a Culture
of Appreciation
Teresa Born, Human Resources Manager,
WestGen

Organizations and farmers can access Teresa’s HR
expertise through Proventus. She believes in supporting
employees and employers to do and be their best!
Appreciation is a good investment in life
and in business! Do you feel appreciated
by the people you work with? If you answer
yes to this question, then you probably enjoy
going to work every day. The number one
factor in job satisfaction is not how much
money a person makes (although this helps),
but whether or not we feel appreciated.
Research shows that 64% of people who
leave their jobs do so because they don’t
feel appreciated. (Mike Robbins, Focus on
the Good Stuff: The Power of Appreciation)
While most employers want their staff to
enjoy their work and have a positive attitude
about the organization, many leaders assess
the benefits of any program or activity in
terms of the impact on the bottom line.
No one has extra time or energy to spend
on projects that do not contribute to the
success of the organization. A natural
question that results is:
“What benefits will I or my organization
see from training my leaders and staff in
communicating authentic appreciation to
each other?”
Appreciation in the workplace is directly
related to employee engagement. A
Glassdoor survey found four out of five
employees (81%) say they are motivated
to work harder when their boss shows
appreciation for their work. The overall
impact of employee engagement is:

• Employees show up for work
• Less staff turnover
• Fewer employee accidents on the job
• Less employee theft
• Higher customer ratings
• Greater productivity

and place, one-on-one or in front of others.
Some employees enjoy hand-written notes
so that they can go back to these to receive
continued encouragement.
Quality Time is one of the most
misunderstood languages of appreciation.
This is not about creating a friendship
relationship with the employee. Quality Time
is about giving the employee your undivided
attention, whether that is by entering into
a focussed conversation about work,
participating in a shared experience (e.g.,
team building exercise), facilitating a small
group conversation where the employee can
participate and share ideas, or working on a
project together with colleagues.
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a person who doesn’t appreciate this kind
of gesture can have a negative impact. The
focus of tangible gifts as a way of showing
appreciation is non-monetary in nature.
Listen to your employee to know what kind
of tangible gift they would appreciate. Be
thoughtful about how you show appreciation
through tangible gifts.
Physical Touch in a work environment can be
tricky. It can be interpreted as appropriate
or inappropriate. There are few employees
who value Physical Touch as a language of
appreciation in the workplace. A pat on the
back, a high five or a firm handshake are
appropriate touches in a work environment.
Be extremely cautious and ensure you do

• Increased profitability
In their book, The 5 Languages of Appreciation
in the Workplace, Gary Chapman and Paul
White talk about authentic appreciation.
Authentic appreciation communicates
respect and value for the person and creates
a healthy work environment and workplace
relationships. Not all appreciation is equal.
Every employee is different. Appreciation
is not a one size fits all. The 5 Languages of
Appreciation include:
1. Words of Affirmation
2. Quality Time
3. Acts of Service
4. Tangible Gifts
5. Physical Touch
Words of Affirmation is to verbally
praise the person for an achievement or
accomplishment. Verbal praise can also be
expressed for positive character or positive
personality traits. Words of Affirmation are
the most frequently chosen language of
appreciation, according to approximately
45% of employees. Use the appropriate time

Acts of Service are when you assist a
colleague without being asked to do
so. Volunteering support is the key to
understanding this kind of appreciation. Ask
before serving. Do it their way and finish what
you start. A positive attitude is important in
performing Acts of Service. If the person’s
primary language of appreciation is Acts of
Service, they will be more than happy to tell
you how you can help them.
Tangible Gifts – giving the appropriate
gift can send a powerful message to the
person receiving it. Giving the wrong gift to

not make people uncomfortable. Respect
personal boundaries.
There are different ways to communicate
appreciation and encouragement
to employees. The most effective
communication occurs when the message
is sent in the language of appreciation most
valued by the individual receiving it. Don’t
miss the mark!
To discovery your primary Language of
Appreciation and motivate your employees
through appreciation, check out the MBA
Inventory at https://mbainventory.com/.
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LITTLE QUALICUM CHEESEWORKS Changes Hands
Welcome Albert and Chelsea!
Ray Gourlay

Little Qualicum Cheeseworks has new
owners. The on-farm processor, as well as
the farm, Morningstar Farm, were sold in
September to Albert Gorter and Chelsea
Enns of Manitoba.

Culturing the Business Model
Over the following years, the Gourlays
continued to grow their farm operations
to include a farmgate store, guided and
self-guided tours, a wide variety of farm
animals to entertain their visitors, as
well as weddings and annual events
such as ‘Jazz, Tea, and Cheesecake’
and ‘Christmas on the Farm.’ They
expanded their processing plant, which
allowed them to increase production
and distribute cheese to
retailers and farmers
markets throughout British
Columbia. A side partnership
brought Mooberry Winery
into the mix from 2009 to
2020, producing a variety
of fruit wines on the farm.

especially for a business with significant
stakes in the tourism and foodservice
industries. But with remarkable
community support, the business
remained strong.

In 2015 they finally retired
their 1960s double-four
parlour and built a new
dairy barn featuring
a DeLaval Voluntary
Milking System (VMS),
adding a modern techy
aspect to the ag-tourism
element.

In the winter of 2021 Nancy made the
decision to sell the farm and cheese
company and retire. We began reaching
out to friends and contacts in the dairy
community. Early into this process, I
heard from my friend, Albert Gorter,
whom I had met at DFC’s 2020 Future
Leadership Development Conference in
Montreal. After many video meetings and
an on-site visit, we all felt it was a good fit.

In late 2017, Nancy developed a plan
to install Canada’s first ‘milk-on-tap’
dispenser, which allowed customers
to bring their own re-usable bottles
and purchase fresh, pasteurized, unhomogenized milk directly from the farm.
The system was very well received and
led to numerous other farms establishing
milk dispensers of their own across
Canada.

Introducing Albert and Chelsea
Albert Gorter grew up as a secondgeneration farmer; his parents emigrated
from Holland in 1988 and began dairy
farming on 600 acres in Otterburne, just
south of Winnipeg. After studying animal
science at Lakeland College in Vermillion,
Albert worked in other ag fields before
returning home to take over management
of the 180-head farm from his parents.

The Day our World Changed
Life changed dramatically for the Gourlay
family the summer of 2019 when Clarke,
an avid mountaineer, died in a hiking
accident in Strathcona Park; he was
fifty-five years old. His death was a
tremendous loss to our family and our
business; looking back we are so thankful
for our staff and broader community
of friends, farmers, neighbours, and
customers for their support. Beyond
the farm, Clarke was a director for the
Regional District of Nanaimo, having been
elected in the Fall of 2018.

As Albert’s responsibilities increased, he
was joined by his partner Chelsea Enns,
who helped grow the farm further with her
variety of skills including book-keeping.
One farm innovation included a large
solar panel installation, producing 274
kilowatt hours annually. It was the first
solar project of that scale on a Canadian
dairy farm and allowed them to get almost
completely off the grid.

Albert, Chelsea and Rory are thrilled to be taking
over Little Qualicum Cheeseworks. Coming from
Manitoba, the real thrill will be winter!
Little Qualicum Cheeseworks was
established in 2001 by Clarke and Nancy
Gourlay on a leased farm in French Creek,
the scenic region between Parksville and
Qualicum Beach on Vancouver Island. The
Gourlays had recently returned from a
decade of humanitarian aid work abroad,
including several years in Switzerland.
It was the Swiss influence that inspired
them to begin making alpine cheese once
they returned to Canada. By utilizing the
cottage industry program, they grew the
business gradually with a small mixed
herd of cows and a school portable
retrofitted as a cheese plant. Clarke
managed the farming operations and
general administration; Nancy developed
cheese recipes and managed the plant
while her parents (Ray and Judy Haynes)
were actively involved in sales and
packaging. Their sons, Ray (me), John,
and Kevin enthusiastically embraced farm
life and got underfoot in all departments.
In 2004, they purchased their own farm
down the road and made local headlines
when they shut down the street to
escort the herd to their new pastures.
Little Qualicum Cheeseworks found its
permanent home on Morningstar Farm.

The Gourlay
family bids
a fond
farewell
to the
farming/
processing
adventure
started by
Clarke and
Nancy.

While family and staff adjusted to
operations without Clarke, Covid-19
presented new challenges in 2020,

A passion that developed for Albert and
Chelsea during those years was farmstead
processing and direct-to-consumer
sales. Initially attracted to yogurt, being
a whole-milk, high-yield product, they
developed, marketed, and sold their own
brand through local retailers and farmers

markets for about a year.
Upon hearing that Little Qualicum
Cheeseworks was for sale, they were
feeling ready to take the next step
in their processing and business
aspirations. Albert and Chelsea moved
onto Morningstar Farm in July 2021 and
began working alongside the Gourlay
family and staff. Albert focused primarily
on the farm operations and Chelsea on
the processing and tourism aspects of
the business. Both admit it’s been a huge
learning curve farming in such a different
context while understanding the many
complex business facets, but their drive,
passion and work ethic will ensure an
exciting adventure.
Reflecting on the summer transition
period, Chelsea said, “The staff have been
super helpful and encouraging and we
don’t feel like we’re doing this on our own;
we’re a part of a team and we’re hoping to
continue the success that’s already been
established.”
Albert and Chelsea took formal ownership
of both the farm and processing
businesses on September 1st and are
starting to feel settled in their new
community. Together with 2-year old
Rory, they are excited to welcome their
second child in December. Other future
plans include refining and improving the
farm operations, adding new products
and continuing to strengthen the role
Little Qualicum Cheeseworks plays
providing quality products and education
about dairy farming in their community.
They are excited to fulfill their life-long
dream of farming on Vancouver Island and
to be part of the broader dairy community
in British Columbia.

FALL FARM
EQUIPMENT
AUCTION

Selling
Online
Now Until
Oct. 29th
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More Crops.
Pudding with
BEEKMANAUCTIONS.COM
Apple and Maple

Less Ash.

www.dairyfarmersofcanada.ca/en/
canadian-goodness/recipes
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with all hardware.
with all hardwar
Prep: 20 minutes
Cooking: 55 minutes - 1 hour
Yield: 8 servings

INGREDIENTS:
SAUCE

1 1/4 cups (310 mL) 35% cream
3/4 cup (180 mL) maple syrup
3/4 cup (180 mL) brown sugar

CAKE
1 1/2 cups (375 mL) all-purpose flour
2 tsp (10 mL) baking powder
1/2 tsp (2.5 mL) grated or ground
nutmeg
Pinch of salt
1/4 cup (60 mL) butter at room
temperature
1/2 cup (125 mL) sugar
1 egg at room temperature
1 cup (250 mL) Milk
1 cup (250 mL) apples peeled and cut
into small cubes

B E E K M A N A U C TB
IO
EE
NK
SM
. CA
ON
MA U C T I O N

PREPARATION

Preheat oven to 350°F (180°C). Butter a
square 8-in (20-cm) baking dish.
In a small saucepan, heat cream, maple
syrup and brown sugar until the sugar is
dissolved. Set aside.
In a bowl, mix the flour, baking powder,
nutmeg and salt. In another bowl, beat
the butter and sugar together until the
mixture lightens. Add the egg and beat
until smooth. Alternate by adding the
dry ingredients and the milk. Add the
diced apple and pour into the baking
dish. Spread with a rubber spatula. Slowly
pour the warmed sauce over the batter
without mixing it in.
Cook for 50 minutes or longer until a
toothpick inserted into the centre of
the cake comes out clean. Let cool for
15 minutes. Serve the warm pudding in a
soup plate or bowl and then drizzle with
the sauce.

Look to CLAAS for all your hay and forage needs and experience success
across the entire harvesting chain. The CLAAS family of products offers
rugged durability and continuous reliability. CLAAS balers and hay tools
have been leading the way with innovative technology and an unparalleled
range of features suitable for any size operation.
Financing available through CLAAS Financial Services.

www.caliberequipment.ca

34511 Vye Rd. Abbotsford B.C.
V2S 8J7 604-864-2273
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Where There’s Smoke….There’s Risk

Kate Ayers, B.Sc. (Agr.),
University of Guelph

This summer, the west has suffered
record drought conditions and
extreme heat resulting in devastated
crops in some parts of the prairies and
persistent raging fires through much
of BC’s interior. These conditions have
profound effects on livestock and
humans. At the height of the season,
87 dairy farms had Evacuation Orders,
Alerts or were within 15km of active
wildfires. Most were in the Okanagan,
but Vancouver Island also had 11.
On the human front, the province
releases regular Air Quality Health
Index reports to help the BC population
assess their risk and decide if activity
modifications are required on smoky
days. The AQHI consider the health risks
posed by pollutants including particulate
matter, ground-level ozone and nitrogen
dioxide.
Indeed, fine particles from wildfire
smoke can penetrate deep into human
lungs and aggravate chronic
heart and lung diseases.
Prolonged exposure
can even

cause premature death in humans.
While smoke’s effect on livestock isn’t
as well understood, similar symptoms
and respiratory irritation have been
identified in cattle.
With a high likelihood of hotter and drier
summers in coming years, accompanied
by intense wildfire seasons because of
climate change, University of Idaho
scientists are studying dairy cows in the
Pacific Northwest south of the border to
learn more about possible side effects.
To identify correlations between smoke
exposure and animal health, the research
team collected five years of data on cow
disease and deaths from two farms
in Idaho and Washington. They then
compared disease events with past
weather and air-quality data. In addition
to these farms, the researchers recorded
data from 25 cows in the on-campus
dairy farm during a major weeklong
smoke event.
Subsequent data analysis showed
higher incidence of disease, including
mastitis, increased risk of mortality in
calves, lower milk production, changes in
immune cells and signs of inflammation
when an elevated level of particulate
matter was in the air. Some producers
are seeking to supplement with products
that bolster immune response.

“We’ve seen impacts from the smoke
compounded with the heat, of course.
Luckily this summer hasn’t been too bad”
in the Fraser Valley, says Dr. Ben Potvin, a
veterinarian at Agwest Veterinary Group
Ltd. in Abbotsford.
“There are some reports showing a
decrease in milk production overall. It’s
hard to pull out heat data from the smoke
but we expect stress from the smoke
also causes reduced milk production.
There is also an interesting association
with smoke particulate and mastitis
infection risk. And of course, we’re
seeing respiratory disease from the high
particulate matter impacting cattle’s
ability to clear nasal and respiratory
passages. (This impediment) allows the
normal bacteria and dust that are in the
environment to irritate the trachea, nose
and lung lining even more.”
Fortunately, farmers can take care of
some management details to help ease
the effects smoke has on animal health.
“The biggest thing with smoke is the
particulate matter. There are flecks of
carbon and dust in the smoke. It’s not
so much the gases but more the actual
particulates that affect the cattle,” Potvin
says. “Limit exercise … if you can. Don’t
move groups of animals or cause undue
stress when the air quality is bad.”

Fresh water and feed can also be
important tools to fight against
respiratory infections. “Smoke is really
drying to the respiratory tract. So,
staying hydrated is important for the
cow’s ability to move particulate matter
out of her trachea and lung tissue,”
Potvin explains. And “if it is possible,
reduce the dustiness of feed, that will
only help. With the particulate matter,
it reduces the cow’s ability to remove
normal dust, pollen and other pollutants
from the animal’s respiratory tract.”
Ventilation can also help cattle better
manage smoky conditions and tissue
damage caused by poor air quality. “If
we don’t have proper air movement,
ammonia, for example, can build up
from bedding. The gas and particulates
will exacerbate each other and lead to
more significant impacts on lung health,”
Potvin says.
In addition, farmers should be prepared
for lasting effects from smoky events.
It can take between four and six weeks
for damaged lung tissue to heal. “If
(cattle) are experiencing significant
lung disease or continued decrease in
milk production that can be attributed
to smoke, farmers should speak with
their veterinarians so that (together) they
can help determine the damage or if it’s
an unrelated infectious cause,” Potvin
says. Diagnosis and treatment options
will vary on a case by case, farm by farm
basis, he adds.
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Getting Creative
with Feed
Brittney Schurmann M.Sc. (An. Sci.),
Senior Dairy Nutritionist, Ritchie-Smith Feeds
The last year and a half has been a
challenging time for the feed industry
and dairy producers as we have faced
obstacles not seen before: high feed
prices, feed transport challenges, and an
extremely dry year for much of western
Canada and the western US. We could
foresee several months ago that forage
yields in BC were going to be below
average. Then in August, we saw many
corn crops lacking the height of past years
and bringing with it smaller and fewer
cobs. As well, grass cuts were fewer and
scarcer for the summer cuttings.
All of this has challenged producers
and feed industry representatives to be
increasingly creative in the ingredients
fed and how diets are formulated. What
is interesting about getting creative is
cows require nutrients, not ingredients.
For example, if a farm typically feeds 50lbs
of corn silage per cow but must cut this
back to 40 to stretch the inventory over
the next 12 months, this 10lbs of corn
silage can be replaced with a myriad of
other ingredients that will supply the cow
with the same nutrients. See Table 1:
While this is fairly simple to accomplish,
what else is there to keep in mind when
it comes to thinking outside the box and
replacing your home-grown forages?

Money. The key is sourcing alternative
ingredients that limit added feed cost.
Homegrown forage is one of the cheapest
feed ingredients. If we replace homegrown
forage with higher priced feed, what is the
additional cost per cow per day? And the
resulting income after feed cost? These
figures can be calculated with your feed
company.
Availability. Some ingredients have a
more consistent supply than others.
For example, carrots and potatoes are
generally seasonal and limited.
Particle size. Consider not only nutrients,
but particle size. This will affect feed
intake and rumen health.
Storage. Is there appropriate storage on
farm to house the alternative ingredient?
Here are a number of alternative feed
options: whey permeate, brewers grains,
grain screening pellets, beet pulp, carrots,
and potatoes.
In order to know how creative we need to
get, we must assess the forage inventory
on hand. This will help determine how
much the daily usage of each forage should
be, in order to stretch the inventories to
at least June of next year for grass, and
to at least October of next year for corn
silage. Be sure to include the daily usage

Length x Width x Height = # cubic ft

Table 1

Current 10 lbs corn silage

Option #1

Option #2

lbs per cow per day As Fed
Corn silage
Straw

10
-

2.5

1.5

Flaked corn

-

1.5

-

Water
Alfalfa

-

5
-

1

Whey Permeate

-

-

5

of all groups fed, including dry cows and
heifers. The minimum fermentation time
before feeding is typically three weeks for
both grass and corn silage, so be sure to
give yourself extra time to allow the height
of fermentation to complete. However, a
couple months fermentation is ideal for
corn silage to improve starch availability
to the cow. Silage stored in bunkers/piles
are the simplest to estimate inventory for,
as density can be calculated using bunker
dimensions: length x width x height (see
diagram), and a theoretical lbs per cubic
ft based on dry matter %. Inventory can be
estimated for bags and round bales also.
Reach out to your feed representative
for support on this.

Once inventories and daily usage are
determined, will you need to purchase
additional feed? With home-grown forage
inventory AND available purchased forage
inventory such as alfalfa and straw being
down, demand and price are up. This at
the same time we continue to see high
prices for our mainstream commodities
such as barley, wheat, corn, canola meal,
soybean meal, distillers grains, and even
fats. There ARE alternative options out
there to extend your forages and minimize
the effects of high-priced grain. We need
to work together to think outside the
box, perhaps try something new, and get
creative with feed in the coming months.

Moving High Volumes of Manure Cost-Effectively

A more economical manure transfer service
• Saves time, money and inconvenience
• Moving high gallon volume efficiently
• Transport manure fast to where it’s needed

Call Us Today!
778-808-7407

E&M CUSTOM WORK

Servicing the Fraser Valley and the Interior.

Call Ethan at 778-808-7407 for your farming needs
email: emgroothof@gmail.com

• MANURE
SPREADING
• MANURE PIT
TRANSFERS
• ROUND
BALING
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Happy 4-Hers Back in the Showring at Chilliwack
Chilliwack Fair 2021 4-H Competition
Judge: Carl Barclay

Junior Showmanship (L-R): Anneka Westenenk, Reserve Junior Champion; Kaycee Meier,
Junior Champion, Judge Carl Barclay.

Senior Showmanship (L-R): Carl Barclay, Judge; Anna Klop, Reserve Senior Champion,
Janessa Vaandrager, Champion Showman, Colin McIntosh, Trouw Nutrition, Fair Sponsor.

Champion Calf (L-R): Judge Carl Barclay; Kaycee Meier, Reserve Champion Calf, Janessa
Vaandrager, Champion Calf; Colin McIntosh, Trouw Nutrition, Fair Sponsor.

First Place Interclub: Sumas 4-H Holstein Club (L-R): Judge Carl Barclay, Kaycee Meier,
Sophia Jacobs, Janessa Vaandrager and Dominic Kielstra.

Chilliwack Fair
2021 4-H Winners

Got AgSolutions?
NO PROBLEMS!

Field, Farm
and Shop
Services!

Young Farmer Participants:

Champion Calf

Isaac Bosma

Janessa Vaandrager, Sumas Holstein

Hudson Dale

LAVENDER RESPECTFUL SIDEKICK

Scarlett Dale

Junior Champion Showman
Kaycee Meier, Sumas Holstein

Matt

Derek

Let us winterize your equipment save the headaches next Spring!
• Sprayers • Fertilizer Applicators
• Tractors • Any equipment!
• Reprogramming your power settings yield a safe 10-20% increase in horsepower

Reserve Junior
Champion Showman
Anneka Westenenk, Chilliwack Holstein

Senior Champion Showman
Janessa Vaandrager, Sumas Holstein

Reserve Senior
Champion Showman
Anna Klop, Chilliwack Holstein

Reserve Champion Calf
Kaycee Meier, Sumas Holstein
NICOLA RAGER ROSIE

Honourable Mention Calf
Chase Thomson, Chilliwack

Interclub

1. Sumas Holstein
2. Chilliwack Holstein
3. Agassiz Rainbow Dairy

Clipping Competition

1. Skyler Westenenk, Chilliwack
2. Hayden Thomson, Chilliwack
3. Lucas and Quintin Bosma, Chilliwack

• Ekotuning your tractor can generate more horses to handle bigger equipment
• Let us fine-tune your corn planter performance

Don’t wait for Spring!

		

COMING UP
Proudly Sponsored by

NOVEMBER

Matt De Jong
Cell: 604-854-0668

Derek Bailey
Cell: 604-302-9407

agsolutions@telus.net
Box 67, Matsqui Stn, Abbotsford, BC, V4X 3R2

Precision Planting. Every Seed. Every Time!
Check out our NEW website – agsolutionsbc.ca

24-25 	BC Dairy Industry Conference Wednesday-Thursday. In-person and online.
See https://bcdairy.ca/dairy-farmer-conference/ for all the details and to
register.
9-11

Designer Genes Online Sale Tuesday-Thursday. www.uniquedesignsandmarketing.com

DECEMBER

7 	Lactanet Genetic Evaluation Release of domestic and MACE evaluations for
all dairy breeds in Canada.

		* BC Holstein Branch Bursary Applications are always accepted. Find
application form at www.bcholsteins.com/youth/.
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The Silage Experts
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• Bale

Wrap
• Bunker Covers
• Net Wrap
• Silage Bags
• Hay Tarps
• Twine
• Forage & Grain
Seed

Mulch Film
• Landscaping Fabric
• Shade Nets
• Protection Nets
• Greenhouse
Ground Cover
• Greenhouse Films

2021
Registration is Open!
November 24 & 25, 2021

JOIN US

•

Serving All of BC
WWW•SILAGROW•COM
1•800•663•6022

Cow #36
Sick alert

“CowManager and our robots give
a lot of information. Combining this
data gives us valuable insights. The
systems reinforce each other.”
Matthijs de Ruiter, Ekodorp, 220 cows (NL)

› 2-Day Conference
› In-person and Online Event*
› JW Marriott Parq Vancouver

*A vaccine certificate will be required for
in-person attendance.

Bringing family, friends
and community back
together.
We look forward to
seeing you!
bcdairyconference.ca

24/7 In Control
Over Your Cows
CowManager’s ear sensors measure
ear temperature, activity, rumination,
eating and resting behaviour. By
combining data the Health module
provides ongoing insights into the
recovery of sick cows, so you can
intervene immediately when
needed. This leads to reduced
antibiotics and labor, fewer cow
losses, higher pregnancy rates and
higher milk production.

Check out our free
Demo App now!
More information at www.cowmanager.com
Your local CowManager dealer:
Select Sires GenerVations
T (519) 535-0944
E pscharringa@selectgen.com
www.selectsiresgenervations.com
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Industry Updates

Dr. Kayla Miller Joins
Abbotsford Vet Clinic

West Coast Robotics New Head Office

It was October 2019 when shovels hit the ground in Agassiz, signaling the start of the
long anticipated dedicated head office for West Coast Robotics! Then Covid happened…

Kayla was born and raised in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, a predominant agricultural
area. Seeing the importance of livestock to livelihoods sparked Kayla’s interest in food
production veterinary medicine. Before Vet school, Kayla completed a BSc. in Biology and
spent as much time as she could shadowing the local dairy veterinarian.

But perseverance always pays off, and early this summer, the owners and staff of WCR
were truly ecstatic to make the big move into their sharp new 18,000 sq ft structure. From
modest beginnings in 2007, WCR has continued to grow their automated and standard
dairy equipment offerings, gradually spreading to the Island and the Interior.

Due to her interests in dairy medicine, Kayla chose the U. of Wisconsin-Madison for
veterinary school. While there, Kayla volunteered each year at World Dairy Expo and
worked at the Wisconsin Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. Kayla graduated with her DVM
in May 2021 and joined Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic shortly afterwards. Her professional
interests include dairy reproduction, herd data analysis, preventative medicine, and
calf health programs utilizing ultrasound for diagnosis of subclinical pneumonia in preweaning calves.

“Everyone is excited with our new rebrand and the purpose-built building,” says Project
Manager, Jesse Wheeler. The head office has ample room for the current 22 staff,
plus meeting rooms, demonstration area, workshop and generous warehouse. “Our
technology and culture is about data and efficiency,” says owner Brian Rodenburg,
which is demonstrated clearly by the four smart TVs which stream real-time analytics
on multiple business metrics for everyone’s benefit.

Kayla enjoys hiking, reading and spending time with her cat, Mocha, who she adopted
after spaying her at vet school!

Happy Retirement
Roger!
Roger Pannett retired this summer after
more than 35 years as BC Provincial Dairy
Technologist. Roger’s retirement plans
include spending more time with kids and
grandkids, as well as some community
involvement projects. “I am refocused on
initiating and trying to improve the lives and
safety of fellow residents here in Chilliwack,”
he shares. Roger is also a volunteer Weather
Observer in Chilliwack for Environment
Canada, requiring regular climate reporting.
“I enjoyed my time working with people in
the dairy industry,” he summarizes. We
wish you many good years of health and
enjoyment in retirement Roger!

ViviGro Sustainable Solutions

ViviGro Sustainable Solutions is a relatively new name for many in the dairy sector.
The company, focused on promoting sustainable and organic farming practices, was
incorporated in 2018. Growers on the ViviGro program embraced the results and by word
of mouth, a large client base became established. Soon after, ViviGro built a subsidiary
company named Old Plow, offering garden and greenhouse fertilizers and supplements
for commercial scale results.
ViviGro helps farmers and producers improve their natural soil fertility, reduce the need for
synthetic inputs, and produce healthier grains and foods for the world. ViviGro provides a
‘360’ system that replenishes the necessary nutrients in soils through customized fertilizer
blends and amendments. Their overall aim is to improve the soil for human and livestock
health, as well as the planet’s health, using natural and safe products. With their head
office in Saskatoon, they also maintain a warehouse in Abbotsford.
See their ad on page 17.

WestGen Welcomes Martin Staub
to Sales Team

WestGen is pleased to announce the appointment of Martin Staub to its Sales Team in
the position of Client Solutions Lead. Martin grew up on his family’s dairy farms, situated
in Switzerland, Quebec and Manitoba before finally settling in Millet, Alberta. His passion
for dairy cattle and genetics grew through his 10 years in 4-H and his involvement in the
family dairy operation. After completing his Agricultural Business Management degree at
the University of Alberta, he began his professional career in the AI industry for nine years,
first in Calgary and then in Switzerland. The last 16 years Martin spent in pharmaceutical
sales and marketing with Merck. Excited to join the WestGen family, his passion remains
in agriculture, and he looks forward to leveraging his pharma experience in his new role.
Martin, his wife and family reside in Edmonton, Alberta. Welcome back to dairy, Martin!
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Leadership
Shuffle at
BCAC

From Coast
to Coast!

Lactanet announced the appointment of
Tony Meyer to Regional Sales and Services
manager for BC, effective in July. Growing
up in Chilliwack, at 15, Tony found his way to
milking, raising calves and tending hospital
cows which he enjoyed for six years. But it
was hard to avoid the pull of the family moving
business, so Tony oversaw operations of their
17-truck fleet for 10 years. “I never lost my
interest and desire for dairying,” Tony admits.
In 2015, he and wife Christine began dairying
with 30 cows on their PEI farm! “We loved
PEI, even though we landed in a miserable
snowstorm in February,” Tony recalls frigidly.
But the pull of family won out yet again after
their first child arrived. Back in BC in 2018,
Tony worked in the dairy tech/sales field
before taking on his new role with Lactanet.
“I’m excited to be helping dairies with all our
herd management tools - from DairyComp
and traceability to milk testing and animal
health. We are so much more than just milk
recording.” Feel free to reach Tony at 604798-1988.

In June, the BC Agriculture Council
announced that Executive Director Reg Ens
would be moving over to WALI, after 10 years
at BCAC. Reg became General Manager of
WALI (Western Agriculture Labour Initiative)
on August 1. The WALI team is looking to
improve the current service challenges
experienced with temporary foreign workers
(TFWs) while expanding the services
provided by WALI. WALI staff will support
BCAC staff as subject matter experts on
all future labour policy development work.
BCAC also announced that Danielle
Synotte became the BCAC’s new Executive
Director. Danielle has been Director
of Communications and Stakeholder
Engagement with BCAC for the last four
years, and led the organization's growth
in stakeholder relations, corporate
communications, the Farmer ID Card
program, and new in 2021 - policy
development. Danielle comes with a
background in business, operations, public
relations, marketing/communications and
economic development. Best wishes to both
in your new responsibilities!

Previous Manager Adam Gisler was presented
with an opportunity to take on a four-province
Regional Sales Manager position with JBS and
return to Alberta – their home for the past
six years. “There are phenomenal people at
Lactanet, but Alberta had become our home.”
Best wishes Adam and welcome Tony!

Coming Up ONLINE

Industry Updates for the next
issue of BC Holstein News

Don’t forget to check out our website at www.holsteinnews.com for all
the latest in industry events. Check here regularly for dairy happenings
across the province. We can also post industry updates (or reminders)
if event information has changed after the newspaper publication.
Email chris@holsteinnews.com with all your event details and get
your dairy event included! Remember to include all the details: what,
where, when, how and who!

BC Holstein News is pleased to consider introducing your new
business or staff to BC’s dairy community. Announcements
will be considered on a space available basis. Please e-mail
your business announcement to tars@holsteinnews.com by
November 5, 2021 for inclusion in the Christmas 2021 issue of
BC Holstein News that will go into the mail on December 7.

Join us on
BC Holstein News is on FACEBOOK!
LIKE us online and stay updated
with last-minute announcements
and events.

Let us help you raise healthy, robust calves!
Feeding pasteurized milk with a Westwaard Calf Milk
Pasteurizer will save you money compared to using
powdered milk replacer, while providing healthier, faster
growing calves. From 20 to 800 gallon capacity, we have a
calf milk pasteurizer to accommodate your dairy that can
also pasteurize colostrum for those first feedings.
In addition to preparing milk the right way to feed calves, it
is important to sanitize milk bottles and nipples to promote
healthy intestinal bacteria. We also build efficient washing
solutions tailored to your needs.
Nipple/Bottle Washer
WBW90

150 gal. Calf Milk Pasteurizer
WP150G

Contact us for a dealer near you!

FABRICATORS for DARITECH

800-701-3632 • www.daritech.com
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lations. Studies show that raw waste
Asmilk
seen fed
in Hoard’s
Dairyman
to calves
has Magazine
highly variable
©2021
bacteria counts of up to a billion bacterial
colonies per milliliter (mL).
High bacterial populations have been
linked to diarrhea and poor weight gain
in calves. With proper pasteurization and
handling of liquid feed, calf exposure
to high bacterial populations is greatly
reduced, resulting in lower rates of illness
and death with improved weight gains.
Before placing blame on the pasteurizer for
not operation properly, it is important to review
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New Transport Regulations: An Overview
BC Dairy Staff
In February 2020, CFIA introduced
updates to the Humane Transport
Regulations (Health of Animals
Regulations (HAR) - Part XII). These
regulations were initiated with a
two-year soft release, so that dairy
producers across the country could
slowly implement the changes
over 24 months. The 24-month
“soft enforcement” period will
end February 20, 2022, and CFIA
will shift their engagement from
education to enforcement.
Compliance will be determined by
outcome-based measures; animals
should be arriving at their final
destination in the same condition
of health and vigour they left the
farm in. As enforcement is outcomebased, there will be no review of
records to determine compliance.
Example: For young calves (under
8 days of age), the CFIA will not

look at producer’s birth records to
determine the age at which animals
were shipped. Only the condition
of the animals upon loading, during
transport, and upon arrival will
be used to determine compliance.
This means that animals arriving
in poor condition with unhealed or
infected navels would indicate noncompliance with the regulations.

transportation
process
• The length of time
the animal will be
in transportation,
including delays,
such as border
crossings
• The climate and temperatures
animals will endure

Transportation events are taxing
on all animals. Nearly all animals
lose some body condition during
transport, so assessing the condition
of cattle before loading is critical
to managing risk factors for each
animal.

If there is any question about the
fitness of an animal prior to loading,
producers should have a plan for
obtaining a second opinion. For
some with a highly trusted and
trained transporter, this may be
asking the transporter’s opinion,
as they know the route and the
unloading conditions of past
animals. Herd veterinarians may be
able to review a photo of an animal
in question, and this would serve
as a record both of the animal’s

Before loading, the following should
be assessed:
• Health, vigour, and body condition
score of the animal
• The animal’s ability to stand, walk,
and ultimately withstand the entire

Condition of animal

Requirement if shipped

Nico

physical condition upon leaving the
farm, and as a record of having
sought expert opinion. Even asking
a colleague or neighbour what
they would do given the animal’s
condition can help prevent making
a decision that results in negative
outcomes during transportation.
The primary changes to the
regulations that will affect BC dairy
producers are outlined in the table
below, and pertain to:
• Calves under 8 days of age
• Unweaned calves 9 days and older
• Cull cows

Outcome-based enforcement

Recommended alternatives
and solutions

Calves
Transported only once before 8 days
of age and for a maximum of 12-hrs, no
stops (unloading) are allowed.

Animals with wet navels should be
transported directly to their final
destination, no auction/sales yards unless
future transportation will occur after 8
days of age.

Keep bull calves and beef cross
calves on your farm until they are
over 8 days of age if the transport
time is nearing the 12 hour limit.

Transported up to 12 hrs consecutively
before a minimum hour rest stop with
feed and water is provided.

Animals should arrive at their destination
bright, alert, and responsive, with ears
up, mobile, and with an adequate body
condition score.

Verify the destination and route
with your hauler to ensure the trip
is less than 12 hrs or a rest stop is
planned at least every 12 hrs.

Completely sound condition
(dry or low lactation, good BCS,
not lame, not within last 10% of
gestation, no injuries or illness).

Transported for a maximum of 36 hrs.

Animals should arrive at their destination
bright, alert, and responsive, mobile, and
with an adequate body condition score.

Mildly lame, minor injury or
incompletely healed wound,
cancer eye, bloat with no signs
of discomfort, blind.

Transport must be directly to the
nearest location for humane slaughter.
Maximum 12 hrs in transport before a
minimum 8-hr rest stop with milking,
feed, water and rest.
Cannot go through auction.

Animals should arrive at their destination
bright, alert, and responsive, mobile, and
with an adequate body condition score.

High lactation animals.

Transport must be directly to the
nearest location for humane slaughter.
Maximum 12 hrs in transport before a
minimum 8-hr rest stop with milking,
feed, water and rest.
Cannot go through auction, EXCEPT
if they are milked regularly (to avoid
udder engorgement).

Animals in mid-high lactation must
arrive at their destination before udder
engorgement.

Considered

Calves under 8 days of age.

Considered

Unweaned calves 9 days of age
and older.

COMPROMISED

COMPROMISED
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Cull cows

FIT

COMPROMISED

UNFIT

Severe lameness or injury, or
illness, BCS less than 2, fever,
laboured breathing, in last 10%
of gestation or calved within
last 48 hours, bloat with signs of
discomfort.

Do not transport. Euthanize onfarm if necessary. Unfit animals
can be transported to receive
veterinary treatment upon veterinary
recommendation and with specifications
outlined in the HAR.

For assistance and support

Signs of mammary engorgement include:
• Animal is uncomfortable;
• Udder is hard to the touch;
• Udder is warm to the touch; and
• Udder has undergone a pink or red
colour change.

Special provisions and evidence
of animal assessment and
contingency planning are
essential. Special provisions may
include:
• travel in a small compartment
either individually or with one
quiet animal
• load in rear compartment
• provide extra bedding
Ensure animals can be milked if
need be, at auction or elsewhere
in order to continue and finish
transport without becoming
engorged. Have a written process
which is set up/referenced in
order to manage/monitor these
animals when needed.

If there is any question of the
fitness of an animal to endure
any length of transportation,
seek additional advice from your
herd veterinarian, colleagues, or
transporters.
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What to Know About New Federal Cattle Transport Regulations
BC Dairy caught up with Nicole Sillett, on staff with DFC, and BC Dairy’s representative on the DFC national board of
directors, Dave Taylor, to ask some questions about what these changes mean for BC dairy producers.
Nicole Sillett – Dairy Farmers of Canada
Q: Can you give us a sense
of your role in the transport
regulations consultation?
It was my job to look at the draft
regulations from a technical
perspective, highlight any
concerns and any areas of
agreement, and help the DFC team formulate our
response to the government.
Q: Can you tell us a little bit about the process?
CFIA published the initial draft regulations in
2016, we did an internal review, and connected
with partners like The Canadian Cattlemen’s
Association and provincial members like BC Dairy.
Then we submitted our comments in February
2017. CFIA published the final regulations in the
Canada Gazette Part II in February 2019 and the
regulations came into effect February 2020.
The previous regulations were set in 1977, so it
had been a long time. The original maximum
travel times were based on how much time it took
for cattle to travel on rail across the country. They
did need to update those regulations and consider
the rationale for the maximum time.
Q: Where are we at now?
We are supportive of improving animal welfare
in transportation and wanted to make sure we
transmitted the message that we are in strong
support of improvements; however, there were
many things to consider. There has been a lot of

animal welfare research done in the last 20 years,
so we have a better understanding of the animal
welfare needs, and what we can do to improve.
But, animal welfare issues are complex and the
solutions are not necessarily simple. For example,
we have a lot less slaughter processing capacity
than we used to. The reduction in the number of
those plants means animals potentially have to
travel longer as there are fewer opportunities
close by.
Now, we are trying to figure out how to work
within the current regulations, as an industry.
Since the regulations came into effect, CFIA is
supporting a transition period until February
2022 as a result of industry feedback. During
this transition period, CFIA developed several
working groups. DFC is participating in two CFIAled Working Groups: one focused on calves and
the other focused on dairy cattle. These working
groups work directly with CFIA staff to find
solutions to any lingering questions.
Q: What are the areas within the new
regulations that producers should be most
mindful of?
Number one is calves. If they are 8 days of age
or less they have to reach their final destination
within 12 hours. They are not allowed to be
unloaded or go through an auction. If possible,
know where your cattle are going and how
long they will be on that truck so you can do an
accurate assessment of fitness for transport.

Farmers may want to consider holding bull calves
longer and they should always make sure calves
are strong and healthy before putting them on a
truck.
The other one is lactating cattle. This one is
new. You can ship a lactating cow as long as it is
going to be milked along the way to prevent the
engorgement of the udder. That plan needs to be
in place.
Also definitions for compromised and unfit cattle
have changed. They are more detailed and
clearer now, so farmers need to be aware of
what those are. You cannot ship an unfit animal
unless it is going to a place to get veterinary care.
Compromised animals are at a 12-hour max and
have to go directly to their final destination.
We are still working with the CFIA and other
groups to identify some of the challenges and see
if we can find helpful solutions. The work is going
well, and is still in process. It is a matter of finding
what is achievable for farmers and best for the
cows.
Q: Any final recommendations for farmers as
they prepare for the new regulations to take
effect?
We produced a series of fact sheets on cull cows,
with a summary of new regs and a shipping
checklist and recommendations for farmers
shipping cows that are lactating. Those are all on
our proAction website. Producers can also contact
BC Dairy for a copy.

Dave Taylor – board member with BC Dairy and DFC
Q: Can you tell us a little
bit about your role (at DFC)
and your work on behalf of
producers with respect to
transport regulations?
I’m the representative from BC
on the Board of Directors of
DFC. In regard to the transport
regulations, a lot of the work was done prior to
me becoming a board member at DFC. It was
a multi-step process to change the regulations.
Part of this was consulting with industry, although
many others took part, including academia,
animal welfare groups, regulators, veterinary
organizations, and the general public. As part
of the public consultation there were more than
11,000 respondents and over 50,000 comments.
Q: From your perspective, what are some of the
regional considerations (within BC) for adjusting
to the new transport rules?
The farthest regions from the final destination
have the most risk of issues occurring in transport.
For Vancouver Island, most calves over eight
days of age are now transported to the Mainland
where they receive food, water and rest before

continuing to a final destination – most of them
Alberta. For farmers in the Lower Mainland, the
challenge will be to transport within the 12 hours.
For those producers that can raise calves until at
least 9 days or older it is recommended they do
so.
For the Okanagan, calves can reach their final
destination within 12 hours, so there is less impact.
For farmers in the north, most breeders are raising
animals as feeder stock and so shipping of young
calves is not routine from this area.
For cull cows, the Fraser Valley has the advantage
as they would be closest to processing markets.
Assessment is key once again and if animals
are fit for transport, they should reach their final
destination within hours allowed. For farmers on
Vancouver Island, the extra length of a trip off the
Island carries additional risk. For the north, cull
cows are most likely destined for Alberta, and
producers should be well within the length of time
allowed if cows are fit for travel. Producers from
all areas need to assess transport-related risks
that could delay timelines in pre-planning.
Q: What can producers do to prepare
themselves and their animals?

I think it is important that we assume there will
be more than one stopover before the final
destination. If we believe an animal is at risk of
not successfully making the trip, then keep them
at home until that risk is reduced. If animals have
a reduced capacity to withstand transport, they
are considered compromised and the regulation is
clear that these must be transported differently.
We also need to be communicating any preexisting conditions with the transporter and
be aware as much as possible of the details of
the trip. We do share a responsibility with the
transporter in successful outcomes. We do not
hand over all responsibility the minute an animal
is loaded - HAR (Health of Animal Regulation)
applies to anyone who loads or causes an animal
to be loaded. Producers who are unsure whether
an animal is fit for transport should consult their
veterinarian.
Q: Any final comments that may be valuable
for dairy farmers to consider when integrating
these changes?
We all want successful outcomes. As producers
let’s do our part to ensure our animals are in good
condition and fit for the anticipated transport.

ons about the federal transport guidelines, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at proAction@bcdairy.ca or 604 294 3775.
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Vet Focus

Maximizing Calf Potential

Do you know how much pneumonia goes undetected in your calf barn?
Kayla Miller, DVM,
Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic

You know the future of your dairy herd depends on the quality
and health of replacement heifers. Pre-weaning pneumonia
has been negatively associated with a calf’s ability to maintain
growth rates and the number of treatments for clinical
pneumonia post-weaning. However, it is now known that
calves weaned with lung lesions also have long-term impacts
Risk Factors
Calf pneumonia occurs when there is overlap
between poor immunity and high loads of
bacterial exposure.

Prevention

Prevention requires strict protocols with
documentation and regular monitoring for
success. It all begins with calf immunity:
biosecurity, sanitation, passive transfer, and
nutrition. Maintain calf barn biosecurity to
prevent pathogen entry from older animals
and other herds. Sanitation is two separate
steps, cleaning and disinfection. Maternity
pens, calf transportation equipment, calf
pens, feeding equipment, and waterers
should all have regular sanitation protocols
in place. Monthly sanitation audits can help
identify areas that need to be addressed or
revisited. For example, luminometer/ATP
meter measurements of cleaned surfaces
and bacterial cultures of colostrum, milk,
and surfaces can be used to check for failure
of sanitation protocols. Passive transfer
protocols can be monitored by regularly
checking colostrum quality and calf total
proteins. Both can be measured directly
on the farm using a refractometer. Lastly, a
proper nutrition plan for calves is necessary
in supporting a healthy immune system.
Decreasing pathogen exposure risks
requires accurate and quick disease
diagnosis as well as improving the barn
environment. Disease diagnosis protocols
should be easily accessed by all calf barn
staff and consistent documentation
is key. Observe calves at each feeding
for abnormal appearance, decreased
appetite, and abnormal feces. Further
examine all abnormal calves by checking
rectal temperature, fecal score, respiratory
rate and effort, respiratory score (nasal
discharge, cough, eyes, ears), heart
rate, hydration status, navel, and joints.
If disease is diagnosed, a treatment
protocol determined by your veterinarian
should be followed as quickly as possible.
Environmental pathogen loads can be
minimized by maintaining sanitation
protocols and installing proper ventilation.

Diagnosis & Control

The most common bacterial cause of
pneumonia in pre-weaning dairy calves is
Pasturella multocida; however, this is just
one of the many pathogens resulting in
pneumonia. Treatment success is not only
dependent on early detection and avoiding
antibiotic resistance, but also using the
correct drug with accurate dosing and
duration. Culture and sensitivity can be

crucial in determining treatment protocols.
If a specific drug is being used often in a calf
barn, it is recommended that cultures with
sensitivity are routinely done to confirm
that the drug is indeed an
effective treatment choice.
Cultures are run on
deep nasopharyngeal
swabs in live calves
or fresh tissue from
calves recently
deceased. Deep
nasopharyngeal
swabs can also
be used for viral
testing. If your
calves are struggling
with viral pneumonia,
you should consult
with your veterinarian to
develop a vaccination protocol
for prevention.

New On-Farm Diagnostics

including increased mortality rates, decreased pregnancy
rate, and decreased milk production. More specifically, calves
with lesions >3cm result in 525kg milk loss during their first
lactation. Most lung lesions start at three weeks of age and
commonly follow a scours event. With this in mind, there should
be an emphasis on disease prevention starting at day one.
https://thedairylandinitiative.vetmed.
wisc.edu/home/calf-health-module/

Farm Take-Aways

1. Train calf staff on protocols and
revisit them regularly to ensure followthrough.
2. Talk to your veterinarian about setting
up regular calf health visits where they
do barn walk-throughs to visualize
calves and help develop or adjust
protocols for sanitation, colostrum
handling, nutrition, and treatments.
3. Maximize calf immunity potential
and minimize pathogen exposure risks.
4. If struggling with pneumonia around
weaning, discuss starting a thoracic
ultrasound program with your
veterinarian to identify high-risk age
groups and start targeted treatments.

Defect in the
lung pleura
resulting in
a comet-tail
(red circle)
on ultrasound
using the BCF
Easi-Scan:Go.
Consolidated
lung (red circle)
compared to
normal lung
(between blue
arrows) on
ultrasound using
the BCF EasiScan:Go.

Around half of new pneumonia cases are
actually subclinical (no clinical signs),
increasing the ability of chronic lesions
forming with no treatments. Subclinical
pneumonia can be diagnosed in calves
using thoracic ultrasound to identify lung
lesions. Calves are scored on a 5 point scale.

Dr. Kayla Miller scanning lungs
with a BCF Easi-Scan to determine
pneumonia prevalence.
Thoracic ultrasound scanning can be
incorporated into routine veterinary calf
barn visits to develop a program that best
fits your farm. Such programs are used to
determine the prevalence of pneumonia in a
herd, identify high-risk age groups, develop
treatment plans, monitor treatment
success or failure, and identify if calves are
being weaned clean. The overall goal is to
use thoracic ultrasound as the diagnostic
indicator to maximize the number of calves
transitioning through the weaning period
with clean, healthy lungs #weanclean.
To learn more about #weanclean visit

Example data from a lung ultrasound visit for pneumonia prevalence in preweaning calves. Pneumonia is starting at two weeks old and increases in
severity and prevalence as calves age. This also shows that only 25% of the
calves are weaning without lesions.
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JAMIESON CREEK CATTLE

CUSTOM
HEIFER RAISING
• Keep your genetics in your herd
• Get your heifers off concrete and
into our brand-new dry lot facility
• Enhance respiratory and hoof
performance in our dry interior climate
• Full vaccination protocol
• AI breeding
• Specializing in calves
from 6 months and up
Call now to see how we can fit
into your farm’s Expansion plans!

KAMLOOPS B.C.
CONTACT:

Kevin Mammel 604-703-9992
Glenn Degroot 604-819-5019
Aaron Neels
604-819-5136

SPEED&
Sweet Potato
& Ginger Soup

POWER
DISCOVER THE JCB FASTRAC

www.dairyfarmersofcanada.ca/en/
canadian-goodness/recipes

Prep: 15 minutes
Cooking: 20 – 25 minutes
Yield: 8 servings

INGREDIENTS:
6 cups (1.5 L) sweet potatoes, peeled and
cubed (about 3 large)
3 1/2 cups (875 mL) chicken broth
1 tbsp (15 mL) fresh ginger root, minced
or grated
3/4 cup (180 mL) 35% cream
1/4 cup (60 mL) lime juice
1/2 tsp (2 mL) salt
1/4 tsp (1 mL) pepper
1/4 cup (60 mL) toasted sliced almonds
1/4 cup (60 mL) chopped fresh coriander

PREPARATION
In large saucepan, bring potatoes,
chicken broth and ginger to boil. Reduce
heat, cover and simmer 15 to 20 minutes
or until potatoes are tender. Transfer to
food processor; purée until smooth.
Return to saucepan over low heat; whisk
in cream, lime juice, salt and pepper and
heat through. Ladle into bowls; sprinkle
with almonds and coriander.

JCB Fastracs out perform the competition for hauling and
harvesting. On the road, outboard disc brakes and a continuously
variable transmission allow you to travel up to 70 km/h. In the
field, full suspension and the industry’s most comfortable cab
ensure your most productive days.
Discover the Fastrac difference for yourself.
Visit: www.matsquiagrepair.com to schedule your demo!

Call today to demo the Fastrac or any
of our other JCB models!
Offering farm equipment sales,
installation & service to the dairy
& poultry industries across BC.

778-809-4858
precisionfarmsupplies.ca

www.matsquiagrepair.com
34856 Harris Rd, Abbotsford BC V3G 1R7

@matsquiagrepair

604-826-3281
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Observations From the Field

Who’s on Your Team?
Paul Meyer, Sales Manager,
WestGen

Farming smarter today
means using technology
on every front to make better, more intelligent
decisions. From cropping to feeding and in the
genetics too, you need a sharp pencil at the best of
times but especially in years like this. The natural
inclination is to pinch every penny. That makes sense
for some inputs that are particularly substitutable.
Fighting that inclination and involving the experts
that work with you to build a new plan is often the
more prudent approach.
I revisit my youth when the technology we used to
farm was – well, let’s just say – on a lower tier. We did
apply lots of manure to our land and for corn fields
and we applied anhydrous ammonia. We also applied
potash for hay fields, but until I was well into my teens
and the concept was promoted by the leaders in my
4-H Field Crops club, I don’t recall that we took soil
samples. And when we harvested our crops during
those same years, feed samples and working with a
nutritionist to balance the ration wasn’t done much
either. Herd health took place whenever we had
enough animals to make it worth-while and probably
not very often during the summer months. So, when
faced with poor crop yields, poor feed quality or
a period of poor conception rates, our ability to
respond was impeded by poor data and ultimately

resulted in using the “skimp on costs” approach.
I see that for many dairy farmers today, it is harder
and harder to stay on top of everything as technology
confronts us on so many parts of our business. GPS
on the cropping side and all the ways you can benefit
from satellite imagery to improve on yields is an
example. Irrigation systems that use computers and
now even fertigation – it boggles the mind! Running
your dairy barns employs technology at every turn as
robots, sprinklers and fans and readers that gather
data from the collars on your cows all use sensors of
some kind. They all make cows perform better and
a deliver a good return on investment. Still, being
savvy on all this technology and on how to tweak
settings or review the plan when the dynamics within
the industry change means involving the partners in
your technology. Without them, you might initially
be able to shave some pennies that actually soon
cost you dollars.
Your genetic plan is not immune to this discussion.
It’s easy enough to shave a buck or two per dose
if reducing costs is your immediate response to
shrinking margins. But shaving costs means either
lesser quality genetic products will be used when
margins for your AI suppliers then also shrink, or it
will lead to some rationalization or realignment on

the part that advisers don’t get paid for - planning.
The real return on your investment in genetics comes
not so much from managing the cost side – most
suppliers in the industry have a very comparable
range of products and pricing. Instead, the return
you will generate as the complexity increases comes
from designing a good plan and aligning yourself
with an advisor/company that you have a very good
relationship with. Shaving a buck or two in the grand
scheme is small potatoes and can be offset so many
times over by strategically creating only the right
heifers. When challenges arise, you need to know
your genetic partner has your interests at heart and
will help adjust the plan based on your new metrics
and won’t just find a different bull that costs a buck
or two less.
The genetics in your milking herd and in your
replacement pens benefit from technology too, just
like so many other parts of your operation today.
Making adjustments when the landscape changes
isn’t something you need to do on your own. Bring
in your team of experts to discuss how best to
adjust the plan and don’t assume that simply means
eliminating or reducing all expenses. It’s often the
better way forward.

Consider an Effective Vaccine to Help Combat Salmonella
Salmonella is Costly and Dangerous – to Cattle and Humans
Dr. Virginie Filteau, Technical Services Veterinarian
- Production Animals, Vetoquinol
Reprinted with permission from Progressive Dairy-Canada, September 2021.
Salmonellosis has the unenviable distinction of being one of
the most common causes of foodborne illness and zoonotic
(transmissible to humans) disease in Canada. Causing
abdominal cramps, diarrhea and fever, it is a medical
condition that is best to avoid. In cattle, similar clinical signs
have been reported and can lead to abortions, decreased
milk production and sometimes death. An infected animal
can excrete salmonella bacteria in its feces during or after
an episode of illness or even while being asymptomatic.
This is the case with Salmonella dublin. Well adapted to
the host, Salmonella dublin has the ability to infect the
animal for life without necessarily showing symptoms.
The bacterium, which survives very well in the environment,
then becomes a potential source of contamination for other
animals as well as for the humans around them.

Salmonella is serious and requires our attention
Because its prevalence on farms has increased, and
because detection is a challenge, Salmonella dublin is the
serotype that has received the most attention in the dairy
industry over the past decade. However, there are other
serotypes that require vigilance. According to a report by
the Animal Health Alert and Information Network (RAIZO)
of the Quebec Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
from the first quarter of 2021, Salmonella dublin had been
isolated at 11 dairy operations, including veal farms, and
clinical cases of salmonellosis from different serotypes
were reported at nine farms. These serotypes included S.
Uganda, S. Montevideo and S. Typhimurium. In 2020, RAIZO
reported samples positive for S. Thompson, S. Cerro, and
S. Infantis, a serotype common in poultry but rare in cattle.

Exploiting Salmonella’s Vulnerability
In May 2020, a vaccine for the control of salmonellosis in
cattle became available in Canada; it employs siderophore
receptors and porins (SRP). The siderophore receptors
are specialized channels for the transport of iron into
the cell, a nutrient essential for the development and
metabolism of most pathogenic bacteria. By stimulating
an immune response against these receptors, iron and other

nutrients essential to the bacteria are unable to effectively
pass through their cell wall, resulting in their death. This
technology relies on the fact that the siderophore receptors
are similar among salmonella serotypes, meaning the
vaccine could help control infections of different salmonella
serotypes.
A clinical trial with the SRP vaccine was conducted in
Holstein cows and heifers on a farm with a history of
salmonellosis of undetermined serotype in calves, but with
no diagnosis in adults. The vaccinated group of dairy cows
showed higher average daily milk production (producing an
additional 1.14 kilograms) for their first 90 days in milk, as
well as a reduction in somatic cell counts compared to the
control group. A trend toward reduced salmonella shedding
in feces was also observed in all animals during the month
following vaccination. Administered at dry-off, the vaccine
can also significantly increase antibodies to salmonella in
the colostrum of vaccinated cows.

Larger herd size, overstocking
and freestall housing contribute
to an increased risk of exposure
to contaminated manure. In
this context, even though it is
not a silver bullet, vaccination
should be considered as a tool to
support existing control efforts.

Hygiene/Biosecurity Still Priority
As with any organism, spread via the fecal-oral route,
prevention of salmonellosis relies on biosecurity measures
such as identifying the source of contamination, limiting
contact with potentially exposed animals and reducing the
pressure of infection in the environment. Simple and logical
on paper, these strategies remain a real challenge to apply
on many dairy farms. Larger herd size, overstocking and
freestall housing contribute to an increased risk of exposure
to contaminated manure. In this context, even though it is
not a silver bullet, vaccination should be considered as a
tool to support existing control efforts.
From a public health standpoint, the prevention of
salmonella infections is important to reduce the risk
of zoonotic disease, particularly among farm workers.
Prevention is also necessary to improve the health and
productivity of dairy herds. Talk to your veterinarian to
establish a biosecurity program adapted to your herd
because it is better to stay clean than cured.
* References available upon request.

After biosecurity and hygiene, vaccinating
against Salmonella can help in the fight.
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VETOQUINOL. YOUR PARTNER
IN THE PREVENTION OF SALMONELLA NEWPORT INFECTIONS

Are Salmonella outbreaks
sucking away dairy profits?

Salmonella Vetovax SRP
™

®

Keep milk production flowing.

Salmonella infections are troublesome and costly. They cause losses in productivity.
Salmonella Vetovax™ SRP® is a new vaccine from Vetoquinol that deploys
the innovative SRP® technology to help prevent Salmonella Newport infections.
Take control of Salmonella Newport outbreaks and keep milk production flowing.
® SRP is a registered trademark of Epitopix. All rights reserved.

vetoquinol.ca

veto_salmovetovaxSRP_BCHolstein_01.indd 1

CONSULT YOUR VETERINARIAN
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TopTotal BCA Records B.C.
SUPERIOR PRODUCTION–TOP 10 FOR BC
JUNE - AUGUST 2021

YEARLINGS (100 COWS REPORTED)
Name
GIFFORD IMPRESSION SUGAR
GIFFORD GALAHAD SALT GP-80
TRIWEST TIANNA MIDNIGHT 1281 GP-80
LYBA REFLECTOR 1201 G-79
DICKLANDS YAMASKA 3206
LAVENDER SILVER FETTISH VG-85
MELINKE IMAX BASHER GP-82
HAMMINGVIEW SIDEKICK MARTINE VG-85
TONESA RAQUEL LIGHTHOUSE G-78
WEST SILVER 1118 GP-82

BCA
360-426-363
384-368-386
340-433-358
369-390-368
345-413-368
381-358-386
351-405-364
372-369-366
334-414-359
342-423-340

TOTAL BCA
1149
1138
1131
1127
1126
1125
1120
1107
1107
1105

DEV. M
57
81
19
88
67
84
87
81
31
50

DEV. F
106
50
68
90
92
36
97
38
79
85

DEV. P
58
81
36
83
83
82
88
74
47
38

COMP.
221
212
123
261
242
202
272
193
157
173

Farm Name
Gifford Acres Farm Ltd., Abbotsford
Gifford Acres Farm Ltd., Abbotsford
Triwest Farms Ltd., Chilliwack
Shadow Ridge Dairy, Chilliwack
J. Dick & Family, Chilliwack
Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Melinke Farms Ltd., Deroche
Hammingview Farms Ltd., Pitt Meadows
Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
West River Farm, Rosedale

BCA
399-440-409
429-366-397
394-416-363
371-414-366
365-400-384
409-346-390
342-449-353
356-444-334
354-412-355
380-378-361

TOTAL BCA
1248
1192
1173
1151
1149
1145
1144
1134
1121
1119

DEV. M
96
132
113
81
73
135
47
73
89
113

DEV. F
105
44
130
87
62
39
117
146
132
60

DEV. P
97
92
82
69
82
104
51
58
88
92

COMP.
298
268
325
237
217
278
215
277
309
265

Farm Name
Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Marlena Farms Ltd., Dewdney
Valedoorn Farms Inc., Agassiz
West River Farm, Rosedale
Country Corner Farms, Abbotsford
J.W. Wikkerink Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill
Elmido Farms, Chilliwack
Schurway Farms Ltd., Grindrod
UBC Dairy Ed. Centre, Agassiz

BCA
413-444-428
400-451-403
333-499-376
375-413-407
409-373-409
357-441-382
382-430-367
384-394-392
361-422-375
326-467-348

TOTAL BCA
1285
1254
1208
1195
1191
1180
1179
1170
1158
1141

DEV. M
112
119
57
89
123
37
100
81
89
6

DEV. F
109
165
175
119
79
76
130
76
96
102

DEV. P
118
122
96
106
108
60
81
87
97
26

COMP.
339
406
328
314
310
173
311
244
282
134

Farm Name
Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
Marlena Farms Ltd., Dewdney
T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale
Summershade Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Summershade Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Triwest Farms Ltd., Chilliwack
Shadow Ridge Dairy, Chilliwack
Gifford Acres Farm Ltd., Abbotsford
Westar Holsteins, Rosedale
Triwest Farms Ltd., Chilliwack

BCA
393-395-388
334-433-381
362-408-373
356-407-366
402-320-369
365-362-364
338-405-341
331-428-325
379-335-364
363-368-344

TOTAL BCA
1176
1148
1143
1129
1091
1091
1084
1084
1078
1075

DEV. M
125
32
71
73
118
139
48
40
93
70

DEV. F
88
115
77
64
29
105
77
87
57
35

DEV. P
109
74
81
75
85
124
44
22
71
51

COMP.
322
221
229
212
232
368
169
149
221
156

Farm Name
Melinke Farms Ltd., Deroche
Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
Hammingview Farms Ltd., Pitt Meadows
Wallyann Holsteins Ltd., Grindrod
Marlena Farms Ltd., Dewdney
Luymes Dairy Farm, Abbotsford
Valedoorn Farms Inc., Agassiz
West River Farm, Rosedale
Nicomen Farm Ltd., Deroche
Hammingview Farms Ltd., Pitt Meadows

BCA
321-397-338
329-366-344
353-373-305
331-340-342
336-353-320
328-375-303
308-378-319
303-371-323
307-383-306
288-393-313

TOTAL BCA
1056
1039
1031
1013
1009
1006
1005
997
996
994

DEV. M
25
63
63
68
67
38
6
22
81
8

DEV. F
63
83
71
44
51
48
60
71
126
65

DEV. P
36
69
28
71
39
6
12
38
66
26

COMP.
124
215
162
183
157
92
78
131
273
99

Farm Name
J.W. Wikkerink Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill
Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
B&L Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Wenlay Dairy, Chilliwack
Country Charm Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Valedoorn Farms Inc., Agassiz
Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
Shadow Ridge Dairy, Chilliwack
Luymes Dairy Farm, Abbotsford
Kambro Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

BCA
395-451-417
363-438-355
313-400-338
315-407-305
321-376-318
301-424-271
302-386-304
297-385-301
312-382-286
286-374-315

TOTAL BCA
1263
1156
1051
1027
1015
996
992
983
980
975

DEV. M
140
96
17
22
54
38
-1
40
43
-18

DEV. F
177
120
66
74
58
98
51
107
91
56

DEV. P
159
86
36
12
49
-2
-8
35
19
6

COMP.
476
302
119
108
161
134
42
182
153
44

Farm Name
Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
UBC Dairy Ed. Centre, Agassiz
J.W. Wikkerink Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill
Hammingview Farms Ltd., Pitt Meadows
UBC Dairy Ed. Centre, Agassiz
Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon
Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
Sunninghill Holsteins, Grindrod
G&A Ferguson Farm, Enderby
Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows

BCA
344-417-331
326-413-334
337-363-335
289-377-294

TOTAL BCA
1092
1073
1035
960

DEV. M
53
22
61
28

DEV. F
86
95
70
103

DEV. P
39
25
55
26

COMP.
178
142
186
157

Farm Name
Hammingview Farms Ltd., Pitt Meadows
Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
Evergraze Holsteins Ltd., Armstrong
Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

2 YEAR OLDS (142 COWS REPORTED)
Name
TONESA TEMPEST CONTROL G-77
LAVENDER COMPLEX LAMBDA GP-84
MARLENA ORLIN 2185 G-79
VALEDOORN JETHRO 3027 GP-82
WEST GOLDRUSH 1110 GP-80
ROMYNS JEDI LAUTOYA G-77
WILLSWIKK DUKE MISSISSIPPI VG-85
ELMIDO VALERIE MUNITION 3124 G-78
LOCARNO ADAGIO 1765 GP-80
UBYSSEY UNIX OLIVIA 7101 GP-80

3 YEAR OLDS (145 COWS REPORTED)
Name
TONESA LAINE MASTERFUL G-79
MARLENA NEWMAN 2090 GP-83
SUMMERSHADE ELLIESKY DUKE VG-88
SUMMERSHADE ILENNIA DETOUR VG-87
SUMMERSHADE ELLIEDODGE VG-85
TRIWEST ARIANA PENTAGON 1203 GP-81
LYBA MOGUL 1054 G-79
GIFFORD SILVER MILLER VG-86
WESTAR KIMBALL RC JUCIEFRUIT GP-83
TRIWEST NEVADA FITZ 1195 G-75

4 YEAR OLDS (79 COWS REPORTED)
Name
RONELEE HEINZ DAISY MAY-ET VG-86
WISSELVIEW DOORSOPEN DIXIE VG-87
HAMMINGVIEW MILFORD MEMORY GP-83
WALLYANN MILKYWAY DAKOTA G-77
MARLENA LITTLETON 1972 GP-81
CEDARWAL EMERY DIDGERIDOO GP-81
VALEDOORN BOOKEL 2707 2021 VG-85
WEST MESSIAH 907 VG-86
NICOMEN MARS KOALA GP-81
HAMMINGVIEW BYWAY MAROON VG-85

5 YEAR OLDS (16 COWS REPORTED)
Name
WILLSWIKK DURBIN RAMSEY VG-85
VIEW-HOME LOTTERY-ET VG-86
ALPINA JETT AIR KRISTINA EX-90
WENLAY DIESEL 2392 G-78
HUSO ARMITAGE 5084 GP-82
VALEDOORN SEABRIGHT 1611 2623 GP-81
WISSELVIEW BOMBERO CHANTELLE G-78
WESTERNROSE BOOKEL 1984 GP-83
COANWOOD ENVIOUS 813 GP-82
KAMBROS REFLECTOR ALIBI 6065 VG-88

6 YEAR OLDS (16 COWS REPORTED)
Name
CEDARWAL DOORMAN ECHO EX-90-2E
UBYSSEY FACEBOOK MAGICAL 4035 GP-84
WILLSWIKK BROKAW GLADYS EX-93-3E
HAMMINGVIEW LAUTHORITY MARSHA EX-92-3E
UBYSSEY MASTERPIECE FLOSS 4046 VG-85
HAMMING EPIC EVERLY EX-90-3E
TONESA RACHEL KAMPMAN 1029 GP-83
SUNNINGHILL BROKAW KENDRA EX-91-2E
ENTERPRIZE KROWN CORRY 812 VG-85
WISSELVIEW NUMERO MONICA VG-85

7 YEAR OLDS (4 COWS REPORTED)
Name
HAMMINGVIEW LAVANGUARD WALDO EX-90-4E
WISSELVIEW FERNAND DARVA GP-82
EVERGRAZE PANTERA DEMPSEY EX-91-3E
CEDARWAL FEVER BLASTOFF VG-87
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8 YEAR OLDS (1 COW REPORTED)
Name
NICOMEN INFRAROUGE ELEGANT GP-82

BCA
311-338-319

TOTAL BCA
968

DEV. M
24

DEV. F
59

DEV. P
25

COMP.
108

Farm Name
Nicomen Farm Ltd., Deroche

BCA
242-382-274

TOTAL BCA
898

DEV. M
-23

DEV. F
59

DEV. P
1

COMP.
37

Farm Name
Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

% Fat
4.11
3.90
3.57
4.43
3.90
3.77
4.09
4.45
3.31
3.97

% Protein
3.11
3.16
2.99
3.22
3.03
3.16
3.21
3.38
3.00
3.04

Kg Per Day of Life
38.19		
27.3		
32.47		
27.82		
30.07		
30.4		
29.84		
27.32		
33.18		
23.55		

9 YEAR OLDS (1 COW REPORTED)
Name
HAMMING SHOTTLE DARLING EX-90-3E

LONGTIME PRODUCTION-100,000 KGS OR MORE (25 COWS REPORTED)
Name
HAMMING SHOTTLE EMMAY VG-88
DFL CHARGE 101 VG-85
WESTERNROSE 1420 TITANIC VG-87
WILLSWIKK JASPER DANESHA EX-90-6E
KAMBROS BOLTON NYOMI 5102 GP-81
BALME GARRETT INCOME 1 VG-87
TELFORD ADRIAH SOCRATES VG-87
HUSO HAYDEN 0061 VG-87
WESTERNROSE GABOR 1843 VG-85
BEKKERS TALENT ELLY VG-87

Lactation
7
9
8
8
8
8
6
8
7
10

Kgs Milk
142,485
131,372
126,446
120,551
120,483
120,155
116,928
111,682
108,687
107,093

No. of Stars
31
23
20
17
13
12
11
9
9
9
9
9

Farm Name
Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon
Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby
Stanhope-Wedgwood, Victoria
Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., Salmon Arm
Summershade Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
J.W. Wikkerink Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill
Hammingview Farms, Carl Barclay
Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., Salmon Arm
Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Wikkshaven Holsteins, Cobble Hill

Farm Name
Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon
Kish Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., Matsqui
J. W. Wikkerink Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill
Kambro Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Balme-Ayr Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill
Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
Country Charm Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., Matsqui
Adalyn Dairy, Deroche

STAR BROOD COWS
Name
ELMBRIDGE GOLDWYN DARLING VG-88
CEDARWAL SASSY ALLEN EX-92-2E
LINDENRIGHT DUNDEE L LAURAL EX-93-2E
SUNNYHOME GOLDWYN MARCIE VG-86
SUMMERSHADE ELLIEABOLTON VG-88
WEDGWOOD GERRY GIBSON EX-90
HAMMINGVIEW LOU MARA VG-88
LEGEND-MAKER MAG MAGNIFICENT P VG-86
SUNNYHOME IOTA MARILYN VG-86
RAINYRIDGE JOURNALIST BABE EX-94-3E
MISTY SPRINGS MAN O MAN SATIN VG-86
WILLSWIKK SHOTTLE DEIDRE EX-93-2E

KALE HOLTEEN
604-703-8599
Serving Western Canada www.diamondfloorcoatings.ca

Contact me for private semen
and embryo sales!
Browse the Semen and Embryo
Store on our website:

www.impactgeneticsltd.ca
Find us on FB and Instagram

Josh Telford 604-866-1014

KEVIN SCHMIDT
Sales representative

250-546-3141 • 1-800-661-3141
4193 Noble Rd. Armstrong, BC V0E 1B4
kevin@countrytractor.ca

www.countrytractor.ca

We Build
Farms.
We Build
Farms.

PASSIONATE
PASSIONATE
ABOUT
ABOUTCOWS?
COWS?
JOIN
JOINOUR
OURTEAM.
TEAM.
We are looking to expand our team
We are looking to expand our team
of Dairy Experts in BC.
of Dairy Experts in BC.

United Agri Systems is your trusted source
United
Agri Systems
is yourService
trustedand
source
for
Design-Build,
Equipment,
for
Design-Build,
Equipment,
Service
Supply for our Dairy, Poultry and Grain and
Supply for
our Dairy,
Poultry and Grain
farming
partners.
farming partners.

Contact us today for more information!
Contact us today for more information!
2365 West Railway St | Abbotsford, BC | 604.859.4240

2365 West Railway
St | Abbotsford, BC | 604.859.4240
https://www.unitedagri.com
https://www.unitedagri.com
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The Pursuit of Olympic Excellence
After coming to learn of two women athletes with BC
dairy connections competing at the Tokyo Olympics
this summer, I thought we should share their stories.
I’ve come to understand that it takes unflinching
tenacity and a long-haul determination – a four-

year commitment at a time – to stay the course, in
hopes of qualifying to compete. And as is often the
case, miniscule fragments of a second separate the
medalists from the forgotten. I enjoyed gaining a
little insight from these enthusiastic young athletes.

Tars Cheema

Row, Row, Row Your Boat…
There’s nothing gentle about the Olympic
rowing competitions except maybe the
wonderful camaraderie that close-bonded
friends share through their intense
training years. Hillary Janssens, daughter
of David and Sandy of Nicomekl Farms in
Cloverdale dedicated seven years on her
way to a Bronze medal in Tokyo with friend
and teammate, Caileigh Filmer. The pair
have been competing together for the
past six years and won the Women’s Pair
at the 2018 World’s. “Rowing is typically
a late entry sport – 40% of the National
Team didn’t start rowing seriously til after
high school,” Hillary informs me. In her
case, she was literally ‘head-hunted’ in
her first year at UBC, because at 6’2”, she
was easy to pick out by the stalking rowing
recruiters who admitted to searching
for a certain physical build. Combining
her natural ability, early success, good
coaching and competitive drive, she
was hooked. Between four classes in
her Biology program and a demanding
training schedule, there was no room for
a social life outside of her rowing bubble
she tells me. “We trained two times a
day, six days a week, often at 5:20 in the
morning. I did a lot of my class work on
Sundays, which we usually had off unless
we were racing at regattas.”
Hillary’s full-time training on the National
team began in 2016 after four years of
rowing at UBC during the school year and
the national Under-23 team during the
summer months.
While she attended the 2016 Rio Olympics
as a spare, she didn’t get a chance to row.
She first rowed with Caileigh in 2015 as
part of the U23 Four, but they found their
stride as a pair. “Caileigh has power and
fitness and can get the oar to arc perfectly
smooth in synch. She has excellent
technical blade movement,” explains
Hillary with a precise terminology that
I wasn’t expecting. Covid caused great
disruption to athletes in training – training
in boats came to an abrupt end. Hillary
went home to the farm while the world
grappled with Covid plans. She stayed
fit doing lots of bike riding until training
resumed gradually from July 2020. “You
need a goal to work towards. You can’t do
this without a deep sense of commitment
– it’s a way of life – you just have to do the
work,” Hillary states flatly. She relates
it to the work ethic that she witnessed
(and still does) at the farm, “Farmers, my
parents, siblings and employees – they
all worked hard.” While normally athletes
on an Olympic trajectory are locked into
a four-year structured game plan, this
became a five-year commitment due
to Covid! It was made worse by injuries
that could have sunk their boat. Caileigh
lost three months due to a bike accident,
and Hillary’s back problems set her back
four months. “It took an amazing mental
resolve to come back from injuries with
the Olympics less than a year away,” she
recalls the period of stress.
But come back they did! They hadn’t
sacrificed five of their prime years to
all this training to not give it everything!
“My job is to start fast, and together, we
rely on our fitness to carry us through
the seven-minute race. Caileigh makes
calls to ensure we’re rowing efficiently,
responding to the other boats, and timing
our sprint at the end.”

(L-R) Hillary and Caileigh have every right
to beam with pride after a long, challenging
five-year pursuit of Olympic achievement,
culminating with a Bronze Medal in Tokyo.

Proud parents – David and Sandy Janssens of
Nicomekl Farms. The Farmer Work Ethic goes with
you even if the cows don’t.
Photos courtesy of Hillary and Shae.

She continues, “The nerves are real, but
you can’t let that distract you. You know
there is going to be serious pain from
lactic acid build-up starting around two
minutes, but you have to concentrate on
clean strokes, continuing to push hard
and making it hurt! Some say that rowing
is a bit of a ‘pain contest,’ and the crews
that win races are typically able to row
technically well while under extremely
intense physical stress.” Their ‘leave
nothing in the tank’ mantra served them
well, as the intense competition was a
stunning finish with this Canadian pair
winning a Bronze medal in Tokyo – almost
certain to be the last time they will row
together competitively.
Hillary’s boyfriend, Conlin, has rowed for
Canada in three Olympics. He and his
teammates in the Men’s 8 won a Silver
medal at the 2012 London Olympics!
Rowing in the pair event in Tokyo, they
narrowly made it into the medal round,
after the Dutch boat caught a slight ‘crab,’
causing a tiny but catastrophic bit of drag.
The Canadians overtook them in a most
exciting last-second upset. Conlin and his
teammate rowed to an impressive fourth
place finish, just missing the hardware.
Intrigued by the mechanics of precision
rowing and years of focused training, I
wondered how many strokes Hillary must
have made through her rowing adventure.
Well, her math goes like this: It takes 100
strokes per km, 150 km per week for 48
weeks per year. So, she did 3.6 million
strokes for her five years of full-time
training/competing and if you include her
early part-time years, she is just over 5
million rowing strokes!
“Sandy and I are so, so proud of Hillary
– Caileigh and Conlin too – they have all
worked so hard in their rowing pursuits,”
shares David, brimming with justifiable
pride.
What’s next? Hillary is studying for the
MCAT exams with her next goal set on
attending medical school. We wish her
smooth rowing in her future!

Shae’s competitive nature is clearly visible in her intense focus as she
prepares to take a shot.

At Home in the Water
Shae La Roche has always liked sports,
but she admits it was her Mom, Donna,
who made her sign up for water polo
at age 14 in her Winnipeg high school.

Donna grew up in Abbotsford – on RoadEnd Farms (the Schweigert family)
– hence the dairy connection. Shae
remembers fondly the month she would
spend in the summers on the dairy with
Uncle Terry. But this is about water polo
Continued on next page 

Water polo was
not on Shae’s mind
the day she and
Guillaume married
four years ago, even
though they first
met in the water
polo men’s league!
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Have You Herd??
• BC Holstein News has been part of BC’s Holstein
breeding and dairy history for 43 years!
• Having received much encouragement, we
are excited to bring our dairy community
style of news to the dairy farmers of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
• Help us reach more producers – if you know
someone who isn’t receiving the BCHN yet, put
us in touch! We want to reach all dairies!
• If you are an agribusiness, let us help you reach
producers across the four western provinces!
Dairy farmers read the BC Holstein News –
we grew up in Dairy – IT’S WHO WE ARE

HAPPY
We are Thankful for

• family • health • business • our
friends and farming community
Thankful that we can be here
for each other…

Visit our website or FB for corn trial test results
to help choose the best corn seed for next season
Thankful to be your local plastic, forage and inoculant supplier

Count on us for great service, competitive pricing and smiles!

For advertising opportunities or to receive
your free copy of BCHN contact:
chris@holsteinnews.com or
tars@holsteinnews.com

www.holsteinnews.com
Follow us on Facebook
– a long ways from cows. Shae not only
enjoyed the water, but she had some talent
for this sport and she was competitive. “I
traveled a lot during high school – in and
out of Canada,” Shae tells how her journey
began. Her ability in the sport scored her a
scholarship to Indiana where she continued
developing in the university league while
earning degrees in psychology and French.
French in Indiana? “I was heading to the
Canadian National team, and they are
based in Montreal, so I thought French
would be a good idea,” she explains.
To earn a place at this level of competition
takes an intense level of commitment that
few experience in the normal course of
life. “It takes everything! We practice twice
most days. You can’t hold any normal life,”
Shae admits. Covid presented additional
challenges, requiring a year of ‘bubble
training’ where the teammates lived and
practiced together with minimal, limited
outings. “You have to really love it! And you
need a good support system especially
when you’re away from home so much,”
she says.
Shae and her teammates competed at
the 2015 and 2019 Pan-Am games, earning
Silver both times. Understandably, the
competition becomes stiffer at the World
Championships, where the Canadians
placed fourth in 2017 and ninth in 2019.
The Canadians played seven games at the
Olympic tournament in Tokyo this summer,
finishing a very respectable seventh place!
“There’s nothing better than the feeling
of playing on the world stage!” Shae
expresses.
So, what comes next? “I want to keep
playing, possibly with Italy professionally.”
Shae met her husband of four years in
the Men’s League in Montreal. She hopes
Guillaume, a Laval firefighter, will be able
to join her in Europe. The dairy-DNA work
ethic remains robust in Shae, but I think it’s
safe to say, the cows are gone.

APRIL 6-7, 2022

Alexis Arthur 604.319.0376
www.pacificforagebag.com
pacificforagebag@gmail.com
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The Long Trail

Remembering the
Show Circuit of 1927

J. Arthur Hay

This is the last in our three-story series. The Boxcar Boys book would make a fantastic gift for those
cow-crazy people on your Christmas gift list! See ordering instructions at the end of the story.

J. Arthur Hay
Some time ago I listened to a group of
breeders discussing the time and trouble
it was to show. Looking back, I could not
help but wonder how they would fare if they
had to show to make contact with people
who might be interested in their cattle.
Sixty-nine years ago, I showed my first
Grand Champion Holstein, BELLE MODEL
PIETJE. This cow, a daughter of PRINCE
HENGERVELD PIETJE, from the great
breeding and show cow, BELLE MODEL
JOHANNA 2ND, was later better known as
the dam of Echo Sylvia King Model, leading
Honour List sire 1926 and 1927, developed
by Traverse State Hospital, Michigan.
In the years to follow, my brother Al and
myself were to see most of the major shows
in Canada and the United States. From 1913
to 1940, show herds travelled long circuits
covering major shows in Canada and the
United States. This was especially true
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad (C.P.R.)
string in the late 1920’s to 1940.
In 1927, show ring history was made by a
small farmer-breeder in Eastern Ontario
when his show string, mostly home-bred
and by one sire, covered a major show
circuit that for many reasons will never be
duplicated. It also marked the first time that
an Eastern herd would cover the Pacific
circuit. In February 1927, D.A. McPhee of
Vankleek Hill, Ontario, expressed a wish
to Bob Holtby that he would like to see a
show string from Crystal Spring make the
Big Apple just once. He asked Bob to see
if my brother Al and I would be interested.
It was a small herd and selection limited. If
we could pick up a top three-year-old heifer
and a top aged cow to go with the one we
had, we figured we could make it rough for
a lot of people. We wouldn’t have to beat
anyone - they would have to beat us. After
several trips with Bob Holtby, we found a
top three-year-old near Hamilton that was
just a little different. Tall, sharp and smooth
with a beautiful, tight, smooth udder that
would look right every day in the year. Only
reason he would part with her was because
she was light-footed and tricky to milk. It
was the understatement of the year. Price
$250.00, if I wanted to take the chance. She
proved a gold mine long before the year
was out. Made several trips to Woodstock
before I was able to make a deal with Kam
Bros. for their big, smooth, black show cow.
She was the kind that looked just as good
in November as in June.
The show herd of thirteen head (fourteen

(This condensed version is reprinted with permission from ‘Boxcar Boys, Riding the Rails with Bovine
Beauties’ by Ronald F. Eustice.)

for Ormstown) was headed by three-time
All-American Sir Francy Mercena Burke,
along with nine of his get. I knew of this bull,
having shown him with the Ontario herd at
the National Dairy Show at Indianapolis in
1925 and again with the Ontario herd at the
National in Detroit in 1926. A December
Senior Yearling bull, a May Junior Yearling
bull, October Senior bull calf, and a real
top Junior bull calf, two aged cows, a
three-year-old, a milking two-year-old,
October Senior Yearling heifer, June Junior
Yearling, two Senior heifer calves and a
Junior heifer calf completed the string.
We put them together in May and started
walking to get them muscled up and in
shape to travel. Car decked, equipment
checked, show box packed and everything
in order. After we finished loading for
Ormstown in June and sitting on the deck
waiting for the train, D.A. said, “Here is fifty
dollars, when you run out of money, you
had better ship home.” We did so several
months later, but not broke.
We missed connections at Vaudreuil and
sat on a siding at Ormstown till late at
night before unloading.
First class was called
for 8:30am. Innes,
Raymondale and a host
of others were in and
ready to go. Al and I
worked all night and
were ready to go by
6am down to the last
horn polished. It was
almost a repeat of the
Indianapolis trip.
The show was a
preview of what was
to come in the weeks
ahead. Abbekerk
Sylvius Lad and
Francy were meeting
for the first time
with Innes winning
this round and
McPhee reserve.
We showed the
Dora cow to Grand.
After Ormstown,
Innes shipped to
Brandon. There
was a week to wait
so we shipped to
Lachute along
with several
others that were heading west.
The Dora cow was again Grand and we
shipped her home. Along with the Collicult

Hereford herd that had come east, we
headed for Brandon, picking up Amos &
Black Shorthorns and two sheep exhibitors,
Harry Arkell and Fred Gurney.
Brandon was a good show with McPhee,
Innes and several western herds who made
it tough at times for the two eastern herds.
Due to the number of classes and groups,
everyone worked together, beef and dairy
teaming up on their show days. After the
last class left the ring, no one sat down
till all blankets, halters, equipment, etc.
were packed and ready for the next move.
This was usually late Friday night or early
Saturday morning, depending on when and
where the cars were spotted. All herds
were dropping into routine: load, unload,
clip, wash and show. Cattle of all breeds
were walked every morning before feeding
to keep them fit. Friday, cars cleaned and
bedded, decks loaded for next move.
We teamed up with Condon & Battles
Angus from Yakima, Washington and Amos
& Black Shorthorns, Ontario. This was the
year that many of the top boys received
their first real taste of the circuit. Durno

Innes had Lloyd Teeple, Andy Gushart and
one other man for his two cars.
The Hays crew of Harry, Tom and Les
Millington were cutting their teeth and
sure kept things interesting. As only one
man was legally allowed to a car and we
all carried two, it was a running battle
with the police … with the show boys on
the winning side. The close shaves and
escapades enroute would fill a large book
and best seller.
With the average string carrying from
thirteen to twenty-six head to fill single and
group classes, it didn’t take many exhibitors
to have 100 entries or more. Calgary was
next with the same gang plus more local
exhibitors. As usual, the odd real topper
showed up to make things interesting.
For the first time, near-disaster hit some
of the herds, both beef and dairy, when
a number of calves went down with
hemorrhagic septicemia. It was the first
time any of the Canadian herds had this
problem. For a time, it was touch and
go. Two directors from the Vancouver
Exhibition were in Calgary to arrange for
a number of out of province exhibitors.

The Royal Winter Fair, Toronto; under construction (1930).
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Boggs Herefords, Condon & Battles Angus,
Amos & Black, Mortson Ayrshires, plus
three sheep and swine exhibitors and
ourselves agreed to return home after the
prairie circuit.
Edmonton was next with Innes and
McPhee on top. The C.P.R. string started
at Calgary and, with other new exhibitors,
were making it tough in spots. It was the
best show so far. Cattle were looking
better every week. As usual, Tuesday was
show day. Everything was normal when
the cattle exercised early Friday morning.
After breakfast, we found our Junior bull
calf and three heifer calves stretched out
with temperatures at 106 to 108. The vet
said there was little he could do at this
stage, but we had to get the temperature
down or it was ‘curtains.’ There were no
miracle drugs at this time, but we did
know a few things and how to nurse them
along. It was tough loading that night for
Saskatoon. By the time we reached Biggar,
Saskatchewan, the calves were really sick,
as were two others in the Shorthorn car.
Tommy Amos said, “Let’s go for broke.”
We picked up a bottle of Scotch in Biggar
and loaded the calves with whiskey and
ginger and plenty of blankets. When we
unloaded a few hours later, they came off
the cars stiff-legged and tails in the air,
temperature moving down. Another good
shot after they settled down. Next morning
the temperature was normal, and on show
day they never looked better.
Saskatoon was another tough show with
more exhibitors cutting in at some spots.
The two eastern herds were just a bit too
strong. Regina was next and possibly
the best show so far as all the herds
were improving. Our Senior bull calf was
winning consistently and looked good for
the later shows. We sold him to a breeder

for delivery after the Royal. It was here that
the show herds split up, Innes and some
others shipping east to Ottawa, C.N.E.
and London; others shipping south to the
Midwest or Eastern American shows. Some
Western herds hit the B circuit.
We headed west along with twelve other
cars of cattle, horses, sheep and swine.
With a week to spare, Condon & Battle
and ourselves shipped to Lloydminster
for a three-day show. The Hays boys were
with us as far as Lloydminster. It was show
and pay the freight and feed bills. We also
contacted a number of people interested
in Holstein cattle. These were taken care
of by the master promoter, Harry Hays.
We arrived in Vancouver early in the
morning on one of those days that leave a
lasting impression on those who see it for
the first time: sun shining, a slight haze,
with only the smell of salt water, trees and
fresh-cut lumber. Cars finally spotted; we

walked the cattle through the trees up a
narrow dirt road to the building. Everyone
unloaded here.
Any resemblance between Vancouver
and district between 1927 and today is
purely coincidental. Same applies to
the Vancouver Exhibition and the P.N.E.
The show was just growing. There was
a friendliness and co-operation that
extended from the president through the
board of directors to the exhibitors that
cannot be found today in the few major
shows that still operate. It was this feeling
they wanted you to exhibit that brought
out the breeders year after year. While this
was true of many shows, it was especially
true of Calgary and Pacific Coast circuit.
It was a welcome change from the tough
Prairie circuit.
Colony, Agassiz, Steves, Paull and a larger
number of other breeders made for a
great show. There was not the tension
found at the earlier shows. It was the first
and only time we were to show with Lorne
Franklin placing the classes. When the
smoke cleared, we had eleven firsts, and
all the championships except one. Harold
Steves had Grand Champion female with
TSUSSIE’S PET, a smooth, lovely-uddered
daughter of Tsussie Rajah.
Our cars were loaded on a C.P.R. barge
at Vancouver and unloaded at Ladysmith,
then by rail to Victoria. As there were
no loading chutes in Victoria, cars were
spotted and cattle loaded directly from
cars to truck for the trip to the exhibition
grounds. There were a few new exhibitors,
among them, Ralph Rendle.
I doubt if many people would put in the
hours he did to exhibit at Victoria and it has
changed little since. Winners were a repeat
of Vancouver with Steves again winning
with TSUSSIE’S PET. We shipped back to
the mainland and on to New Westminster.

BOXCAR BOYS: RIDING THE RAILS
WITH BOVINE BEAUTIES:

Ron's books are
available through
Amazon.

Beginning with the earliest days of the railroad,
transportation of livestock was important for farmers,
businesses related to agriculture and to the railroads
themselves. At first, livestock was transported in
boxcars to packing plants at major terminals.
Once herd books were established for purebred
livestock, shows and fairs became an important way
to promote. From the 1890s until the late 1960s, show
cattle were transported by rail. It was common for as
many as 100 carloads of cattle to arrive at larger shows.

At that time, it was the largest dairy show
in British Columbia.
We had a week’s lay-over before the show
opened, looked over several herds and
purchased another three-year-old from
Mufford Bros. at Milner to give us a dairy
herd when we shipped south. While the
Holstein show was the largest yet this year,
the Jersey show was by far the largest and
best we had seen. Ayrshire and Guernsey
shows were also very good. It was here
that we renewed our acquaintance with
Bill McFaul who was showing Jersey. In
addition to the exhibitors at Vancouver,
several new ones made for a great show.
Interest was high as it was the first meeting
between Francy Burke and Tsussie Rajah,
shown by the Dominion Experimental Farm,
Agassiz, British Columbia. There were six
aged bulls. The arena was packed when the
class was called. Joe Laycock, Okotoks,
Alberta, was judge. While Francy was
perfectly trained while on lead strap, he
could be a bit rough if loose. As we were
called into line, the lead chain dropped
from his ring. When I spoke, he stopped
and I re-hooked it. It happened so quickly
that only a few realized what had happened.
It the first and only time I had this happen.
We won, with Rajah second. Our Junior
bull calf, who had been a consistent class
winner all year, was Junior Champion.
G.A. Paull & Sons purchased this calf, Sir
Francy Burke of Crystal Spring, and took
delivery after show. There were no Junior
bull classes at the American shows and we
had a top Senior bull.
To read more of Art’s recollections and so
many others, you’ll have to buy the book!

To order a book: Amazon.com and search
for the book by name or by author.
Ron has written other books including:
They Saw Red! (with a BC connection)
and Polled Pioneers.
Feel free to reach out to Ron at
612-202-1016, or email:
reustice@gmail.com.

'This book is a fun read and the
historic pictures are fabulous!' Tars
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Saskatchewan Dairy Heifer Show
1 - Grand Champion Calf: (L-R)
Hayden Anderson (Fisher),
Les Brownson with
LUNCREST AUSPICIOUS for
RF Livestock.
2-R
 eserve Champion Calf,
SKYCREST CRUSHTIME
DIZZY. Nicole Crosbie on
halter, Benbie Holsteins.
3-G
 rand Champion
Showman: Ethan Nienhuis.

1
2

4 -Reserve Showman:
Kiersten Nienhuis.
Tricia Flaman, Secretary/Treasurer,
SK Holstein Branch
The Saskatchewan Dairy Heifer
show was held in Saskatoon on
July 14. Chad Crest, from SkyCrest
Holsteins, Athabasca, Alberta, was
this year’s Judge. It is traditionally
held in Rosthern, but due to some
current upgrading to the Rosthern
Fairgrounds, the planning committee
(Logan Leyenhorst, Ria Vanzessen, Matt
Vaandrager) decided to locate another
venue, which was no easy task. With
sponsorship from the Saskatchewan
Holstein Branch, they were able to
secure the show in Saskatoon at
Prairieland Park.
After the disappointing cancellation
last year due to the pandemic, the
exhibitors were excited to see the
show return for another year. Most
years see up to 60 entries, but due to
the early silage season, the entries
this year were down to 36. Though a
small show, the quality of the animals
did not disappoint. Many who could not
participate made it out to socialize and
enjoy the competition, which included
early morning breakfast and coffee,
sponsored by WestGen.
The showmanship classes started
the day, with 17 entries including the
Peewees.

3

4

SHOWMANSHIP GRAND CHAMPION

CONFORMATION CHAMPIONS

Ethan Nienhuis

GRAND CHAMPION

SHOWMANSHIP RESERVE CHAMPION

LUNCREST AUSPISIOUS
RF Livestock

Kiersten Nienhuis

SHOWMANSHIP HONOURABLE MENTION
Korban Friesen

SKYCREST CRUSHTIME DIZZY
Benbie Holsteins

PREMIER BREEDER
Benbie Holsteins

HONOURABLE MENTION

PREMIER EXHIBITOR

PETITCLERC DENVER ABELLA
RF Livestock

RF Livestock

FOOKS
PUMPING LTD

RESERVE CHAMPION

Serving the

Fraser Valley

SERVICES: •Draglining •Agitation •Silage Pushing
• Optimize field work time – pumping 2000+ gallons per minute!
• Minimize field passes with 60’ spread!

Reliable Service and Competitive Rates!

CALL FRED FOOKS: 604-302-9577

FOOKSPUMPING@GMAIL.COM
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Creekside Cheese + Creamery
Grand Opening

Creekside Dairy opened their on-farm retail shop in August
to an overwhelming response from customers.
Johannes and Julaine Treur of Creekside
Dairy in Agassiz have had their hands full
of farming and family for about 16 years.
But after testing the waters of farm to
fork sales with farm-raised beef in 2019,
it became apparent that loyal customers
wanted more from the dairying duo. A wild
and perhaps crazy dream sent them down
the path of creating a retail shop featuring
their own milk and artisanal cheeses. It’s
been quite a journey, which we will cover
more thoroughly in a later story.
In mid-August, Creekside Cheese +
Creamery opened their doors to an
appreciative and enthusiastic surge of

customers. “There’s a definite appetite
for artisan cheese in the eastern Fraser
Valley,” remarked Julaine about their
opening experience. In fact, the grand
opening was a resounding success, with
nearly 200 customers purchasing over
100 kg of cheese over three days! “We
were absolutely blown away! Cheese
sales exceeded our most optimistic
predictions, and the excitement and
enthusiasm of customers was equally as
incredible,” Julaine shared with genuine
appreciation and a hint of disbelief.
Congratulations to J and J on the success
of this leap of faith!

Johannes and
Julaine will
need to ramp
up cheese
production if the
early purchase
trend becomes
the norm!
Photos: Julaine Treur
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Safety Programs: Documentation
Can Be Your “Jack of All Trades”
Chad Stewart is AgSafe’s Regional Safety
Consultant for the North Okanagan. AgSafe
is the health and safety association for
agricultural employers in British Columbia.

The role of AgSafe safety consultants and
advisors is to provide workplace safety
education and advice to help producers
achieve long-term safety goals.

Chad Stewart, AgSafe
In recent years, paper work and
documentation (or any list of expletives
to describe pen to paper) has become as
much a part of farming as milking cows
or haying fields. With no glimmer of relief
from binders of paperwork, it’s become
increasingly important and worthwhile
to use a single document for as many
regulatory agencies as possible.

requirements for the program, we were
able to use many aspects of his safety
program to satisfy federal requirements
for the foreign worker programs, including
the Seasonal Agricultural Program (SAWP).

This began with the application to receive
temporary foreign workers (TFWs) through
the Labour Market Impact Assessment
(LMIA), which requires producers to
I try to impress upon producers that they “describe (…) any safety concerns or hazards
aren’t implementing documents just for associated with the principal business
WorkSafeBC, but that this “WorkSafeBC” activity on site”.
document can be used across the board,
as long as we ensure the content of the I find many producers get lulled into a
document matches what is required false sense of security because their job
is complete after receiving a positive
elsewhere.
LMIA, and because following the arrival
Looking at the content of a document, of their workers, the Integrity Services
instead of the title of the document, has Branch (ISB) of the federal government that
been key in reducing the overall paper load deals with the foreign worker programs
that has encroached on the daily life of does not conduct inspections with the
many farmers.
same frequency as an organization such
A good example of this is the work I’ve done as WorkSafeBC. Producers can go years
with Jack McLeod, owner of McLeod Dairy without being contacted by ISB, but when
inspections do occur, the consequences
in Salmon Arm, BC.
can be much more severe.
Jack recently enrolled in AgStream, the
federal foreign worker program to alleviate This is the discussion that Jack and I had
the labour shortage facing many farmers before the arrival of his first workers. To
in the North Okanagan. After reviewing prepare for the eventual ISB phone call,

COR
SAFETY
Certiﬁcate of
Recognition
Take your safety
program to the
next level.

Keeping up
efficiently with
regulatory
paperwork is
important for
Jack McLeod
and his family.
(L-R) Dil, Jack,
Jasmine and
Ross, with family
dog Seamus.

Photo: Pure Life Photography (Salmon Arm)

“Using aspects of my safety program for the foreign worker
program has ended up saving me time that I can now spend in the
field. I don’t enjoy paperwork, so anything I can do to cut down on the
time spent doing it is a big bonus for me”- Jack McLeod
we were able to use many aspects of
his existing health and safety program
to ensure that Jack would be in a great
position to satisfy many elements of the
ISB audit requirements.
We can expect the list of requirements
to grow substantially with the recent
announcement from the Government
of Canada proposing new regulations to
improve protection of temporary foreign
workers following the COVID-19 pandemic.
Having a robust health and safety program
will be increasingly more important, not
only to remain compliant in BC with existing
health and safety regulations, but also vital
in your TFW program.

What elements of
a safety program
were we able to
utilize to prep for
an ISB audit?
1. Documentation for pesticide training
and/or all other applicable safety
training
2. Workplace bullying and harassment
training (policy, procedure and
training program)

Utilizing health and safety documentation
3. All safety meetings and/or tailgate
for the TFW program is only one example
meetings
illustrating how helpful these documents
4. Refusal of unsafe work procedures
can be to satisfy federal program
5. C OVID-19 worker education and
requirements. I’ve had great success in
training
utilizing safety documents to satisfy
environmental, food safety and proAction
requirements.
I am AgSafe’s Regional Safety Consultant
AgSafe has excellent health and safety in the north Okanagan. I am here with you
program resources on our AgSafeBC.ca and there for you. I am willing and able
website that can be used to help walk you to address this or any other safety issue
through the steps of ensuring you are or concern with the all-important goal to
meeting compliance whenever workers keep you and those on your farm, healthy
and safe.
are on site.

A Sentimental 4-H Moment
Eventually, we all have to
move on from 4-H, but the
friendships and wonderful
memories go with us!

AgSafeBC.ca/COR

These six talented dairy
youth have grown to become
wonderful friends over their
years at the fairs and took the
opportunity to commemorate
a very special moment at
this summer’s Maple Ridge
Country Fest 4-H Show. This
picture marks their final 4-H
show together! We would
like to offer our best wishes
to all those 4-Hers who have
‘graduated.’ Remember what
4-H has done for you…and
come back to help build the
next generation.

(L-R) Jessica Podschadly (Milky Way),
Dayna Stoker (North Fraser), Kyle Vaandrager
(Sumas Holstein), Anton Schmidt (North
Fraser), Faith Baars (North Fraser), and Kassi
Archambault (Milky Way). (Submitted photo)
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BC’s Elite New VG 1st Calvers (86 points and higher)
APRIL 2021-AUGUST 2021

Central Fraser Valley
Cedarwal Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
NOVUM MARIUS MASERATI VG 86
Progenesis Marius
Hardenberg & Sons Farm Mgmt. Ltd, Dewdney
HARDENBERG USEFUL 117 VG 86
Stantons Useful-ET
Lavender Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
LAVENDER KD RESPECT VG 86
Woodcrest King Doc

Lower Fraser Valley
Henry Gisler, Langley
HIDINGACRES TRIBUNE CARMEN VG 86
Rockymountain Tribune
Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
WISSELVIEW MONTOYA DIXEE VG 87
Peak Altamontoya-ET
WISSELVIEW BIGGIE DIXEY VG 86
S-S-I Bandares Biggie-ET
WISSELVIEW LAMBDA DELLIA VG 86
Farnear Delta-Lambda-ET

Richmond Delta
(none 86 points and above)

North Okanagan
Evergraze Holsteins Ltd, Armstrong
EVERGRAZE SOLOMON ROMANTIC VG 86
Walnutlawn Solomon
EVERGRAZE UNIX MCLACHLAN VG 86
Croteau Lesperron Unix
Hamming Holsteins Ltd, Vernon
HAMMING CHIEF SHADE VG 88
Stantons Chief-ET
HAMMING 1ST GRADE SMARTY PANTS VG 86
Farnear-TBR BH 1st Grade-ET
HAMMING RUMMY DARE VG 86
Claynook Rummy
Sunnyhome Farms Ltd, Salmon Arm
SUNNYHOME SIDEKICK MOROCCO VG 86
Walnutlawn Sidekick
Tazo Farms Ltd, Falkland
HAMMING SIDEKICK ROSE VG 86
Walnutlawn Sidekick

Upper Fraser Valley
Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack
BENCO TIG FORTUNE VG 86
Progenesis Fortune
Middelburg Holsteins, Chilliwack
TAPPENVALE ENZO RUBY VG 86
Wilt Enzo

Feedback
Feed
back

VYECROFT JODY KING DOC VG 86
Woodcrest King Doc
Nicrest Farms Ltd, Chilliwack
ELMBRIDGE ATMOSPHERE LETS GO VG 86
Brabantdale Atmosphere-ET
Peter Tuytel, Jr, Chilliwack
ELMBRIDGE ATMOSPHERE LETS GO VG 86
Brabantdale Atmosphere-ET
ELMBRIDGE BH UNSTOPBUL WHISKEY VG 86
Riverdown Unstopabull
UBC Dairy Ed. Centre, Agassiz
UBYSSEY COPIOUS MELANIE 9052 VG 86
Sandy-Valley Copious-ET
Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
WEDGWOOD UNIX COLLETTE VG 87
Croteau Lesperron Unix
WESTCOAST SIDEKICK MARA VG 87
Walnutlawn Sidekick
WESTCOAST SIDEKICK PRUDE VG 87
Walnutlawn Sidekick
BLOSSOMDAIRY IMPRESSION MICKI VG 86
Monument Impression-ET
SUMMERSHADE MORIA DELTA VG 86
Farnear Delta-Lambda-ET
WESTCOAST FABULOUS IMOGEN 7556 VG 86
Progenesis Fabulous
WESTCOAST POSTVE FAR6334 8301 VG 86
Progenesis Positive

WESTCOAST SNDCLD RIZA 8788 VG 86
Westcoast Soundcloud
WESTCOAST TATOO LA LIANN 7940 VG 86
Duckett Crush Tatoo-ET
WESTCOAST TATOO LA LICORICE VG 86
Duckett Crush Tatoo-ET

Vancouver Island
J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd, Cobble Hill
KAROLSTEIN BARISTA UNIX VG 86
Croteau Lesperron Unix
KIN196 SIDEKICK CLEO VG 86
Walnutlawn Sidekick
WILLSWIKK KING DOC JENNY VG 86
Woodcrest King Doc
Stanhope-Wedgwood, Victoria
WEDGWOOD SIDEKICK PENNY VG 87
Walnutlawn Sidekick
WEDGWOOD EMILIO TONI VG 86
Wilt Emilio
WEDGWOOD UNIX HAPPY VG 86
Croteau Lesperron Unix
WEDGWOOD WINDBROOK BRODIE VG 86
Gillette Windbrook

Let’s
talk!

Feel free to reach out and share your
comments, ideas and cute pictures!
Do you have an interesting story idea?
Are you interested in writing or
covering dairy events?
We love to hear from our dairy friends! tars@holsteinnews.com • 250-216-7417, chris@holsteinnews.com

is Welcome!

FALL INTO SAVINGS at Handlers!

INCREDIBLE
PRICING

with monthly payments
starting
as low as

$1,950

0% Financing Available!

HL 930A XT & HX 940A XT feature extended boom loaders with high reach!
Mahindra. The Official
Tractor of Tough
Heavy-duty steel frame
& more built-in weight

339 Sumas Way, Abbotsford, BC
www.handlersequipment.com
@handlersequipment

For more info: Bob 604-220-2174
Henry 604-850-3601 Ext. 226
Joel 604-850-3601 Ext. 225
Financing inquiries: Ivor 604-850-3601 Ext. 222
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Central Fraser Valley
B&L Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
EAGLEHAVEN LAVANGUARD RENA EX 3E
Comestar Lavanguard
Cedarwal Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
CEDARWAL RAPTOWN SLICK EX 2E
Go-Farm Raptown-ET
Country Charm Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
HUSO BOASTFUL 6036 EX 2E
Bryceholme SS Boastful-ET
Golden Gate Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
BRADNER DREAMING SHOTTLE EX 4E
Picston Shottle-ET
John Sunder, Deroche
SUNTASIA MATSON HAITI EX 6E
Autumn-Ridge Matson-ET
Kish Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
DFL WINDBROOK 219 EX 2E
Gillette Windbrook
Kristin Dahl, Abbotsford
DAHLCROFT IMPRESSION BRASIL EX 2E
Monument Impression-ET
Melinke Farms Ltd, Deroche
MELINKE SNOWY MARGE EX 2E
Lookout Pesce Snowy
Summershade Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
SUMMERSHADE FLOWERYBROOK EX 3E
Gillette Windbrook
SUMMERSHADE ELVA MCCUTCHEN EX 2E
De-Su BKM McCutchen 1174-ET
U&D Meier Dairy #2 Ltd, Abbotsford
PREMIERWEST CHEVELLE MUSCADET EX 2E
Leaderwin Muscadet-ET
Vedderlea Farm Ltd, Abbotsford
VEDDERLEA HEFTY EVA EX 3E
Brandt-View Hefty-ET
VEDDERLEA SHADOW SALLIE EX 3E
B-Crest Shadow-ET
VEDDERLEA DOORMAN LAINEY EX 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman

Lower Fraser Valley
Hammingview Farms Ltd, Pitt Meadows
HAMMINGVIEW SID MARVEL EX 5E
Pine-Tree Sid-ET
HAMMINGVIEW IMPRESSION SQUIRT EX 3E
Monument Impression-ET
HAMMINGVIEW SATCHEL MILI P EX 3E
Erbcrest Satchel P
John Tamis, Surrey
LINDRIAN LALA LIOTA EX 5E
Regancrest Altaiota-ET
LINDRIAN DORIA EX 3E
Creek Dorian-ET
Kleinvalley Farms, Langley
KLEINVALLEY MAURY MALTA 941 EX 4E
River-Gorge Maury

North Okanagan
Bonivista Farms, Salmon Arm
BONIVISTA JORA WISCONSIN RED EX 5E
April-Day Wisconsin-RED
BONIVISTA SID MARVELOUS EX 4E
Pine-Tree Sid-ET
Chris Dewitt, Jr, Sicamous
GOLDENSET ATWOOD JANNA EX 3E
Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood
GOLDENSET DORIAN PENNY EX 3E
Creek Dorian-ET
WESTCOAST SUNFISH LILLY EX 2E
Mr Sunview Coin Sunfish-ET

Elkview Farms Ltd, Grindrod
DARIDELITE WINDHAMMER MARVEL EX 5E
Gillette Windhammer
ELKVIEW DORCY LICORICE EX 3E
Coyne-Farms Dorcy-ET
HAMMINGVIEW UNO MUSTASHA EX 3E
Amighetti Numero Uno ET
Evergraze Holsteins Ltd, Armstrong
EVERGRAZE LONA GOLDROY EX 91 3E
UFM-Dubs Goldroy-ET
EVERGRAZE MARIAH SHOTTLE EX 3E
Picston Shottle-ET
EVERGRAZE MEANDERING WINDBROOK EX 3E
Gillette Windbrook
EVERGRAZE MISSION EXPLODE EX 2
Wabash-Way Explode-ET
Glorybound Holsteins, Enderby
GLORYBOUND ABBY SINEW EX 2E
Venture Sinew P
GLORYBOUND BETTER WICKHAM EX 2E
Silverridge V Wickham
Hamming Holsteins Ltd, Vernon
GOLDENSET ATWOOD JANNA EX 3E
Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood
HAMMING EXPLODE ELANA EX 3E
Wabash-Way Explode-ET
SUNCOUNTRY SEANA MCCUTCHEN EX 3E
De-Su BKM McCutchen 1174-ET
HAMMING AFTERSHOCK DAKOTA EX 2E
MS Atlees Sht Aftershock-ET
HAMMING CAPITAL GAIN DAYANARA EX 2E
Stantons Capital Gain
HAMMING GOLDWYN BELLA 949 EX 94 2E
Braedale Goldwyn
HAMMING MEGAWATT DARLA EX 2E
Lindenright Megawatt
HAMMING NUMBERO UNO DARLENE EX 91 2E
Amighetti Numero Uno ET

Tazo Farms Ltd, Falkland
HAMMING AFTERSHOCK CLARA EX 2E
MS Atlees Sht Aftershock-ET
HAMMING DOORMAN CLARICE EX 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman
Wallyann Holsteins Ltd, Grindrod
WALLYANN UNO SNOW WHITE EX 3E
Amighetti Numero Uno ET
Wayleen Farms, Creston
RDOUBLE-J Q TIP EX 2E
Velthuis Alpine

Richmond Delta
Martiann Holsteins Ltd, Delta
MARTIANN DOORMAN KASHCOW 322 EX 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman
CLAQUATO MALICIOUS NAP EX 2E
Heatherstone Malicious-ET
The Hessels Family, Delta
HESDON DOORMAN GODDESS 785 EX 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman

Upper Fraser Valley
Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack
BENCO FAY ALFREDO EX 5E
Lesperron Alfredo
BENCO HEAVEN WINDBROOK EX 4E
Gillette Windbrook
BENCO LACOSTE FEVER EX 3E
Crackholm Fever
BENCO SMURF ATWOOD EX 3E
Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood
BENCO KAI BRADNICK EX 2E
Regancrest-GV S Bradnick-ET
Holberg Farm Ltd, Agassiz
HOLBERG KEHAI METEOR EX 91 2E
Sully Altameteor-ET
HOLBERG PANA PORTER EX 2E
Welcome Altaporter-ET

J View Holsteins, Mara
PREVIEW WINDBROOK TJ EX 2E
Gillette Windbrook

Kloot Farms Ltd, Chilliwack
SEMIAULT STAR TALENT 55 EX 5E
Ladino Park Talent-IMP-ET

Joe Mazur, Enderby
MAZJESTIC FEVER NATTY EX 3E
Crackholm Fever
MAZJESTIC DEMPSEY LAURA EX 91 2E
Lirr Drew Dempsey
MAZJESTIC DUPLEX PINKY EX 2E
Mesland Duplex-ET

Nicrest Farms Ltd, Chilliwack
NICREST PATRICK ACE TAYA EX 4E
Crackholm Fever
ELMBRIDGE FEVER VICTORIA EX 3E
Crackholm Fever
ELMBRIDGE GOLDSUN LULULEMON EX 3E
Toc-Farm Goldsun ET
ELMBRIDGE SEAVER CORALEE EX 92 3E
R-E-W Seaver-ET

Luttmerding Farms, Armstrong
SPALLVUE DEMPSEY HOLLY EX 2E
Lirr Drew Dempsey
Rockledge Farms Ltd, Enderby
ROCKLEDGE ANGIE WINDBROOK EX 4E
Gillette Windbrook
ROCKLEDGE SALINE DEMPSEY EX 4E
Lirr Drew Dempsey
ROCKLEDGE SWIRL ATWOOD EX 91 3E
Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood
ROCKLEDGE BLISS GOLDCHIP EX 2E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-Et
Sicor Farms Ltd, Armstrong
SICORBEL ALTARAZOR 876 EX 4E
Mel-Crest Altarazor
Springbend Farms, Falkland
SPRINGBEND DOORMAN CRAVE EX 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman
Suncountry Holsteins Ltd, Armstrong
SUNCOUNTRY PRIDE GOLDSUN EX 93 3E
Toc-Farm Goldsun ET
SUNCOUNTRY BRASS GUTHRIE EX 91 2E
Fustead Goldwyn Guthrie-ET

Dari Delite Farm Ltd, Sicamous
TOLAMIKA GOLDWYN KRYSTAL EX 3E
Braedale Goldwyn
DARIDELITE WINDHAMMER SKIMIKIN EX 2E
Gillette Windhammer

Sunnyhome Farms Ltd, Salmon Arm
SUNNYHOME LADD RED RETA EX 3E
Tiger-Lily Ladd P-Red-ET
SUNNYHOME KINGPIN GINA EX 2E
Kerndtway Kingpin-ET

Dewitt Holsteins Ltd, Sicamous
DEWITTS SAPHIRE DREAMS EX 2E
Heavenly Golden Dreams

Tappenvale Farm Ltd, Pritchard
TAPPENVALE GOLDCHIP BARNIE EX 2E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET

Peter Tuytel, Jr, Chilliwack
ELMBRIDGE SEAVER CORALEE EX 92 3E
R-E-W Seaver-ET
T&L Cattle Ltd, Rosedale
CLAQUATO MALICIOUS NAP EX 2E
Heatherstone Malicious-ET
Vallevue Holsteins Ltd, Chilliwack
VALLEVUE IMPRESSION LAYNE EX 2E
Monument Impression-ET
Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
VANDYK-S GOLD CHIP PARIS EX 4E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
BERGEROY SID ERY EX 93 2E
Pine-Tree Sid-ET
BERNALTA DUDE DRESSY EX 97 2E
Gibbs-I Claynook Dude
MORSAN MORGAN PANDORA 2008 EX 91 2E
S-S-I Bookem Morgan-ET
ROBELLA DOORMAN ADELE EX 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman
VOGUE LUMINEER LOVESICK EX 92 2E
Genervations Lumineer
WESTCOAST CROWN LANI P EX 2E
Sandy-Valley Crown P-Red-ET
WESTCOAST DEFIANT ADDISON EX 2E
Scientific B Defiant-ET
WESTCOAST DOORS SARA936 3576 EX 2E
Ladys-Manor Doorsopen-ET

Vancouver Island
Ben & Suzanne Cuthbert, Ladysmith
SILVERMAPLE GOLDCHIP LOTIS EX 2E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
SILVERMAPLE WINDBROOK FUDGE EX 2E
Gillette Windbrook

C&H Groenendijk, Chemainus
POELMAN SHOTTLE REBA EX 5E
Picston Shottle-ET
GREENDIKE AVALON YAHIRA 720 EX 3E
Farnear-TBR Altaavalon-ET
MEADOW GREEN GOLDENDREAMS WILL EX 2E
Heavenly Golden Dreams
Frueh Farms Ltd, Duncan
FRUEH JADED DREAMS EX 91 2E
Heavenly Golden Dreams
J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd, Cobble Hill
WILLSWIKK PRONTO DREAM EX 7E
Windy-Knoll-View Pronto-ET
WILLSWIKK BAXTER DOTTIE EX 5E
Emerald-Acr-Sa T-Baxter
WILLSWIKK DEMPSEY JOAN EX 4E
Lirr Drew Dempsey
WILLSWIKK AFTERSHOCK JASMINE EX 3E
MS Atlees Sht Aftershock-ET
WILLSWIKK FEVER DELANNA EX 3E
Crackholm Fever
WILLSWIKK GOLDCHIP DANNY EX 3E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
PENDENE SUPERPOWER BEATRIX EX 2E
Misty Springs Superpower
WILLSWIKK DOORMAN DEE EX 91 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman
Meadow Green Farms Ltd, Duncan
MEADOW GREEN GOLDCHIP CONELLY EX 3E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
Michael Laszczyk, Duncan
MOUNTAIN ATWOOD DESIREE EX 3E
Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood
Quebequa Holsteins, Victoria
WESTCOAST DEFIANT ADDISON EX 2E
Scientific B Defiant-ET
Rockycrest Holsteins Ltd, Duncan
ROCKYCREST RE DESIGN BLOSSUM EX 6E
Regancrest Design-ET
Stanhope-Wedgwood, Victoria
MORSAN MCCUTCHEN BEHAVE 1848 EX 3E
De-Su BKM McCutchen 1174-ET
WEDGWOOD G C PARADISE EX 3E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
WEDGWOOD GOLDCHIP LUSTRE EX 92 3E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
WEDGWOOD HI O LISSY EX 92 3E
Stantons High Octane
MOSNANG UNIX WIPE OUT EX 2E
Croteau Lesperron Unix
WEDGWOOD DEMPSEY LINDOR EX 2E
Lirr Drew Dempsey
WEDGWOOD DOORMAN LILLIAN EX 2E
Val-Bisson Doorman
WEDGWOOD G C GILLIAN EX 92 2E
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
WEDGWOOD MARINO SHELLY EX 2E
Long-Haven Roy Marino-ET
Sunny Vale Farm Ltd, Cowichan Bay
POELMAN CALIFORNIA DREAMS EX 2E
Heavenly Golden Dreams
Viewfield Farms Ltd, Courtenay
SAANWOOD LAUTH COUNTESS EX 91 4E
Comestar Lauthority
SAANWOOD LAVENGUARD JARA EX 4E
Comestar Lavanguard
Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WEDGWOOD DEMPSEY LYNEL EX 2E
Lirr Drew Dempsey
Wikkshaven Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WILLSWIKK DUPLEX DION EX 5E
Mesland Duplex-ET
WIKKSHAVEN WINDBROOK DONNA EX 2E
Gillette Windbrook
Wikksview Farm Ltd, Cobble Hill
WIKKSVIEW DUDE GRACEFUL EX 91 2E
Gibbs-I Claynook Dude
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Saving Lives Takes a Deep Commitment
Introducing the John Volken Academy

The uncomfortable topic of addictions and complex
dysfunctions are easily averted in the normal course
of our busy lives. But the issues are not only real,
they are too close to ignore – be it on the streets of

our towns, on the evening news or in families that
we know. The solutions are neither simple, nor easy.
John Volken is one man whose own journey has compelled
him to ‘light a candle, rather than curse the darkness.’

The John Volken
Academy’s
Surrey campus
is attractive,
welcoming and
life-changing
for the students
that are willing to
make a two-year
commitment to
rebuild themselves
and their futures.

Every customer
leaves knowing
their purchases are
making a difference.

The attractive
PricePro
supermarket
openly engages
with customers at
a personal level,
while providing
work skills and
confidence to
students.
Apollo the celebrity bison stud may not realize he is part of the journey
of healing for many students at the Academy farm in Langley. (L-R)
Coleman, Matt, Jay and Travis are students enjoying their work roles at
the farm. Uve Volken, Chawna and John Volken. Laila, Marc, Doran and
Bil are some of the managers at the John Volken Academy Farm.
Tars and Kash Cheema

Introducing John Volken
While many will know John Volken as the
magnate behind the wildly successful United
Furniture Warehouse chain, precious few
know the deeper tenets of the man behind
the John Volken Academy – where their
simple tagline states, “we change lives.”
Met warmly by John and his wife Chawna
at the Surrey Academy campus, any
apprehension we had at meeting a man of his
legend quickly dissipated. The soft-spoken
man shared his stories, dreams, successes
and even shortcomings, as we traveled
the road with him that brought him to the
greatest calling of his life.
Growing up in East Germany, John smiles and
recounts his childhood dream of having the
storybook farm – with ducks, geese, cattle,
the pond…peace and pastures. Though his
life journey was much different, he never lost
that idyllic dream.
When he arrived as a wide-eyed 18-year
old in Toronto in 1960 with just $90 in his
pocket, he spoke Russian and German, but
no English. “I spent my first two days at the
rail station, eating Wonderbread,” he tells us
with a smirk. A German-speaking woman he
met at the train station resulted in his first
job in Canada – on a cauliflower farm…not
exactly the dream farm job!

Seizing Opportunities and
Accidentally Finding Faith
In North Bay, Ontario, John first worked
for a florist before putting in six years at a
trailer factory. A man of great energy and
ambition, he also bought, renovated and
rented houses (in his ‘spare’ time). By his
late 20’s, he owned 24 houses in North Bay.
Moving to Montreal, he became the top
salesman for a large freezer-food company.
Then, a random invitation to Mexico saw
him take an unexpected two-year layover
in Las Vegas. Even more unexpected was

the chance encounter with a woman whose
family welcomed him and led him to church.
It was a pivotal juncture in young John’s life,
and he would never be the same again. From
here, John came to Vancouver, first working
with a meat business, but before long, he
started his first used consignment furniture
store – United Buy and Sell. But it was the
inclusion of affordable (budget) new furniture
that set the business up for success. The
second store in Surrey struggled for several
years, so it wasn’t all smooth sailing, but he
persevered and opened successive stores –
all the way to Ontario and eventually into the
western US. After operating United Furniture
Warehouse for 20 years, John sold the chain
of stores to the Brick. His heart was stirring
with something much deeper.

A Greater Calling

At the age of 60, John had been successful
by anyone’s measure – but he longed to do
something of greater value. Motivated by his
faith and the recognition of the struggles
of people around him, he began the John
Volken Foundation. It was a chance meeting
with the Kenyan Foreign Minster that took
him to Kenya where he saw the great need.
Through the Foundation he began supporting
orphanages in Africa, eventually becoming
‘Lift the Children’ where today, they support
over 14,000 orphans through 92 orphanages.
A meeting with local leaders of Union Gospel
Mission and the Salvation Army helped him
see that something more must be done –
and sooner – to help change the tragic lives
of those trapped in destructive cycles of
addiction, dysfunction and homelessness.
John volunteered, prayed and contemplated
over what was needed. He became aware of
‘therapeutic communities’ and visited several
in Italy first, then others in Europe and closer
to home. He came to realize that the short
term programs were mere Band-Aids and
that real change needed real commitment
and it needed a holistic approach. Out of

this was born the John Volken Academy – a
carefully planned, two-year program with
multiple layers of support, to ensure every
student has the opportunity to change their
life for the better and become who they were
meant to be!

The John Volken Academy
The three JVA campuses provide so much
more than just ‘addiction recovery,’ “I realized
we had to teach them how to live,” John
exclaims with deep conviction.
The ‘therapeutic communities’ provide
recovery services in concert with life
skills, career training and personal growth.
Each location has a business enterprise
that engages the students in learning
to work, contribute, build skills and gain
self-confidence. In Arizona, the campus
includes a horse farm, with the students
enthusiastically taking part in running the
farm and caring for the horses. In Surrey,
the students participate in actively running
the PricePro supermarket, and soon, there
will be a buffalo/bison farm in operation in
Langley.
John’s interest in changing the lives of
these tragically trapped people took
him right into the eye of the storm – he
dove in to understand the nature of their
addictions, their shackled existence that
saw them fail over and again, leaving them
further demoralized and hopeless with every
downward cycle. “It can take up to five years
for full brain recovery, but two years is pretty
typical,” he explains. “We give them the
tools…we teach them…we support them.”
It’s clear that John wants to be close to
the action – it matters that the program is
reaching each young person.
Families are asked to pay a minimal amount
towards the two-year program – it’s a token
investment to ensure they are onboard to
see their loved-one through. “It takes time for

them to change their behaviour. Addicts fight
for every day, we help them work through
their anger, if they get frustrated, we hold
‘encounter groups’ twice a week, where they
can talk through their frustration. Then the
penny drops and their behaviour changes,”
John shares his observations from working
with the students closely. While stumbles
can be forgiven, there are consequences.
Accountability is essential. So is forgiveness
and acceptance. “We want them to ‘handle
stuff’ and check themselves with a positive
response,” John says. I think of one student
who told me earlier that he repeatedly got
into trouble at work because his temper ruled
his behaviour. When he lost his last job, he
“knew it was over” for him, unless he got
serious help – the short-term programs had
not solved his recurring downward spirals.
John believes that the most essential
element for change is humility. From that
comes gratitude, acceptance and holding
yourself and others accountable, he shares
his insight.
John is beyond excited to see the opening
of the milking water buffalo farm in Langley
this Fall – his long ago dream of the peaceful,
idyllic farm is coming to life in spectacular
vision. The students have already been
actively involved with various roles from
welding and giving public tours, to caring
for the animals and feeding/cleaning. “I’m
grateful that I’ve got it in me to do this – this
is what I want to do…” John concludes.
We are excited to follow-up next issue
with coverage of the unique buffalo farm
(with both parlour and robot) and multiple
training elements for the students. And we
look forward to sharing some stories from
the students who openly shared parts of
their difficult journeys and their remarkable
recoveries with us this summer.

Check out www.volken.org
to learn more and be inspired.
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Central Fraser Valley
Alpina Dairy Farm Ltd, Abbotsford
ALPINA SUPERPOWER RAVEN EX 90
Misty Springs Superpower
Cedarwal Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
CEDARWAL PLANET DANGER EX 90
Ensenada Taboo Planet-ET
Country Charm Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
HUSO SILVER 6070 EX 90
Seagull-Bay Silver-ET
Golden Gate Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
BRADNER COACH DREAMY EX 90
Ralma Goldwyn Coach-ET
John Sunder, Deroche
HADDINGTON HEZTRY MESCAL EX 90
St-Jacob Destry Heztry-ET
Kambro Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
KAMBROS KIAN DAKOTA 6097 EX 90
Siemers McCutch Kian-ET
Kenmarank Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
KENMARANK BRADNICK CHIP EX 91
Regancrest-GV S Bradnick-ET
KENMARANK HIGH OCTANE CHERISE EX 91
Stantons High Octane
KENMARANK JACOBY IGGY EX 90
Cycle Doorman Jacoby-ET
Kristin Dahl, Abbotsford
DAHLCROFT TAILOR CANDLELIGHT EX 90
Rockymountain Tailor
Lavender Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
LAVENDER AFTERSHOCK DEBBIE EX 90
MS Atlees Sht Aftershock-ET
LAVENDER WICKHAM CARMEN EX 90
Silverridge V Wickham
Melinke Farms Ltd, Deroche
MELINKE DEMAN LILY EX 90
Edg Deman-ET
Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd, Matsqui
WESTERNROSE LMF CHIKA EX 92
Mapel Wood Light My Fire
WESTERNROSE ATLANTIC ELECTRIC EX 90
Maple-Downs-I G W Atlantic
WESTERNROSE KIAN MIA EX 90
Siemers McCutch Kian-ET
Summershade Farms Ltd, Abbotsford
SUMMERSHADE EDODGE EX 91
Ginary Dodge
SUMMERSHADE ILENIAY MOGUL EX 90
Mountfield SSI Dcy Mogul-ET
Vedderlea Farm Ltd, Abbotsford
VEDDERLEA RAPTOWN SHANNON EX 90
Go-Farm Raptown-ET

Lower Fraser Valley
Hammingview Farms Ltd, Pitt Meadows
HAMMINGVIEW SYMPATICO HAYLIE EX 91
Dymentholm S Sympatico
HAMMINGVIEW SILVER MEGASTAR EX 90
Seagull-Bay Silver-ET
Kleinvalley Farms, Langley
KLEINVALLEY HARDY HELEN 1005 EX 90
Bergitte Hardy
Raincoast Dairy, Langley
LINDRIAN LYNDIA IMP EX 90
Monument Impression-ET
Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
WISSELVIEW MONTANA DELLIA EX 91
IHG Montana-ET
WISSELVIEW ABBOTT DAHLIA EX 90
Willsbro Abbott

North Okanagan
Bonivista Farms, Salmon Arm
BONIVISTA JEWELLS ADDICT P RED EX 90
Mr Ansly Addiction-P-Red-ET

Chris Dewitt, Jr, Sicamous
SILVERMAPLE AWESOME FRANCE EX 92
Luck-E Awesome-Red
GOLDENSET DELTA GYPSY EX 90
Mr Hovden Delta-ET
SUNCOUNTRY DIGIT EX 90
Walnutlawn Solomon
Dari Delite Farm Ltd, Sicamous
ALLEY REGINALD BILLY EX 91
Regancrest Reginald-ET
MS LKI DYNAMITE PEPSI COLA EX 90
LKI-RH-K Dynamite-RED
TOLAMIKA JACOBY CAMILLA EX 90
Cycle Doorman Jacoby-ET
Delterra Holsteins, Salmon Arm
BRINKLAND JOYRIDE EFFIE EX 91
Suntor Joyride
DELTERRA DORCY RHODA EX 90
Coyne-Farms Dorcy-ET
Elkview Farms Ltd, Grindrod
RENOWNED EXTREME PIPER EX 90
Silverridge V Extreme
Ernest Gordon Podschadly, Armstrong
CHADVIEW ABSOLUTE KATIE EX 90
EK-Oseeana Absolute-ET
Evergraze Holsteins Ltd, Armstrong
EVERGRAZE BRADNICK LUXOR EX 93
Regancrest-GV S Bradnick-ET
EVERGRAZE ABSOLUTE LOONEY EX 91
Apples Absolute-Red-ET
EVERGRAZE DEMPSEY MANGO EX 90
Lirr Drew Dempsey
EVERGRAZE SANCHEZ MOOCH EX 90
Gen-Mark Stmatic Sanchez
G&A Ferguson Farm, Enderby
ENTERPRIZE MOGUL DESTINY 6 EX 90
Mountfield SSI Dcy Mogul-ET
Hamberlin Holsteins Ltd, Mara
HAMBERLIN JUNO KRUSADER EX 90
O-Bee Krusader-ET
Hamming Holsteins Ltd, Vernon
HAMMING SOLOMON BELLE EX 92
Walnutlawn Solomon
HAMMING AFTERSHOCK DARLINA EX 91
MS Atlees Sht Aftershock-ET
ALPINA DOORMAN TRIXIE EX 90
Val-Bisson Doorman
HAMMING TONKA ALYSSA EX 90
Claynook Tonka
WEDGWOOD HI OCTANE LAURAL EX 90
Stantons High Octane
James & Kirsty Mcavoy, Armstrong
STARCREST ABSOLUTE LAFFY TAFFY EX 90
Apples Absolute-Red-ET
STARCREST DURBIN DELAINEY D EX 90
Ladys-Manor Durbin-ET
Joe Mazur, Enderby
MAZJESTIC AFTERSHOCK NEENA EX 90
MS Atlees Sht Aftershock-ET
MAZJESTIC ALTAAVALON CHIA EX 90
Farnear-TBR Altaavalon-ET
MAZJESTIC SAMMY HELLANE EX 90
Gen-I-Beq Sammy
Luttmerding Farms, Armstrong
SPALLVUE DEMPSEY ILLY EX 90
Lirr Drew Dempsey
SPALLVUE GOLDCHIP INGOT EX 90
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
Peak Valley Farms Ltd, Sorrento
JONKERVILLE BOLTON HELEN EX 90
Sandy-Valley Bolton-ET
JONKERVILLE FIX MAVIS EX 90
Jeanlu Fix
JONKERVILLE SANCHEZ WESTON EX 90
Gen-Mark Stmatic Sanchez
Podcrest Holsteins, Armstrong
SILDAHL THE BIG AIRISTOTLE EX 92
De-Su BKM McCutchen 1174-ET

Rockledge Farms Ltd, Enderby
ROCKLEDGE DIANE SOLOMON EX 91
Walnutlawn Solomon
ROCKLEDGE DEANNA SOLOMON EX 90
Walnutlawn Solomon
Sandy & Lilian Stewart, Mara
HADDINGTON HEZTRY MESCAL EX 90
St-Jacob Destry Heztry-ET
Suncountry Holsteins Ltd, Armstrong
SUNCOUNTRY HAIL WINDBROOK EX 91
Gillette Windbrook
Sunninghill Holsteins, Grindrod
BRINKLAND JOYRIDE EFFIE EX 91
Suntor Joyride
DELTERRA DORCY RHODA EX 90
Coyne-Farms Dorcy-ET
WEDGWOOD HI OCTANE LAURAL EX 90
Stantons High Octane
Sunnyhome Farms Ltd, Salmon Arm
SUNNYHOME DEMPSEY MARIANA EX 90
Lirr Drew Dempsey
SUNNYHOME MASCALESE RETA EX 90
Zani Bolton Mascalese ET
WESTERNROSE KIAN MIA EX 90
Siemers McCutch Kian-ET
Tappenvale Farm Ltd, Pritchard
TAPPENVALE CHAP JOY EX 90
Eildon-Tweed Super Chap-ET
TAPPENVALE JACOBY INDIA EX 90
Cycle Doorman Jacoby-ET
Tazo Farms Ltd, Falkland
SILVERMAPLE AWESOME FRANCE EX 92
Luck-E Awesome-Red
BRONDELL BRAWLER CHARLOTTE EX 91
Gen-I-Beq Brawler
HAMMING KYRIAN DARALING EX 90
Silverridge V Kyrian
Wallyann Holsteins Ltd, Grindrod
WALLYANN SMURF SLEEPING BEAUTY EX 90
Chartroise Smurf

Richmond Delta
The Hessels Family, Delta
HESDON PINKMAN JADE 876 EX 90
Cangen Pinkman

Upper Fraser Valley
Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack
BENCO DRAGONLING GOLDENDREAMS EX 90
Heavenly Golden Dreams
BENCO JAN EXPANDER EX 90
Stantons Expander-ET
BENCO LEXI PEPPER EX 90
Delaberge Pepper
BENCO MAYA SOLOMON EX 90
Walnutlawn Solomon
BENCO MONACO BROKAW EX 90
Mr Atwood Brokaw-ET
BENCO PARNASSUS DORCY EX 90
Coyne-Farms Dorcy-ET
BENCO WHISPY OCTANE EX 90
Stantons High Octane
Kloot Farms Ltd, Chilliwack
JIAN PHERM AFTER EIGHT 1219 EX 90
White Stone Goldwyn Pherm
Meadowbrink Farms, Chilliwack
MEADOWBRINK DOORMAN DIANNE EX 90
Val-Bisson Doorman
Middelburg Holsteins, Chilliwack
ROLYN-FRA JEDI MILEHIGH P EX 91
S-S-I Montross Jedi-ET
Nicrest Farms Ltd, Chilliwack
ELMBRIDGE DURANGO LOST LOVE EX 91
OCD McCutchen Durango-ET
ELMBRIDGE HIGH OCTANE LACI EX 91
Stantons High Octane

ELMBRIDGE JACOBY COLLEEN EX 91
Cycle Doorman Jacoby-ET
ELMBRIDGE BAILEY EXQUISITE EX 90
Mr DG-TM King Bailey-ET
Peter Tuytel, Jr, Chilliwack
RONELEE PETY DANONE EX 92
Siemers Mogul Pety
ELMBRIDGE HIGH OCTANE LACI EX 91
Stantons High Octane
ELMBRIDGE JACOBY COLLEEN EX 91
Cycle Doorman Jacoby-ET
ELMBRIDGE BAILEY EXQUISITE EX 90
Mr DG-TM King Bailey-ET
Richard & Ashley Vander Kooi, Chilliwack
L P ADIN ZABS 2350 EX 90
Smithden Adin
UBC Dairy Ed. Centre, Agassiz
UBYSSEY FITZ FLORA 7027 EX 90
Toc-Farm Fitz ET
Vallevue Holsteins Ltd, Chilliwack
VALLEVUE SYMPATICO SARITA EX 90
Dymentholm S Sympatico
Vyecroft Holstein Farms, Rosedale
VYECROFT JODY DOORMAN EX 90
Val-Bisson Doorman
Wenlay Dairy, Chilliwack
WENLAY INCREDIBULL 121 EX 90
Riverdown Incredibull Red
Westar Holsteins, Rosedale
PENDENE LITTLETON FABIOLA EX 90
Snowbiz Littleton
Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
KOZAK AUSSIE RED ROBIN P EX 94
Bluechip MrAussie Apple-IMP-ET-Red
PINEHAVEN GOLDCHIP BEULAH EX 93
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
WESTCOAST BAYNET HANDRACE 3647 EX 92
Plain-Knoll Dona Bayonet-ET
WESTCOAST RUBICON KATE 4615 EX 92
Edg Rubicon-ET
WESTCOAST SPRING WSCONSIN 3687 EX 92
Westenrade Altaspring
BLOSSOMDAIRY EXPAND PRISCILLA EX 91
Stantons Expander-ET
STRUYS VIGILANT LARRY EX 91
Brabantdale Vigilant
CALORI-D CS CRUSH MYKENNA EX 90
Mav004 Crush
JACOBS HIGH OCTANE LA LIANN EX 90
Stantons High Octane
KENBERT DOORMAN LOLA EX 90
Val-Bisson Doorman
MORSAN OAK CHRISTINA 2462 EX 90
Pine-Tree Altaoak-ET
PROGENESIS AFTERBURNER DARCY EX 90
Sandy-Valley Afterburner-ET
SANDYRAE BEEMER BLAKELY EX 90
Pol Butte MC Beemer
WESTCOAST ABBOTT CHANTAL 4530 EX 90
Willsbro Abbott
WESTCOAST BRADNICK LAURAMIE EX 90
Regancrest-GV S Bradnick-ET
WESTCOAST DRSOPN SASSY 3402 EX 90
Ladys-Manor Doorsopen-ET
WESTCOAST JEDI CASHBRK 4408 EX 90
S-S-I Montross Jedi-ET

Vancouver Island
Autumn Lane Holsteins, Cobble Hill
ELMBRIDGE DURANGO LOST LOVE EX 91
OCD McCutchen Durango-ET
Ben & Suzanne Cuthbert, Ladysmith
SILVERMAPLE FARLEY EX 92
Val-Bisson Doorman
SILVERMAPLE ATWOOD SEDONA EX 90
Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood
SILVERMAPLE GOLDWYN ANGEL EX 90
Braedale Goldwyn
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C&H Groenendijk, Chemainus
GREENDIKE MERIDIAN ABOTA 875 EX 91
Sully Hart Meridian-ET
Frueh Farms Ltd, Duncan
J-A-TELFORD AUTUMN LEAVES EX 92
Cedarwal 965
ALDERLEA JIFF SILVER EX 90
Seagull-Bay Silver-ET
J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd, Cobble Hill
WILLSWIKK OCTANE DAISY EX 93
Stantons High Octane
WILLSWIKK DOORMAN CLEVER EX 92
Val-Bisson Doorman
WILLSWIKK HIGH OCTANE DASH EX 91
Stantons High Octane
ALPINA PENTAGON KRISTIN EX 90
American-Pride Pentagon-ET
NICREST HIGH OCTANE HADLEY EX 90
Stantons High Octane
WILLSWIKK DYNAMITE JULIE EX 90
Wikkshaven Dynamite
WILLSWIKK HIGH OCTANE STAR EX 90
Stantons High Octane

Stanhope-Wedgwood, Victoria
WEDGWOOD DOORMAN CINDY EX 93
Val-Bisson Doorman
WEDGWOOD GOLDYWYN BOUNTY EX 92
Braedale Goldwyn
WEDGWOOD AVALANCHE PARADISE EX 91
Dymentholm Mr Apples Avalanche
STANHOPE MERIDIAN TONIA EX 90
Sully Hart Meridian-ET
WEDGWOOD G C GAIL EX 90
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
Sunny Vale Farm Ltd, Cowichan Bay
POELMAN AVALANCHE STELLA EX 91
Dymentholm Mr Apples Avalanche
POELMAN GOLD CHIP LALA EX 90
Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET
Viewfield Farms Ltd, Courtenay
SAANWOOD EXPLODE SAREN EX 90
Wabash-Way Explode-ET
SAANWOOD SUPERSTITION GEM EX 90
Charlesdale Superstition-ET

Meadow Green Farms Ltd, Duncan
MEADOW GREEN AVALANCHE TARA EX 91
Dymentholm Mr Apples Avalanche
MEADOW GREEN NUMERO UNO SANITY EX 90
Amighetti Numero Uno ET

Wikkshaven Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WIKKSHAVEN ATWOOD DELORA EX 90
Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood
WIKKSHAVEN JACOBY DANIELLE EX 90
Cycle Doorman Jacoby-ET

Michael Laszczyk, Duncan
MOUNTAIN SHOTTLE MINGO EX 90
Picston Shottle-ET

Wikksview Farm Ltd, Cobble Hill
WIKKSVIEW ERIC JILL EX 90
Silverridge V Eric

1,000

Excellent

daughters for

Doorman!

BLACKSTOCK Hay Sales
established since 2010

“Competitive Prices”
Supplying the Dairy Industry
with High Quality Hay

» Dairy Hay
» Feeder Hay
» Calf Hay
» Wheat Straw
» Rye Straw

This Summer, Holstein Canada classifier
Carolin Turner scored VERACITY DOORMAN
TWIX, making her the 1,000th EX daughter
from Val-Bisson Doorman EX ST.

Doorman is only the 7th sire to reach this mark in
Canada. The other six are Goldwyn, Windbrook,
Fever, Shottle, Outside and Dempsey.

Bailey
604-991-4355

Contact

Landon
604-798-2133

We haul most of our own hay, so when it gets
hard to get trucks we’ve got you covered.

Your One-Stop Hydraulic and
Tarp Full-service shop.
• Generators
• Water Pumps
• Pressure Washers

Duromax also has 3
inverter generators
with dual fuel 2300,
4000, 9000

•Repairs •Cylinders
•Pumps •Hoses
•Fittings •Webbing
•Tie downs,
and more...

Delange’s
Industries Ltd

Phone: 604-793-6999
Fax: 604-793-6949
Email: delangesindustries@shaw.ca
Jerry Delange: 604-302-3898
Kyle Delange 24 Hrs: 604-302-4252

3 - 44667 Yale Road West, Chilliwack, BC V2R 4H3
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Proudly sponsored by RBC

Sunday, August 15th not only
represented a marriage and
joining of two people but two
families as well. We all knew
that Melaina’s grandfather
Allan Savage was smiling
down on her while she said “I
Do” in the backyard of their
little farmhouse - with the
dairy barns on the horizon.
The love and support felt from
friends and family confirmed
that Ryan and Melaina were
completely made for each
other. Both sides of the
families would like to thank
everyone that came out to
celebrate. With love, the
newlyweds Melaina & Ryan
Thibaudier of Pickmick Dairy
Farms, Delta.

Congratulations to Matthew and Julianna Jaehrlich on their marriage on August
21, 2021. Julianna is the daughter of Kevin and Carol Antonsen of Alderan Holsteins
in Aldergrove and Matthew is the son of Lori and Carl Jaehrlich of Cloverdale.
The wedding and reception took place on the farm in Aldergrove. Matthew and
Julianna are now residing on the farm while Matthew works at Mosaic Millwork
in Surrey and Julianna works at Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic.

Another boy!
Ryan and Jori van Dalfsen of Trinity
Dairies Ltd., Enderby are happy
to announce the arrival of their
second son, Mason Everett, born
April 10 weighing 8lb 8oz. Mason’s
arrival delighted big brother Jax
as well as grandparents Ralph
and Heather van Dalfsen (Trinity
Dairies Ltd.), and Roger and Sue
Taylor of Enderby.

Congratulations to Hannah Downie of
Calgary, AB and Matthew Brandsma
of Cobble Hill, BC, who were married
on Tuesday, August 17 in Canmore, AB.
Hannah is the daughter of Alison and
Brad Isaak and Colin and Sherilyn
Downie of Calgary, and Matt is the
son of Jim and Darlene Brandsma
of Cobble Hill. Proud grandparents
are Jim and Aileen Anderson, Jim
and the late Marge Downie, Bill and
Gert Wikkerink (J.W. Wikkerink Farm)
and Norm and Estherina Brandsma.
The couple went on a honeymoon to
Whistler and have now made their
home in Cobble Hill.
Brooklyn Romeyn and Steve Kloot
were married on August 20, 2021 at
the Bethel Netherlands Reformed
Church in Chilliwack. The lunch
and dinner receptions were held
in a beautiful old hip roof barn
on the groom’s parents farm in
Rosedale. Brooklyn is a daughter
of John and Theresa Romeyn and
Steve is a son of Chris and Nella
Kloot (Golden Oak Acres Ltd). The
couple honeymooned in Tofino.
Brooklyn will continue to work in
administration at two elementary
schools in the Chilliwack School
District, and Steve will continue
working at Pacific Dairy and take
on a route driver position.
Special thanks to J&C Herd Care
for doing herd care relief on the
wedding day for both the bride’s
family farm and the groom’s.

Together, let’s celebrate
agriculture in our communities
Contact your RBC advisor or visit rbc.com

Cara Lynn Snow arrived June 28th,
a healthy and strong 6lbs 4oz,
despite deciding to join the family
one month early! Trevor, Melissa and
big brother Cam of Pickmick Dairy
Farms, Delta are thrilled to have her
become part of the family. Cara is
quiet and easy; the most perfect
addition. Thank-you to everyone
that reached out a hand to help or
send love!

Congratulations to Camilla Dell’oca and
Brad Driessen on the arrival of their
adorable daughter Carter Rose born on
May 10 weighting 8lbs. Camilla is the
daughter of Richard and Tiffany Dell’oca
of Dell’oca Farms in Deroche and Brad
is the son of Fred and Rose Driessen of
Driessen Farms, also in Deroche, who are
all enjoying spoiling the new addition to
the family.

Alecia Karapita
Account Manager
250-371-1542

Jennifer Anderson
Account Manager
250-991-7661
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Determined to give
his dad a day off
during f irst cut ,
Carter Kenneth Frank
Laszczyk was born on
May 16, 2021 weighing
7lbs 4oz. First
time parents Chris
Laszczyk and Kaitlin
Bedford (Glenview
Farm, Duncan) are
thrilled to have a
new addition to
their family. Proud
grandparents are
Mike and Cher yl
Laszczyk (Glenview
Farm Ltd.) and KariLynn Bedford (Port
Alberni).

Shawn and Shawna Arends of Crossroads Dairy Farm were blessed with the
birth of a baby girl, Mara Drew. She was born June 4, weighing 8lbs 2oz. Mara
is spoiled with love by her big brother Noah and grandparents John and Alison
Arends (Crossroads Dairy Farm, Abbotsford) and Neil Saelman and Tracey
Saelman (Abbotsford).

Benjamin and Cassidy Maarhuis (Windermaar Holsteins, Chilliwack) are
excited to announce the birth of their daughter, Rose Dianne. A little sister
for Kyle (3), Rose was born on May 14, 2021, weighing 8lbs 13oz. Proud
grandparents are Allan and Dianne Mulder of Gifford Acres, Matsqui and
Martin and Francina Maarhuis of Windermaar Holsteins, Chilliwack.

Drs. Jared and Lauren
Lyzenga are happy to
announce the birth of
their son, Wade Isaiah
Lyzenga. He was born
June 19, weighed in at
9lbs 3oz, and measured
21 3/4” long. Jared and
Lauren are veterinarians
at Abbotsford Veterinary
Clinic. They would like to
thank their “work family”
from the clinic and
their farm clients and
staff for all the support
and encouragement
they received over the
past few months as
they prepared for and
welcomed Wade!

Suzanne Lee
Skaaning
March 13, 1943 May 14,2021

D uane and Rachel
DeJong of Dockum
Holsteins, Abbotsford
are pleased to announce
the birth of their son,
Easton William DeJong,
born on July 20, weighing
8lbs. Easton is the ninth
grandchild for Wayne
and Marlene DeJong
of Dockum Farms in
Abbotsford and the
eighth grandchild for
Wim and Sylvia Schakel
of Brando Holsteins in
Lacombe.

Suzanne became involved with 4-H
through her children in the 70’s
and remained active as a volunteer
until Covid cancelled all in-person
events. For the past several years, Suzanne was an integral part of the 4-H
Ambassador Program, always hosting one of the programs’ weekend events
at her home. So impressed with the youth of today, she welcomed the 4-H
Ambassadors into her sanctuary every year, looking forward to meeting the
new members, and catching up with the returnees.
As a result of many years of dedicated volunteering with 4-H, Suzanne was
awarded the Co-operators/4-H National Volunteer Leader of the Year in 2009
and was awarded the Diamond Jubilee Medal in 2012. In true Suzanne fashion,
she never drew attention to these accolades.
Suzanne had a deep love of animals, sharing her Mt. Lehman acreage with
dogs, horses, birds, cats and many other animals. She loved looking out the
window at her beloved horses on the rolling hills.
In spite of several years of health challenges including two bouts of cancer,
Suzanne always kept a cheery outlook and never wanted to burden her
friends with her health woes. Her spirit always remained strong, even as her
body was failing her.
Suzanne is missed deeply by her many friends and family. Her zest for life
and generous spirit were remarkable. She leaves behind three children, eight
grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren. Suzanne was pre-deceased by
her husband, Peter Skaaning, a senior manager at BCAI Centre/WestGen.

Iain Sutherland

Elijah Matties

Agriculture &
Agribusiness
Specialist
250-515-0173

Associate Wealth
and Investment
Advisor
604-870-7243
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Marian
Schweigert

Charlotte
Grace Hunter
(nee Cleaver)

June 24, 1932July 14, 2021

December 6,1957July 23, 2021

Beyond the Sunset…

July 14th at 7:47pm our Granny,
Marian Schweigert, left our world
and set off into the sunset to arrive
in Heaven, making it even more
beautiful. Our Granny made the
world a better place; inspired and
encouraged us; showing us just how
good life can be.
Henry and Maria Rempel left
Russia by ship in 1926 to settle on
farmland in Davidson, Saskatchewan.
June 24, 1932, their baby girl, our
Granny, Marian Rempel was born
with sparkling blue eyes and a zest
for life. When Granny was only five
years of age, her mother Maria sadly
passed, leaving her dad Henry with
seven children. A few years later, life
gifted Henry a sweet, loving wife,
Nellie Wiens, who became mom to
all seven children. Their family grew
by two more children.
In 1949, the Rempel family moved to
a 40-acre farm at the end of Fadden
Road. Granny met a hardworking,
handsome dairy farmer named
Johnny Schweigert, next door (now
known as Grumpa).
On March 1, 1952, wedding bells
rang. They joined Grumpa’s parents,

Louis
Kornelius
August 21, 1942July 13, 2021

John and Anna, working together on
the Schweigert dairy farm. Soon
babies started to arrive with Carol
in 1954, Terry in 1957, Penny in 1960,
and Donna in 1963. They taught their
kids that sacrifice and commitment
to family and farming would keep
them for generations to come.
In 1957, Granny and Grumpa
purchased the farm from Grumpa’s
parents and the 40-acre farm from
Granny’s parents, creating Road End
Farms Inc.
In time, they were blessed with 10
grandchildren.
In 1986 Granny and Grumpa moved
to a farm where they started a lifelong dream of building a museum
called Granny and Grumpa’s
Antiques. For over 20 years they
collected antiques, necessitating
building more barns to house their
treasures. Their dream became the
largest private museum in BC and
were featured on the Canadian
Pickers TV show and the Circle Farm
Tour.
Granny loved her Lord, and through
that love, she always gave with her
down-to-earth sense of hospitality
and kindness.

Charlotte was born in Marville,
France to Agnes and Norm Cleaver
during her Dad’s first overseas
Canadian Armed Forces posting in
Belgium. The family moved several
times through Eastern Canada and
Ontario as her father’s posting
changed, finally settling in Trinity
Valley upon his retirement from the
Forces in the late 1970’s. Through a
chance introduction from mutual
friends, she met her future husband
Lorne, which led to a life on the family
dairy farm in Deep Creek Valley.
Charlotte is the mother of three
very accomplished adult children Kevin, Danielle, and Christine. Her
world revolved around them, 4-H, Girl
Guides, soccer, and school functions.
Charlotte volunteered as a
leader for Brownies, Guides, and
Rangers. As the girls got older her
involvement with Guiding continued
into the regional and district levels,
managing the finances of the annual
cookie sales and getting local
girls to International Rendezvous
Camps. Her behind the scenes
efforts were recognized several
times, with dinners in her name and
provincial awards. She continued her

Louis was born in Musselkanal, the Netherlands to Doewe
and Harriet Kornelius. After the war, the family immigrated
to Canada, leaving Holland via the Volendam in 1951. The
family lived in different Fraser Valley locations, eventually
settling in Chilliwack in 1964. Louis began working after
completing grade 8, to assist the family.
Louis and Theresa were married on July 17, 1965 in
Port Alberni, and moved to Chilliwack. They bought
their first farm, Tekoa Dairy, in 1972 where they raised
their four daughters. Louis loved the life of a farmer,
especially working together with his children, and later
his grandchildren. He was active in the church, serving
numerous terms as a deacon, volunteering as an usher,
and loved singing and participating in the church choir.
Louis had a strong love for Christian education, and that
connection with the Chilliwack Christian School led to the
addition of twin boys to the family for a few years – Jason
and Jon Burchart. He enjoyed spending time with friends
and family, playing cards, travelling, gardening, biking,
and welcoming people to his home.
Louis was a devoted father and took great pleasure in
watching his children grow up and begin families of their
own. Grandchildren and great-grandchildren quickly
became the joy of his life; he took them for barn walks,

involvement with the Guiding world
by being a member of the local Trefoil
Guilds and their monthly lunches.
Charlotte’s quiet time was spent
making clothes for the kids, designing
and creating quilts for any bed that
didn’t already have one, or as a very
coveted award to others for their
achievements – mainly in Guiding
and the annual Christmas tree
ornaments gifts which still adorn
all her family’s and friend’s trees.
She knitted and crocheted toques,
mitts, scarves, and lap blankets by
the box full for retirement homes,
Santa’s Anonymous and Grannies
to Grannies. She did needle point
projects for herself simply because
the family continued to buy them for
her birthday or as a safe Christmas
gift. Her fingers were always busy
creating, with most of her projects
being given away. Creating was
reward enough.
Thank you dear, for the love and
memories. It has been a pleasure to
have shared your life. - Lorne
A Celebration of Charlotte’s Life was
held at the family home in August.

to farm shows and attended their activities. Although a
man of few words, he smiled the most when his home was
filled with family.
In later years, though Louis was diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease and suffered a heart attack, he continued as
a faithful caregiver and devoted husband to his wife
Theresa, until she passed away in 2019. This changed his
life dramatically, but his love for his God, and his family
and friends remained strong. He filled his days with farm
and neighbourhood walks, gardening, reading, attending
grandchildren’s sporting events, phone calls, visits with
family and daily visits with his daughters.
Louis entered Chilliwack hospital on July 9, 2021, underwent
emergency surgery, and passed away peacefully in ICU,
with his daughters at his side, on July 13, 2021.
“Well done, good and faithful servant.”

UDDER NEWS
Phone: 604-855-1240
E-mail: chris@holsteinnews.com
NEXT PUBLISHING DEADLINE:November 5, 2021
(Christmas 2021 Issue in mail: December 7)

SERVING BC FARMS
FOR OVER 40 YEARS
WITH

QUALITY PRODUCTS
18726 56TH AVENUE,
SURREY, BC
604-576-1177

BONDED
HAY DEALERS
• HAY • GRAIN
• PET FOOD
• SUPPLIES
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A Faithful Servant’s Tractor Parade
Honouring Henk van Wijk
On Friday, July 23, 2021, at the age of 70, Henk van Wijk died
unexpectedly at his home in Chilliwack, in the arms of his wife,
Marja. While the family is heartbroken that he is no longer with
us, they also rejoice that he is with his Heavenly Father. He was
born on January 1, 1951, in Groningen, the Netherlands. In 1988,
he moved, with his wife and children, to the Fraser Valley. Over
the next 33 years he spent his time and talent caring for his family
and growing the family business, Henk van Wijk Customwork Ltd.
He loved his family, he was incredibly hard-working, and lived out

his faith in God with integrity and honour.
On the evening of Tuesday, August 3, over 85 tractors, trucks
and machinery drove by the van Wijk family home and shop to
say farewell to Henk as a tribute to his life and his dedication to
farming in the Fraser Valley. His family was overwhelmed and
humbled by the show of support as they mourn their much-loved
husband, father, Opa, brother, uncle and friend. At Henk van
Wijk Customwork, his sons feel privileged to continue serving
the farming community the way their Dad taught them to do.

Photo: Devan Toop

Photos: van Wijk family
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MID VALLEY MANUFACTURING
Excellence in Design and Manufacturing

New construction
or renovating?

Put our 40+ years of design/manufacturing
experience to work for you
From planning your facility
and every step after, Mid Valley
Manufacturing focuses on cow
comfort and operator efficiency.

Introducing the Roto King TM
Turn your •separated solids •poultry manure •bedding pack
material into rich compost in just over 3 weeks!
Roto King’s proven technology is used on Vancouver Island,
Australia and the Netherlands.

We Provide a
Wide Range of
Quality Products

• Cow Stalls
• Gates and Panels
• Chain Scrapers
• Hydraulic Scrapers

• Cattle Feeders
• Stanchions
• Calf Pens
• Calf Stalls
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Sam: 604-864-7978
Steve: 604-217-1504
info@midvalleymfg.com

• Water Troughs
• Mineral Boxes
• Sawdust Blowers
• Feed kitchens

• Hoof Trim Chutes
• Arctic Blast Cooling Fans
• RotoKing Compost Turner

MID VALLEY MANUFACTURING
midvalleymfg.com

• Design
• Manufacture
• Install
• Maintain

34289 4th Avenue, Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 8B6 | 2 Minutes from the Sumas Border
Ph: 604-854-3821 Toll free: 1-888-854-4568 | Fax: 604-854-3959

Made in
Canada
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Return of the Picnic after
2020 Cancellation
Gracious farm hosts at Alley Holsteins
- Albert and Heather (left), Katelyn
and Logan (right).

Meals bring farm friends together: Left
side: Harold Sweetnam (National Holstein
director), Elaine Pruim, Anthony Nienhuis;
right side: Miriam Sweetnam, Art Pruim,
John Hylkema, Garry Vanderpost (red shirt).

Tricia Flaman, Secretary/Treasurer,
Saskatchewan Holstein Branch
The Saskatchewan Holstein Branch was delighted to hold
their annual family picnic on September 11. After last year’s
cancellation, there was a lot of excitement to get together
again. The Holstein Branch is thankful for the generous
support of sponsors that permit these and other functions
to be held. The picnic rotates every year from the south
to the north part of the province and includes not only
members, but all dairy producers in the province as well
as yearly sponsors. This year’s picnic was held at Alley
Holsteins, near Dalmeny, a short drive out of Saskatoon.
Albert, Heather, Logan, and Katelyn Leyenhorst were very
accommodating and happy to tour attendees through
their facility. 150 people attended and were treated to
a roast pork supper and ice cream bar, while the kids
enjoyed the bouncy castles and the face painter. There
was a lot of fun and visiting, something that everyone
felt was long overdue.

Liam McGregor awaits his turn, while Garrett
Leyenhorst gets his face painted.

The children made excellent use of the
bouncy castle and the climbing wall!

The 13th Annual Saccomaniacs Ag 4 Autism Event
Where Everyone’s a Winner! SACCOMANIACS
AGRICULTURE FOR AUTISM

Steve Saccomano
The Saccomaniacs are beyond excited to announce
another successful golf tournament, fishing derby and
tradeshow, thanks to the support and generosity from
the agriculture community. Since 2014, Agriculture
for Autism has raised over $600,000 for the Pacific
Autism Family Network (PAFN).
All funds raised support the Chilliwack PAFN Spoke,
that provides services and supports for families in the
Fraser Valley who have loved ones on the spectrum.
The PAFN in the Fraser Valley is providing FREE
navigation and all-inclusive social groups to over 100
families locally. At the Centre, a sensory room and
high-class therapies are now available through various
service providers.
BC dairy farmer Sarah Sache of West River Farm has
been able to access services for her son Winston
through the Chilliwack Spoke and is a long-time
dedicated volunteer at the event. This year, she brought
her son Winston, who played the role of “roving reporter”
and with his mom provided media support throughout
the event.

“The center has helped one of my kids to start reaching
for his goal and understand there is no stopping him,”
said Rachel.
We are so grateful to our major sponsors: Presenting
Sponsor RBC, Host Sponsor West Coast Robotics,
Volunteer Sponsor Vitalus Nutrition, Golf Cart Sponsor
Canex Building Supplies and Nata Farms.
My wife, Antoinette, and I are so thankful that the
agriculture community has continued to support our
event and cause. We are 13 years strong and have
gained momentum every year, with the assistance
from Dawn Donahue and her team from Go Golf Events
Management Inc. We are already planning for the
14th Annual, scheduled for Monday August 8, 2022.
Please feel free to contact me anytime at 604-7035161. Always looking to engage interested parties.
Find out more at www.saccomaniacsgolf.com.

Volunteer Caden
Swedgen with
tournament
founder Steve
Saccomano.

“It’s important to us to have these services in our
community and we couldn’t be more excited to have
something in Chilliwack specifically to service the
Fraser Valley,” says Sarah.
Rachel Swedgen lives in Chilliwack and is thankful
that the PAFN Spoke has connected her with other
families in the area and opportunities at Saccomaniacs.
Spoke Manager Stephanie Betsch arranged for Rachel’s
teenage son Caden, who dreams of being a broadcaster
one day, to spend the day onsite at the event working
with Steve and the livestream team.

hing
Winning Fis

.
Derby team

Volunteers Jody Harris and Sarah
Sache with
son Winston.
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A Peek into the Past

ß

William J. Park
(1880 to 1964)

W.J. Park “Mr. Fraser Valley”

Mike Yusko, BC Dairy Historical Society

www.bcdairyhistory.ca
“He did not aspire to greatness, he
only desired to serve.” (H.L. Macken)
The success of the BC dairy industry
in the past 120 years resulted from
strong progressive leadership. One
such leader was the late Mr. William
J. Park. His dedication, vision and
selfless service to BC dairy farmers
had a significant influence on the
present BC dairy industry.
Mr. Park arrived in Canada in 1900
as a young man and worked his way
across Canada. He purchased land
in Pitt Meadows and started milking
cows. He found the BC dairy industry
was in a state of chaos. He realized
that prosperity for dairy farmers
would only come with co-operation
among farmers. In the early 1900s,
Mr. Park joined the Lower Mainland
Milk and Cream Shippers Association
which worked to bring some order
to the industry and get fair returns
for the farmer. He and several dairy
farmers lobbied the government to
establish orderly marketing and got the
government to adopt a co-operative
act allowing farmers to organize.
Mr. Park and a few dairy farmers
travelled throughout the Fraser Valley,
from Richmond to Hope, encouraging
milk producers to form their own
organization to gain orderly marketing
for milk. This was no small feat in the
early 1900’s as roads were poor and rail
and river boat travel costly. However,
they did manage to sign up most of the
farms to create such an association.
There were many challenges such
as a financial depression in 1912 and
the start of World War I in 1914. In
1917 the Fraser Valley Milk Producers’
Association began operation with
about 60 percent of the dairy farmers in
the valley becoming shipper members.

Mr. Park served as first secretary of
the association. When times became
difficult for the farmers in the 1920s, he
served as both President and General
Manager. Mr. Park wrote about those
times in the article titled, “W.J. Park
Recalls the Difficult Years,” printed
in the August-September 1964 issue
of the Butter-Fat magazine pages 9
to 16. http://www.bcdairyhistory.ca/
butter-fat/magazine/Butter_Fat_
Vol42_Num03_Aug-Sept_1964.pdf
Mr. Park also served as a member of
the initial provincial milk marketing
board in the 1930’s. He realized that
orderly marketing was a benefit to both
the dairy farmer and the consumer. He
showed that by matching milk supply to
demand, returns to the farmer would
improve, without increasing the retail
price of milk to the consumer. Under
Mr. Park’s leadership, milk plants were
built to produce milk powder, butter,
cheese and condensed canned milk.
These new milk plants manufactured
the surplus milk from around the
province, helping to stabilize the price
of milk for all dairy farmers in BC.

curator@bcdairyhistory.ca

and President of the FVMPA in 1964,
wrote the following tribute to Mr. Park:
“W.J. ‘Bill’ Park was the balance
wheel – the steadying influence that
unified the various factions that were
present during the initial organization
of the Fraser Valley Milk Producers’
Association. His was the voice that
stilled the squabbling and bickering.
He always found the solution to the
problem. His sincerity and impartiality
carried our Association over many
crises, and past obstacles.
“This rallying and peace-keeping
influence continued down through
the years. It was obviously evident,
especially in recent years at our
annual meetings. Significant was his

leadership in discussions, and his
seconding of the motion to build a
new milk and ice cream plant in the
metropolitan area.
“A capable business executive, his
terms as president and general
manager were notable for efficient
and prudent direction of the FVMPA
affairs. At all times, it was his creed
to keep the welfare and interest of the
producer upper-most in his mind.”
Countless people benefited and
continue to benefit from the success
of the BC dairy industry. Keeping the
memories of those individuals who
contributed so much, such as Mr. W.J.
Park, is the mission of the BC Dairy
Historical Society.

An interview with W.J. Park in 1956
can be read in the “Milk Stories” book,
pages 72 to 84. “Milk Stories” can be
downloaded or read online at: http://
www.bcdairyhistory.ca/PDFs/bcdairy-historical-society-milk-stories.
pdf
When Mr. Park passed away in 1964, at
the age of 84, he was eulogized in the
Butter-Fat magazine with a 16-page
tribute. H.L. Macken, president of the
FVMPA wrote, “He did not aspire to
greatness, he only desired to serve.”
Mr. Park was so influential in the Fraser
Valley dairy farming community that
he was often called “Mr. Fraser Valley.”
J.C. Brannick, Chilliwack dairy farmer

W.J. Park speaking to dairy farm families from the deck of a hay wagon.
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Meet the New BC Milk Marketing Board Chair - Janice Comeau
Kate Ayers, B.Sc. (Agr.),
U. of Guelph

to be, and I think (the board) can use my help on moving it
forward,” she says.

The BC Milk Marketing Board has a legacy of strong,
experienced and committed leaders on its team. After the
board bid a heartfelt farewell to outgoing chair Ben Janzen
in June, it welcomed a new chair who follows suit with
exceptional board and business experience.

Beyond board work and consulting, Comeau strives to stay
active and maintain a healthy lifestyle. She’s completed
10 marathons (each 42.2 kilometres) including races in
Vancouver, Boston, New York City, Napa Valley and Victoria.
“But now I can’t run, so my (workouts have) to be something
that I can pick up and go.”

Janice Comeau brings impressive business expertise, vision
and improvement to the table, as BCMMB’s first female
Board Chair. A Swiss army knife in her domain, she has over
30 years of experience in a variety of industries. Indeed,
Comeau has taken on senior leadership roles in businesses
within food manufacturing, real estate, information
technology, aviation, logistics, mining, construction and
transportation.
Her affinity for business grew throughout her tertiary
education, earning her Commerce degree with Distinction
from the U. of Alberta.
In 1992, Comeau moved to Vancouver to work on a project
development team for a mining company at the time. “Our
responsibilities were to build new mine sites and a lot of the
consultants that we dealt with were based in Vancouver. So,
I moved here to be closer to colleagues,” she says.
Since then, Comeau has filled essential roles for a number
of companies and has been doing board work for the last
15 years. For example, “I was on the Land Title and Survey
Authority of British Columbia board for nine years. I was
board chair for the last three years of my term,” she says.
In 2018, Comeau received ICD.D designation, from the
Institute of Corporate Directors. “They have a program
that offers a degree on how to be on a board of directors,”
she says. The ICD.D designation represents a lifelong
commitment to excellence in the boardroom, a desire
to stay current and to be a more effective director, the
organization’s website says.
Comeau also launched her own consulting company three
years ago. While she has a full plate working with clients
as a strategic advisor, she looks forward to utilizing her
depth of skills to help advance the province’s dairy industry.

Janice Comeau

“I think what I bring to this role that is important is all the
different business experience and having been a part of a
lot of complex transactions within a business,” she says.
“When (the BC Milk Marketing Board) was recruiting for this
role, it was looking for candidates who a) had a really good
business background and b) had good board governance
experience.” Comeau expertly checks those boxes.
While Comeau is relatively new to the production side
of the ag industry, she is no stranger to food production
and processing. “I’m currently on the board of a cannabis
company, which I joined just over a year ago. That would
be my experience in agriculture, but I have eight years of
experience in food manufacturing,” she says.
Comeau was drawn to the business aspect of agriculture
and the dairy sector, specifically. She wanted to join a board
that was business oriented, and the BC Milk Marketing
Board showed potential to fulfill that aspiration. “Through
the interview process, I recognized that dairy is a really big
business in BC. I was attracted to the business elements
and how I might help them with my business experience,”
Comeau says.
She has sat in on a few meetings so far and “I think they have
done a good job of outlining what they’d like the strategy

In addition, Comeau has volunteered for and is currently
involved with many women and business focused
organizations. “I’m a member of a group called the
International Women’s Forum,” she explains. “It’s an inviteonly group of women who are leaders in their fields. We
help develop upcoming leaders and we share all kinds of
experiences.” This group includes more than 7,000 diverse
and successful women from 33 countries on six continents.
Comeau has been a member of the IWF’s board for three
years.
In the past, she was a member of the nomination committee
for YWCA’s Women of Distinction awards. This international
social enterprise strives to advance gender-equality,
promote women’s economic security, end gender-based
violence, advocate for affordable housing, support access
to justice and champion universal childcare.
Above all her accolades, the most important aspect in
Comeau’s life is the privilege of coming from a large family,
she affirms. Comeau grew up with six brothers and two
sisters in Edmonton. “Family is a huge part of my life and
I am blessed to be a part of such a great family. We all get
along very well,” Comeau says. Her daughter Michelle and
two granddaughters bring Comeau back to Edmonton
on a regular basis. “My priorities are family first, client
commitments and then taking care of myself,” she says.
“Family always comes first. I make sure I spend time with
family and manage my client commitments with my board
work. Sometimes taking care of myself takes a back seat and
I don’t get my workouts in. But you need to make the time
for yourself because if you’re not taking care of yourself,
then you can’t be effective in your other roles.”

AB Milk – Walk Thru
the Dairy Farm
Miranda Verhoef
Dairy farmers in the South Central
area of Alberta decided to adapt the
annual Breakfast on the Dairy Farm
event into a ‘Covid-compliant’ event.
On Saturday, August 7th over 230
people came out to see first-hand
where their dairy products come
from. Farm hosts for this year’s dairy
‘open-barn’ were Kees and Miranda
Verhoef of Happy Cow Dairy, near
Bowden.
The focus this year was not on
breakfast but on an educational tour
where people could book a free ticket
in a timeslot for their convenience.
Guided by a volunteer dairy farmer
and a brochure full of background
information and dairy recipes, they
walked through the barns and milk
parlor while they passed stations

Visitors were welcomed
to Happy Cow Dairy near
Bowden on August 7,
by reserving a specific
time slot in respect of
Covid precautions.

Lars Iversen of
WestGen provided
another side of
dairying to visitors, as
one of the corporate
sponsors of the event.
Walk Thru the Dairy Farm brought people in close
contact with the animal-positive side of dairy,
helping to tell the real story.

with information provided by staff
from Cargill, WestGen, Chinook Dairy
Services and two veterinarians from
the University of Calgary Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine. The tour
ended with ice cream – a customary
favourite for visitors, plus some swag
items and wrapped dairy snacks.
Visitors were comprised of teachers,
county councilors, an MP and Mayor,
as well as instructors from the
Agricultural College. It was good to
reconnect with the community and
we are thankful to all our sponsors
who financially supported the event
or by volunteering as well. We were
glad to be able to tell our story and
show consumers what our Blue Cow
logo stands for.
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COWICHAN 4-H HOLSTEIN CLUB

Club reporters: Annabelle Faustino & Lauren Aldrich-Wikkerink
Lauren and Annabelle with their scarecrow
Waffles at the Maple Ridge 4-H show.

Cowichan Club with their new jackets and t-shirts! (L-R) Ridley Wikkerink,
Michelle Laszczyk, Leslie-Ann Baird, Annabelle Faustino, Kaydence Baird
(up front), Lauren Aldrich-Wikkerink, and Henrietta Groenendijk.
A season of 4-H, COVID STYLE! It was amazing to reunite with our club. Our leaders
did a great job keeping us safe and following the COVID protocols so we could meet in
person. It was definitely an interesting season as a lot of our events happened online
as well as our meetings.
To start it all off, we had our club public speaking. Congratulations to Lauren AldrichWikkerink for earning 1st place and congratulations to Annabelle Faustino for earning
2nd place. Both Lauren and Annabelle qualified to move on to District and Regionals!
Our next online event was the regional judging rally. Congratulations to Lauren for
winning 1st in beef, 2nd place in swine and poultry and 3rd in lamb for the Senior division.
Congratulations to Lauren for being top Senior overall – great job!
On June 30, we had our first meeting face-to-face! Thank you to Matt Brandsma for
giving us a clipping demonstration in preparation for the first and only show of the
season. Both Annabelle and Lauren had an opportunity to compete in the Maple Ridge/
Pitt Meadows CountryFest 4-H show. Congratulations to Annabelle for placing 3rd and to
Lauren for 6th in their respective heats for Showmanship. Awesome job! For calf placing,

Lauren and Annabelle
with their project calves.
congratulations to Annabelle for earning 3rd place and Lauren for placing in their class.
Annabelle and Lauren also had the chance to enter a scarecrow competition at the Maple
Ridge 4-H show. They ended up making a scarecrow dairy cow named Waffles. Thank
you to Kaydence Baird for helping us! Kaydence is an up-and-coming Junior and kindly
donated her time to help us with the scarecrow! The challenge was to make a scarecrow
out of recyclable materials. Waffles the cow ended up placing second!
Our club participated in the 4-H BC Gator lottery fundraiser. Our club sold 434 tickets,
winning the club tickets sales challenge! (Thanks to our members and some really
dedicated leaders.) Thanks to those of you that supported our club by purchasing tickets!
Thanks also to Save-On-Foods for their donation of $500 towards our new club jackets
and t-shirts with the updated 4-H logo!
Reflecting on the season we are so very grateful and would like to thank our amazing
leaders who worked just as hard for two members as they did with many. Their dedication,
encouragement and support mean the world to us. We are looking forward to the
upcoming season!

EAGLE VALLEY 4-H CLUB

Report submitted by club leaders: Joni & Lindy DeWitt and Lexi Gossen
Greetings from the Eagle Valley 4-H club! After a very hot and smokey summer, we were
blessed with a crisp autumn day (on the 30th of August), perfect for ACHIEVEMENT DAY.
Our achievement was accomplished at DariDelite Farm, with the show beginning at 1pm.
Our invited Judge for the day was Jennifer Veldhuisen. She brought donuts from the
famous Sutherland’s Bakery for everyone! Thanks so much Jennifer! Not every judge
does that for participants; we really appreciated the kindness and attention she gave
to members during the show. With lawns freshly mown, calves were displayed on the
greens, sparkling clean and neatly clipped. Well done kids!

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP

1st Isaac Gossen 2nd Caleb Gossen 3rd Sophie Born

SENIOR SHOWMANSHIP
1st Jasmine Gossen 2nd Malachi Gossen 3rd Levi DeWitt

CONFORMATION
1st Jasmine Gossen 2nd Isaac Gossen 3rd Sophie Born

Eagle
Valley 4-H
Club

CHAMPION HEIFER

Jasmine Gossen, DARIDELITE DOORMAN MARA

RESERVE CHAMPION HEIFER

Isaac Gossen, DARIDELITE IMPRESSION IRYS

EDUCATIONAL BOARDS
1st Jasmine Gossen, Winter to Summer Pitstop (swapping out seasonal tires)
2nd Issac Gossen, Prize Pumpkin Pie
3rd Levi DeWitt, Taping Your Stick Like an Elite Hockey

Rookie of the Year: Congratulations to Sophie Born.
You did so awesome - Welcome to 4-H!
Jonny DeWitt participated with a baby calf, for practice. Jonny did a great job washing
his calf and got help fitting from Levi and Malachi. Good teamwork boys! We enjoyed
a yummy lunch together outside, picnic-style. Thanks to everyone for bringing buns,
fruit, veggies ,chips, cookies, THE DONUTS, pop and chocolate milk! Steff, you make
the BEST COFFEE! Thank you to all the parents for supporting your children by bringing
them to meetings and helping them with their calves. We have made lasting memories!
We will wrap our year with a planned, fun family event, and look forward to a successful
2022 4-H season.

The heifers and calves ready to show at Eagle Valley 4-H Club’s Achievement Day.
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MATSQUI 4-H HOLSTEIN CLUB
Club reporter: Charis Kampman

Junior
Showmanship

Club Achievement
Photo credit: Anita Postma and Trish Tidball
This summer has been great! Earlier we met up for a judging practice. Then two of our
members (Emily Bongers and Charis Kampman) participated in the online provincial
judging competition. It was an interesting way of judging. I’d rather do it in person!
Our club competed at the Maple Ridge Fair and had a ton of fun there.
We also had our club achievement at the Abbotsford Agrifair two weeks later. All of us
worked hard and did a great job! Here’s the placings for our club achievement.

Senior
Showmanship

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP

Champion - Kirstyn Kobes Reserve - Rees Tidal

SENIOR SHOWMANSHIP
Champion - Kylie Langelaan Reserve - Brianna Langelaan

CHAMPION CALF
Aubrey Langelaan, RICHLAAN ELIZA DRYDEN

RESERVE CHAMPION CALF

Club
Conformation

Ryland Treloar, SUNTASIA THUNDER SATURNINA

A huge Thank You to our judge Martin Rypma for doing
a great job judging our club. We all did amazing!

RICHMOND DELTA 4-H HOLSTEIN CALF CLUB
Club Reporter: Leila Krische

The Richmond-Delta Club’s summer was busy with caring for and training calves
for the Maple Ridge Fair. For many of us, it was our first show, and we were very
fortunate to have some Seniors to share their knowledge and encouragement with us.

Thanks also to our leaders, fellow clubs and parents’ support, we had a very positive
experience. It was fun waking up at 3:30 am to wash calves!

SUMAS HOLSTEIN 4-H CLUB
Club Reporter: Kaycee Meier

Sumas Holstein 4-H Club placed first in Interclub at the Chilliwack Fair.
Hello everyone! I cannot believe summer has come to an end so fast! Sumas Holstein
had a great summer this year with fairs and fun days! Our fairs started with Maple Ridge.
I’m so proud of everyone. Thank you to the Junior showmanship judge Lorna Hamming
and Senior showmanship and Conformation judge Kenny McRae!

GRAND JUNIOR SHOWMAN
Kaycee Meier

RESERVE JUNIOR SHOWMAN
Jenoah Winkelaar

GRAND SENIOR SHOWMAN
Janessa Vaandrager

RESERVE SENIOR SHOWMAN

Dominic Kielstra
We also placed second for Interclub! We did a great job at this fair and I’m so happy for
everyone! Then we went to the Agrifair at which we achieved. Although it was a “closed
to public” show, it was still super fun! Now for our placings:

Sumas Holstein 4-H Club.

INTERMEDIATE CALF
Jenoah Winkelaar, WINALL TUNDRA ALLIGATOR

RESERVE INTERMEDIATE CALF
Elinor Hammersmark, JAMALEE R UNKNOWN

SENIOR CALF
Janessa Vaandrager, LAVENDER RESPECTFUL SIDEKICK

RESERVE SENIOR CALF
Dominic Kielstra, DRESLER CABANNA ALLIGATOR

GRAND CHAMPION CALF
Janessa Vaandrager, LAVENDER RESPECTFUL SIDEKICK

RESERVE CHAMPION CALF
Kaycee Meier, NICOLA RAGER ROSIE

JUNIOR CALF

JUNIOR SHOWMAN

RESERVE JUNIOR CALF

RESERVE JUNIOR SHOWMAN

Kaycee Meier, NICOLA RAGER ROSIE
Jacob VanLeeuwen, JAMALEE H BREKEM

Kaycee Meier
Emily Hammersmark
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INTERMEDIATE SHOWMAN
Dominic Kielstra

RESERVE INTERMEDIATE SHOWMAN
Celina Vaandrager

SENIOR SHOWMAN
Sophia Jacobs

GRAND CHAMPION SHOWMAN
Sophia Jacobs

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION SHOWMAN

4-H BC Contests

Dominic Kielstra

visit www.4hbc.ca/contests

A big Thank-You to our judge, Lorene Barnum!
Our achievement was so fun, and we had a great time!
The last fair we got to go to was Chilliwack Fair. We had such a blast getting to interact
with the other clubs and the public. Thank you to our judge, Carl Barclay. Now for our
Chilliwack placings:

SENIOR SHOWMAN

Janessa Vaandrager

JUNIOR SHOWMAN
Kaycee Meier

GRAND CHAMPION CALF
Janessa Vaandrager

RESERVE CHAMPION CALF
Kaycee Meier

CHAMPION INTERCLUB
SUMAS HOLSTEIN!!

We started this year with tailgate meetings with social distancing and it ended with a
fair with tons of people watching us show. We also got to spend a day at Cultus Lake
Waterpark. It was the best way to finish off our summer!!
I think our whole club thoroughly enjoyed this whole year through everything. It was so
awesome to be back at fairs, seeing old friends and the public again. The older members
are so proud of the younger members, who did so well having not been to a fair. Congrats
to all the new members; you all did so well!
I also wanted to give a HUGE thanks to our awesome leaders, Cindy Dueck and Heidi
Schuurman. Although it was their first year, they still really stepped up to the plate and
got our club through this crazy year!

Keepsake Ornament 2021:
Get creative and win prizes!

Meeting your
animals’ needs...
with precision
Trouw Nutrition is a pioneer in precision nutrition.
For over 35 years, we have been balancing rations
to amino acids with our NEWTON ® formulation program.
This means more accurate and cost-efficient diet formulation that
meets the needs of your herd and in line with your goals. No more,
no less, just enough.

To take advantage of the power of NEWTON,
talk to your Dairy Nutrition Advisor
or local Shur-Gain® dealer.

www.trouwnutrition.ca
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Investing in Sustainability

Mariah Schuurman, B.A.,
Trinity Western University
With the implementation of the proAction Environment
pillar this September, farmers will be actively challenged to
think about their farming practices and how things could be
done a little differently. Part of this means looking at typical
farming practices to figure out practical solutions that
may help reduce waste or improve the storage of ground
contaminants. Some farmers have even adopted rotational
grazing practices, on-farm plastic recycling, or participated
in methane monitoring studies.

veggies. Soon, Little Flora Gem was an intense flower and
vegetable farm operation. Another aspect in the pursuit of
sustainable farm development was the addition of solar
panels on their barn roof in 2019.

Environmental Investment on the Farm

On a yearly basis, the farm uses approximately 170
megawatts of power. The installation of the 438 panels
(sized to match the power use) took place during the
summer of 2019. Since that time, they have been able to
For some, sustainability goes beyond requirements: it’s offset 94% of the farm’s electrical consumption through the
a lifestyle. At Bomi Farms Ltd., Rene Miedema currently solar panels. This year may look different than last year, as
milks 110 cows with two DeLaval Classics. Back in 2017, significant wildfire smoke has hampered the farm’s ability to
they considered ways of expanding the operation, without ‘harvest the sun.’ What intrigued him about the solar panels
necessarily expanding the herd.
was the reliability. “I have a 25-year warranty on the panels.
There’s virtually no service and maintenance.”
In 2018, Rene and his wife, Jessica, converted part of a
horse pasture into a flower field, and in 2020 the farm added Rene mentions that they tend to ‘over collect’ on a creditbased system – the sunnier it is in the summer, the more
credit they can use during the winter. Simply put, “It’s like a
Thick wildfire smoke plagued much of the
solar power savings account and you’re pulling out of that
Okanagan this summer. One of its many
savings account over the winter,” says Jessica.

unwelcome consequences was the reduced
solar harvest by the 438 roof-top panels on
the barn roof.
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Through Little Flora Gem’s presence at farmers markets,
Jessica finds that people have a disconnect from their
environment and agriculture. “People are outraged at how
expensive peas and cauliflower are,” she shares, “If only
they knew how difficult they are to grow and pick, then they
would know why they’re priced that way!”
Since the dream began in 2017, the growth has allowed the
flower farm to double in profits. The “acre of bliss” has been
working on efficiency, trial and error, and curiosity. Jessica
credits the farm’s success to the staff, whose capacity has
allowed Rene and Jessica to continue the development
and expansion of their business. “Doing an operation like
that on your own is quite stressful. [Our staff have] quite
opened up the possibilities for us!”
Another sustainable practice Rene tried last year with
success was inter-seeding crops. Turning the secondary
crop back into the soil to produce ‘green manure’ helped
control erosion, lower soil pH, and improved micro and
macro nutrients.

On Economic and Social Responsibility
The nice thing about the two businesses is the overlap;
they’re able to use manure from the barn to fertilize the
garden and harrow the fields and the vegetables with the
same tools. Part of what they’ve been looking at is how
they spend their money and time. Efficiency is incredibly
crucial to successfully managing the operation; productive,
practical, and efficient allows them to make better financial
decisions. They have adopted QuickBooks to facilitate the
organization of staff at each farm.

Expanding the Farm’s Abilities

Having grown up on a hobby farm, Jessica went to markets
with her mom and is excited to see her kids develop the
same memories that she did as a child. “It’s quite awesome
for our children,” she says, “They love going to the garden
and picking the vegetables and the flowers.” She said that
her background from the hobby farm and her deep seeded
curiosity nurtured her desire to continue the vegetable and
flower operation. “Everyone thinks, ‘Oh flower farm – it must
be so beautiful!’ but that’s only about 5% of the time!” she Part of continuing to develop their business involves
says, citing recent months of dedication to the enterprise investing in staff skills, such as flower and vegetable
growing courses for some of their full-time staff. Jessica
- of rototilling, and weeding, and rain.
notes that, “We’re not just adopting sustainability in the
environmental sense, it’s important to remember that our
staff are a part of our community, and we want to make
sure they can grow and thrive.” She says that they want to
ensure that their staff are paid fairly, so that they can have
the opportunity to have a better living.
They recognize they may be farming differently than most,
but their philosophy behind the myriad of sustainable
practices is, “to leave it better for our kids. There’s more
at play than just farmland.”
While no one relishes added regulations, the new
Environment proAction pillar sets an expectation of
stewardship that will build farming sustainability into a
model that will support the success of farms into the future.

Jessica and Rene Miedema are inspired by the
possibilities, integrating varied sustainable
practices into their farming systems, to share
with their children, Gemma, Micah and Jonah.
Photo: Lila Karmali.
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with Gratitude

What a year for everyone! We are thankful
for our clients and a busy year!

We are here for
you, new or used
equipment,
parts or repairs.

Come see the selection!

VAN DER WAL EQUIPMENT

(1989) LTD.

Our expanded shop and Parts Dept. are always ready to assist you!

Phone 604-463-3681
Fax

604-463-3495

23390 River Road, Maple Ridge
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Curly Calf Syndrome in Ayrshires
Brian Van Doormaal, Chief Services Officer
Caeli Richardson, KTT Genetics Expert
A new genetic abnormality has recently been identified
in the Canadian Ayrshire population. The formal name of
this genetic defect is Arthrogryposis Multiplex (AM), but
it is commonly known as Curly Calf Syndrome. Calves with
this genetic defect are born deformed with stiffness in
multiple joints and/or joints that are curved or hooked. This
condition is lethal since it results in calves that are either
stillborn or die shortly after birth. Due to their genetic
makeup, affected calves are unable to produce an essential
protein required for normal fetal development. Without
this protein, the joints of affected calves cannot develop
properly and therefore result in the “curly calf” shape as
they grow within the uterus.
Where did it come from?
In terms of genetic transmission, Curly Calf Syndrome
is a recessive characteristic. This means that animals
that carry one copy of the causal gene, referred to as
the AM gene, do not show any negative signs. However,
25% of pregnancies resulting from mating a carrier sire
to a carrier dam will produce an affected calf. While this
genetic abnormality is known to exist in some other beef
cattle breeds, the presence of carriers in the Canadian
Ayrshire breed only started in 2004. It has taken several
years for this undesirable gene to spread through the
population to a point that carrier sires and cows are now
being mated together. This resulted from the importation
of semen of an elite progeny proven Swedish Red sire,
named Peterslund (AYSWEM91213), who was born in 1997.
Now, in retrospect, it appears that Peterslund is the source
animal of the gene deletion that has led to the Curly Calf
Syndrome in the Canadian Ayrshire breed.

increased at an average rate of 2.2% per year, reaching
the 20% level for heifers born in 2019. For the sake of
comparison, Figure 1 also shows the trend in the estimated
frequency of the two Ayrshire haplotypes affecting fertility
(AH1 and AH2), both of which remain important with 15%
to 25% of Ayrshire heifers born each year being carriers.
Since the Curly Calf Syndrome is relatively new to the
Canadian Ayrshire breed, Lactanet conducted an analysis
of the estimated AM Carrier Probability within the Ayrshire
herds enrolled on Lactanet’s milk recording services
(Figure 2). While some herds have a very low frequency
of the AM gene, 42.7% of the herds have an estimated AM
Carrier frequency between 15% and 19%.
In the most extreme cases, nearly 5% of Canadian Ayrshire
herds have an estimated frequency suggesting that at
least one‐quarter of their herd inventory are AM Carriers.
Within the Compass software, Ayrshire breeders will be
able to see this important statistic for their own herd and
can access the calculated AM Carrier Probability for each
female in the herd. It is recommended that females with a
carrier probability higher than 12.5% be mated exclusively
to sires known to be AMF or have an AM Carrier Probability

displayed as 1%. The Advanced Group Query tool available
in the Genetics section of the Lactanet website also allows
users to filter sires and cows based on three categories for
their AM carrier status. This includes listing animals that
are either (a) known to be Free of the AM gene, identified
as AMF or with a Carrier Probability of 1%, (b) known to
be a Carrier of the AM gene, identified as AMC or with a
Carrier Probability of 99%, or (c) having a Carrier Probability
between 1% and 99% based on available pedigree data.
Building a Stronger Future
Genetic abnormalities exist in all dairy cattle breeds.
Identifying the presence of Curly Calf Syndrome in the
Canadian Ayrshire breed does not come as positive news.
That said, knowing that it exists and having a way to identify
carrier animals, or those most likely to be a carrier, are the
first steps to controlling its negative impact. At the time
of making mating decisions, it is important for Ayrshire
breeders to know if the female is a possible AM Carrier
and then avoid using a sire that is also a carrier. With this
strategy, you can eliminate the likelihood of producing
affected calves and therefore control the negative impact
of Curly Calf Syndrome in your herd and the Canadian
Ayrshire breed.

Following the discovery of the AM gene in the Swedish
Red population, a laboratory in Denmark developed a
genetic testing service to separate “Carrier” animals,
identified as AMC, versus those that are “Free” of this
genetic defect, identified as AMF. Through this service,
as the main provider of Ayrshire semen in Canada, Semex
proceeded to get several sires in its current active lineup
tested. These initial AM test results have been shared
with Lactanet for the development of tools and services
to help Canadian Ayrshire breeders manage this genetic
recessive defect in their herds. On an ongoing basis, more
A.I. sires and females linked to the Peterslund bloodlines
will be tested to identify those that are AMC (Carrier) versus
AMF (Free).
Preventative Tools Are Now Available
One of the key tools developed by Lactanet is the
calculation of an AM Carrier Probability for all Ayrshire
animals in the database. In addition to the genetic test
results of AMC or AMF, displayed under each animal’s name
on the Lactanet website, the AM Carrier Probability value
will be provided on each animal’s Pedigree page. As for
other genetic recessive traits and haplotypes that exist
in each breed, the Lactanet website queries and filters
also include results for the Curly Calf Syndrome. (This
started with the August 2021 genetic evaluation release.)
Canadian Ayrshire breeders also have free access to the
Compass software, which is an excellent tool for knowing
the AM Carrier Probability for all females in their herd and
for managing lists of Ayrshire sires that may be Carriers.
AM Carrier Frequency in Canadian Ayrshires
Based on all genetic test results currently available, Figure
1 shows the trend over time in the estimated percentage of
Canadian‐born Ayrshire heifers that are AM carriers. For
heifers born from 2004 to 2012, the AM carrier frequency
was less than 5%. From 2012 to 2020, the frequency of
AM carriers in the Canadian Ayrshire female population

Well-Traveled Willswikk Cow
Wins in Wisconsin

This impressive young cow from William Wikkerink
on Vancouver Island was sold to Tom DeGroot in
January 2020 as a fancy, fresh 2 year old. ATHENA
was offered up in the T&L Tag sale in March and was
scooped by Ferme Jacobs in Quebec. From there,
she went through the Ducketts sale in Wisconsin
and was bought by Michael Maier, who must be
very pleased with her first place showing. Athena

is following in her mother’s hoof-steps. SICY ALLIE
EX-92-2E-CAN 4*(0/20) passed through many
skilled cow-hands. From her breeders, she went to
Morsan, then a partnership with Morsan/StanhopeWedgwood, then Westcoast before settling in at
Willswikk! There’s still some fun in discovering the
great young cow whose potential can be seen by
skilled eyes, and developed by talented cow people.

WILLSWIKK DOORMAN ATHENA exhibited by Michael
Maier places first in the Senior 3-year-old class at the
District 3 Holstein Show in Wisconsin this summer.
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Patented 2-Pit system features a 2-way WEIR design that results in
consistent flush water levels without the need for real time separation
along with high solids capture for cleaner lagoons.

DT360 primary separation and centrifuge technology combined with
Greenline pumps for low pathogen sand bedding recovery and high
quality flush water.

W

ith equipment built to last and engineered
to use less energy, we’ve been helping
you get the most out of your land and herds for over
three decades. When you partner with Daritech and
our local dealers, you benefit from the knowledge
and experience of designing milking and manure
management systems used world-wide, in small
and large herd farms. We have innovative, easy to
maintain, fully automated solutions that will increase
your efficiency without adding labor and save you
money. Contact us today for more information.
Greenline Auto Prime™ Pumps provide start-up priming and monitored
priming throughout the run cycle. This allows for automatic pump operation from above ground mounting while drawing from sumps or lagoons.

For more information on our creative process flow
solutions, contact a local dealer near you ...

360-354-6900 • www.daritech.com

Pacific Dairy Centre

Mountain View Electric

pacificdairycentre.com

mtnview.ca

Chilliwack, B.C.

Enderby, B.C.
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